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AMERICA'S ECONOMIC CHALLENGE IN ASIA:
GUAM'S STRATEGIC BUSINESS ROLE

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1985

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICY AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TRADE, PRODUCTIVITY, AND ECONOMIC GROWTH OF
THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC
The Subcommittee on Monetary and Fiscal Policy met, pursuant

to notice, at 10 a.m., in room SD-562, Dirksen Senate Office Build-
ing, Hon. Steven D. Symms (chairman of the subcommittee) presid-
ing.

Present: Senators Symms, D'Amato, and Mattingly.
Also present: Joe Cobb, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SYMMS, CHAIRMAN
Senator SYMMS. The Subcommittee on Monetary and Fiscal

Policy will now come to order.
We will discuss this morning America's economic challenge in

Asia and Guam's strategic business role.
Now, I would like to open this hearing on this strategic business

role of the territory of Guam by welcoming my colleagues. We have
got two of my colleagues here in the Senate with us here this
morning. We are delighted that they are here, Senator D'Amato
and Senator Mattingly, and then honored guests from Guam's gov-
ernment and business community and the Federal officials whose
agencies deal directly with the territory.

Of course, our first witness will be Delegate Ben Blaz, and we
will talk about that a little bit more in a minute.

But I am also a member of the Senate Finance Committee, which
currently is hearing President Reagan's tax proposal. I will be rely-
ing very heavily on testimony given here today to guide me and
the tax committees on the effects of the tax proposals on the terri-
tories.

In my work with the Senate Finance Committee I have become
very interested in the issue of tax autonomy for Guam because I
have seen the effects of unwise tax policies and how they can stifle
and block economic development, and I am a strong advocate of
policies that aim at stimulating economic enterprise and growth.

The Joint Economic Committee is holding this hearing in re-
sponse to the concern and request of Delegate Ben Blaz, who repre-
sents Guam. He brought to my attention some of the issues in-
volved in the territory's economic development and how Federal

(1)
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policies and pending tax, trade, and other legislation can affect the
territory.

The Joint Economic Committee is an investigative, rather than a
legislative body. The committee is a congressional forum where
new ideas are examined and brought forward. It has served as a
launching pad for many major national themes such as tax simpli-
fication, privatization, and enterprise zones. President Reagan's
first-term tax cuts were one of the new ideas launched by this com-
mittee.

The major focus of this hearing will be Guam's role, actual, and
potential, in America's ever-expanding trade with the Asia-Pacific
region. That trade has grown phenomenally in the last 10 years
and now exceeds our total trade with our traditional European
allies. The Heritage Foundation and Reason Magazine have pub-
lished lengthy reports that demonstrate how the territory of Guam,
if given Federal support and freedom from overregulation, could
develop into a second Hong Kong in this vital trade arena.

There will be two sessions to this hearing. The morning's session,
which I will chair, will be conducted by the Subcommittee on Mon-
etary and Fiscal Policy. The afternoon s session will be held by the
Subcommittee on Trade, Productivity, and Economic Growth. Rep-
resentative Daniel Lungren will chair that hearing.

This morning's session will begin with testimony on President
Reagan's tax reform proposal and its effect on the territory of
Guam. The proposal contains important provisions that would
grant the territory the autonomy to delink from the mirror tax
system based on the IRS Code and set up a tax system appropriate
to Guam's needs.

The second major topic this morning will deal with the roles of
Federal and local government in the territory's development and
will include a discussion of a subject dear to my heart, the opportu-
nity for transferring government service to private contractors. I
also am looking forward to your testimony on the. impact of immi-
gration laws on the territory because I have a deep interest in pro-
posed changes to U.S. immigration laws.

Before we begin the testimony, I would like to mention that my
friendship and association with Delegate Ben Blaz goes back sever-
al years and my respect for him has increased over those years. As
a matter of fact, I had the pleasure a few years ago of publishing in
the Congressional Record a speech Brig. Gen. Ben Blaz made at the
Marine Corps' basic school at the end of his distinguished career in
the Marine. Corps.

And now I would like to ask Delegate Blaz if he would come for-
ward for his opening remarks

And I think just as a matter of interest that Delegate Ben Blaz
was the first Guamanian to be a commissioned officer in the U.S.
Marine Corps in the Armed Forces of the United States. He was on
Guam during the Japanese occupation, so he understands the stra-
tegic significance that Guam means to the security of the United
States.

And I think as a point of personal pride, for not only him but for
myself and all the other former marines, that General Blaz was lib-
erated on Guam by the fighting 9th Marines of the 3d Marine Divi-
sion in 1944, and later on he had the privilege and the high honor
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FOR YEARS GUAM HAS PLAYED ITS PART IN PROTECTING AND

ADVANCING THIS NATION'S INTEREST IN THE REGION MILITARILY.

WITH GUAM'S NAVAL BASE, STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND BASE, NAVAL AIR

STATION, AND NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS STATION WE HAVE HA) A

SECURE-MILITARY FOOTHOLD IN THE REGION.

THE NEW ROLE GUAM MUST UNDERTAKE IN THE REGION,

HOWEVERIS VASTLY DIFFERENT. GUAM IS INVOLVED IN THE MOST

ACTIVE TRADE REGION IN THE WORLD AND IT MUST ASSUME A LARGER

PART IN THIS ACTIVITY. THE COUNTRIES OF THIS REGION HAVE

BECOME EXTREMELY EXPORT-ORIENTED. THEIR UNDEVELOPED FARM-

BASED SOCIETIES HAVE BEEN CONVERTED TO INDUSTRIAL-BASED

MANUFACTURING. TRADE IS THE BUSINESS OF THE FUTURE. GUAM MUST

TAKE PART IN THIS TRADE.

MANY AMERICANS ARE UNAWARE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS

REGION. I BELIEVE IT IS THROUGH PUBLIC HEARINGS SUCH AS THIS

THAT THESE DEVELOPMENTS CAN BE MADE MORE WIDELY KNOWN.

THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN.
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Senator MArrINGLY. I have no statement, Mr. Chairman. I wel-
come Delegate Blaz, and I will have some questions for the record
later.

Senator SYMMS. Mr. Blaz, welcome to the subcommittee.

STATEMENT OF HON. BEN BLAZ, A U.S. DELEGATE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE TERRITORY OF GUAM

Delegate BLAz. Thank you very much.
I must admit I was a little bit overwhelmed by your remarks. I

am a bit nervous here, and I hadn't heard the Marines mentioned
in so long that it reminded me of what a good time I had, and you
did, too, as I recall.

Thank you very much, Senator Symms. I also want to thank
Representative Lungren, who has agreed to cochair the subcommit-
tee hearings this morning and this afternoon.

This would not have been possible without your help and encour-
agement.

I would also like to warmly welcome Guam Government and
business leaders who have shown a real commitment to the cause
of enhancing Federal-territorial relations by coming 9,000 miles at
their own expense to testify at these hearings.

It is very important for the future of our territory that Congress
hears and examines the views of Guam's leaders on how the terri-
tory can play a larger role in the international trade and develop-
ment that America is such a vital part of in our area of the world.

As the closest American territory to the dynamic Asian trade.
arena, the territory of Guam is within a few flying hours of major
business capitals of the region, including Tokyo, Manila, Hong
Kong, and Singapore.

Guam's proximity to these vital trade centers has long made our
territory strategic from a military standpoint. What we need to
highlight is the territory's potential from an economic standpoint:
How Guam can serve America as a strategic business center.

I have introduced several bills that will grant the regulatory
reform necessary for Guam to develop its potential. The specifics of
the territory's needs and how they can be addressed by legislation
will be brought out in these hearings.

Congressional leadership is vital to this effort. A recent Govern-
ment Accounting Office report expressed clearly the overriding
concern of territorial leaders. The report concluded that the Feder-
al Government lacks a coordinated and consistent policy for the
territories. Without this, the approach and direction has been ad
hoc, creating conflicting plans and policies and counterproductive
relations.

This is a truly significant hearing because it is the first time this
prestigious committee has addressed Guam's unique problems,
needs, and aspirations. The hearings provide us an unusual oppor-
tunity to enter into the public record in one document the views of
the leadership of Guam with respect to our economic dilemma, and
how we could overcome it.

The committee's findings can help the Congress formulate cre-
ative responses and approaches that would allow the territory to
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tering that portion of the income that is foreign to Guam. That is
something we would have to consider.

In general, however, Guam would have responsibility for admin-
istering its own income tax code with respect to income that is de-
rived from Guam.
ofSenator SYMMs. Why does the administration support the option
of providing Guam this opportunity to develop its own tax code?

Mr. SHAY. Mr. Chairman, for several reasons. I think first and

foremost it was alluded to in your remarks.
The Internal Revenue Code is a highly complex document, and it

is designed for the economy as that exists in the mainland United
States. Guam's economy has some considerably different features,
and of course Guam has a special relationship with the United
States.

In cognizance of that, we felt that it was more realistic economi-
cally and probably better for the mutual interests of Guam and the
United States to allow Guam to attempt to fashion its own income
tax code which would be suited to its own needs.

We have some caveats, sir, and I think they are mutually agreed
upon by Guam and the United States. The caveats are simply that
we will be building in protections that would prevent either Guam
from being used as a tax haven vis-a-vis investment in the United
States.

Under our proposal, if Guam chooses to reduce revenues to at-
tract investment in Guam, that would be perfectly acceptable and
obviously is one of the choices that is available to them. But it is
not intended that the proposal allow non-U.S. persons to obtain
benefits for investment in the United States which would not be

available to other U.S. taxpayers.
The second reason for taking this approach is that we have had a

history of difficulty-which has been, I think, regrettable on both

sides-that derives from the very complex interaction of applying
the Internal Revenue Code to transactions that involve Guam, and

I think that this proposal will help simplify that relationship and

avoid unintended conflicts that have occurred in the past.
Senator SYMMS. Would Guam be subject to both the Federal tax,

then, and their own tax?
Mr. SHAY. A Guam resident who did not derive income from the

United States or from foreign sources-that derived income from
within Guam, your every day wage earner performing services in

Guam would only pay tax to Guam. He would not pay tax to the
United States.

Senator SYMMS. OK.
Senator D'Amato.
Senator D'AMATo. I have no questions.
Senator SYMMS. Delegate Blaz.
Delegate BLAz. One question here, Mr. Shay.
What specific opportunities for new investment in Guam could

you see being created by Guam's development of its own tax code?
Mr. SHAY. As I understand your question, it is: What is the op-

portunity for Guam itself to attempt to attract investment?
The opportunity really is for Guam to determine what its par-

ticular circumstances are that could benefit from an investment in-

centive. It is precisely because we here in Washington are not
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expert on what is best for Guam that I have to say I am not compe-
tent to answer your question.

That is, Guam as a taxing jurisdiction will have to determine for
itself if it is going to sacrifice tax revenue in order to attract in-
vestment, whether that tradeoff is going to be worthwhile.

All we are doing in this proposal is making that legally possible.
I have to refrain, to be honest, from attempting to give advice on

that because it would be uninformed advice. I know your Governor
and Chamber of Commerce have been looking at ideas. It will have
to be your Government which would make that evaluation.

Senator SYMMs. Thank you very much. I appreciate your testimo-
ny.

I guess what you are really saying is that if Guam would set up a
progrowth business environment that then you don't have to have
the answer or the plan. It will grow from its own enterprising ac-
tivities and has the potential to make a strong commercial bastion
in the Pacific, then?

Mr. SHAY. That is correct.
Senator SYMMS. If we can allow it to do that?
Mr. SHAY. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. Of course, my remarks

have been limited to the Tax Code, and of course, the Government
of Guam, as I understand it, is examining a wide range of options.

It is always a question that is difficult to answer, whether you
want to sacrifice revenue as your source to attract investment or
make other kinds of regulatory changes.

But on the tax side, we simply are saying we are leaving that
decision for the Government of Guam.

Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much. I appreciate your testimo-
ny this morning.

Mr. SHAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SYMMS. The next witness is the Honorable Edward

Reyes.
Thank you, Senator D'Amato, for your interest here, and Senator

Mattingly.
The Lieutenant Governor of Guam.
Mr. Lieutenant Governor, welcome to our subcommittee and to

our capital city.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD D. REYES, LIEUTENANT GOVER-
NOR, TERRITORY OF GUAM, ON BEHALF OF HON. RICARDO J.
BORDALLO, GOVERNOR

Mr. REYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As you indicated, my name is Edward Reyes. I am the Lieuten-

ant Governor of the territory of Guam, and I am here on behalf of
the Governor and the people of Guam, and I thank you for the op-
portunity to present our views concerning the reform of the
'mirror" system of taxation as it applies to our territory.

Since 1950, Guam has administered and enforced the income tax
laws of the United States as mandated by section 31 of the Terri-
tory's Organic Act. This section was enacted by the Congress pri-
marily to relieve the Federal Government of making direct appro-
priation to the government of Guam. Although Congress delegated
the administration and enforcement function of the Federal income
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the IRS Code would be retained where the tax on those people-the
military and Federal-will continue to revert back to the govern-
ment of Guam.

Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much; Delegate Blaz.
Delegate BLAZ. I don't have any questions.
Senator SYMMS. No questions.
Thank you very much, Mr. Lieutenant Governor.
Mr. REYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SYMMS. You have come a long ways, and we are glad to

have you all here.
Mr. REYES. Thank you.
Senator SYMMS. Panel III. Ms. Eloise Baza, president of the

Guam Chamber of Commerce; Mr. Simon A. Sanchez II, president
of Simon A. Sanchez II & Associates, and Mr. Jesus Leon Guerrero,
president of the Bank of Guam.

Ms. Baza, you please start. I am going to excuse myself for just a
moment. I have a call I have to make. We can go right on with the
hearing, and I will review your statements and Delegate Blaz will
hear the hearing here for a second.

So please go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF ELOISE R. BAZA, PRESIDENT. GUAM CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE .

Ms. BAZA. Mr. Chairman, Delegate Blaz, members of the Joint
Economic Committee.

On behalf of the Guam Chamber of Commerce, I would like to
thank you for the historic opportunity to appear before you today
to discuss how Guam can become a contributing member of the
American community.

It certainly is most appropriate that Federal tax reform for
Guam is the first item on today's agenda. The U.S. trade has sig-
nificantly shifted from Europe to the Asian Pacific area in the past
4 years.

This region has become and will continue to be a lucrative trad-
ing area for United States import-export business for decades to
come. Guam is ideally situated to assume a major role in American
trade. We have the potential to be a staging point for American
companies doing business with our allies in the Pacific rim.

Further, being part of America, we possess the political stability
American firms are looking for-something our neighboring Asian
nations like Hong Kong, South Korea, and Taiwan are unable to
offer.

Guam's existing income tax system, however, which is identical
to the United States Internal Revenue Code, by virtue of the Or-
ganic Act of 1950, prevents us from even competing with the tax
incentives offered by Asian capitals like Hong Kong and Singapore.
The mirror image application of the Internal Revenue Code has
certainly proven to be inappropriate to Guam's economic situation.

Guam's business community is here today to ask for your sup-
port and your enactment of those provisions of chapter 1505 of
President Reagan's proposal for comprehensive tax reform which
allow Guam to delink from the Internal Revenue Code and develop
an income tax system which would provide for the attraction of
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American business investment, in particular, to Guam, and ensui
revenue neutrality. We also recognize the time involved in develo]
ing an income tax system for Guam and the need to maintain con
munication with Congress.

In light of these considerations, we are also seeking your favo
able action on one additional item: that Guam be allowed to adol
the 1954 Internal Revenue Code as it exists today as our interih
code during a period in which a joint commission would be forme
and serve as a mechanism for Congress and Guam to define an
propose what Guam's new tax relationship will be.

The products of an appropriate income tax system for Guam ii
clude:

First, it would provide stability to the Government of Guam
revenue base;

Second, it would attract investment to Guam, thereby enablir
us to expand our economic base;

Third, it will provide employment opportunities for Americans i
Guam; and

Fourth, it would be beneficial to the Federal Government, b.
cause the expansion of Guam's economic base would curtail tI
need for Federal subsidy for Guam; and in this way, Guam can c
its share in assisting or addressing the problem of the Federal de]
cit.

I, along with Mr. Sanchez and Mr. Guerrero, will be happy to r
spond to any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Baza, together with an attaci
ment, follows:]
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Reforms aimed at benefiting low-income waoe earners clearly result in the

erosion of our government's revenue base. The President's proposed rate

amendments will not be revenue neutral for Guam -- it will mean at least an $18

million revenue loss to the Guam government which our present tax base can

ill-afford. Our support for President Reagan's proposal,therefore, is confined

to only those provisions which would enable Guam to delink from our present tax

relationship with the Internal Revenue Code and develop our own tax: system.

thus removing major problems we face with the mirror tax code. Chapter 15.05

of President Reagan's Proposal for Comprehensive Tax Reform provides us with

this opportunity. We seek your enactment of this provision and request your

consideration that Guam adopt the 1954 Internal Revenue Code as it exists today

(Pre-Reagan 11 IRC) as our interim tax code for a period during which a Joint

Commission would be formed and serve as the mechanism for Congress and Guam to

define what Guam's new tax relationship with the United States will be.

I cannot overemphasize the significance which an independent Guam income

tax system will bear upon Guam's economic position in the Asia/Pacific region.

Guamanian Americans will be able to be contributing members of the American

community, through a flourishing and dynamic private sector which can be the

product of Federal tax reform for Guam.
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* £Z==2D 1~r TIA I CE la S ags yM Tourismis jaon's largest private industry. Visa waiver ould thus
enhance further growth of our visitor industry.

* QMIl'S ATLTIM! COR PREIT: Lack of programs to encourage
learning of construction skills exists which thus permitsimportation of alien workers for construction activities.Congress should direct that a study be conducted to measure theimpact alien workers are having on the island's economy.

Although the draft Guam Coenmonwealth Act does address a majority ofthe above concerns, the tire period for ratification by both the People ofGuam and Congress is tenuous. Guam can ill afford further delayed actionson these serious concerns. The tirme to act is now. Should you actfavorably in the dissolution of these aforesaid barriers, Ouam could notonly be noted as a bastion of the United States defense network in theWestern Pacific, but could conceivably beccme a bulwark of the American
free enterprise system in Asia.

- 4 -
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TAX REY: THIE PRMVT¶F SE 'S PMPS1FVE

me organic Act of 1950 mandated that Guam's tax systen be identical
to the united States Internal Revenue Code using basically the same rates,
exemptions, credits and deductions. The Goverrment of barn was given the
authority for the collection of taxes and the administration of tax codes
in the so-called mirror system. All IRC laws in effect at that tire would
apply to individual and corporate taxpayers, as would all future tax
regulations and amendments without regard to their impact on Guam.

Statement of the Problem:

* United States tax treaties do not apply to Guam.

* The Internal Revenue Code is inappropriate to Guam's ecnomy, and
lacks flexibility.

* The mirror tax system does not raise adequate reverne.

Proposed Solution:

Delinkage froan the mirror image application of the Internal
Revenue Code (IX) and develop Territorial Incame Tax Law,
through the enactment of Chapter 15.05 of President Reagan's
Proposal for Cacrprehensive Tax Reform. The IRC as it exists
today, will be frozen and adopted as Guam's interim code for a
period during which a Joint Cmnnission wculd be formed and serve
as the mechanism for Congress and Oman to identify and propose
what Guam's new tax relationship will be.

Econamic Benefits of Proposed Solution:

* A Guam insone tax system will provide for the attraction of
business investment and the expansion of Oman's economic base.

* The Government of Guam's revenue requirements would be
appropriately addressed.

* Fiscal autonany would be attainable and necessary in light of
continuing decline of federal spending for G(am.

-8-
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On a small island where no other natural resources are present,
optimal development of port facilities and ancillary industrial services
at Apra Harbor and Cabras Island is essential to the Guam economy. The
Commercial Port is Guam's only seaport.

stat t Q t Problem:

The 'Brooks Ameidment' places prohibitive restrictions on the
development of the 927 acres of federal 'surplus' land returned to the
Government of Guam at Cabras Island, by requiring that at least 70% of all
land revenues be paid back to the U. S. Treasury. Them amendment made the
prospect for locally-initiated developrent of this land unattractive and
unrealistic. Gjam's lack of capital improvement and development funds
makes development of this land problemmatic. Existing terrain and a large
proportion of submerged land involved will cause unusually high
infrastructural developrent costs. As a result, there has been no
economic development on the lard thus far: economic development which
could otherwise create new jobs and increase the existing tax revenue base
for the Government of Guam.

Proposed Solution:

* A repeal of the 'Brooks Amendment" as proposed in H. R. 2884 and
the removal of prohibitive requirements governing the disposal of
returned federal land at Cabras Island.

* The enactment of H. R. 2884, consistent with the recossendations
of the U. S. Navy that would provide for the return of this land
at no cost to the Government of Guam.

* The creation of a Cabras Island Develooment Fund that would be
financed by all revenues received by the Government of Guam from
the disposal of such laid: Expenditures of this Fund would be
solely for economic development (such as area infrastructural
improvement, capital improvement projects and the maintenance or
upkeep of plant and capital structures) as delineated in the
'Csmmercial Port of Guam Masterplan as Revised.'

* Authority for the Government of Guam to collateralize such land
for the purpose of acquiring the financial resources needed to
accomplish such development.

* All land returned to, and revenues received from the disposal
thereof by the Goverrment of Guam would be managed by the Board
of Directors of the Port Authority of Guam. Expenditures made
under the Frnd would be subject to federal oversight and audit
activities as the United States Congress shall deem fit.

* Favorable eligibility consideration of Cabras Island under
federal enterprise zone legislation now pending before the United
States Congress.

- 12 -
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Approximately 50,000 United States servicemen and wen are stationed
in Japan and Okinawa. Thousands more are assigned to Korea, Taiwan and
the Philippines. While a serviceman stationed in Europe can buy a U. S.
specification vehicle there, drive it around for a year and have it
shipped hoaw at the govermnt's expense, a serviceman assigned to Japan
or Ckinawa can neither bring a U. S. specification vehicle to Japan or buy
one there to take back hxe. Further, service-embers who purchase
Japanese vehicles in Japan are forced to sell their vehicles at 'distress
prices' because U. S. specificatics and safety requirements prevent them
from taking these vehicles hote.

Many military personnel stationed in the Far East have discovered that
they can cut these losses by buying a car that meets United States
specifications on Ga when returning back to the States. Gum is the
only location west of Bmaii where such cars are available. Anrmally,
only about 1,200 service-embers have been purchasing U. S. specification
vehicles in the Ehited States, i.e., Mom.

t-m has now been eliminated as an alternate port and place of auto
purchase for servicemen in Japan effective September 30, 1985.
Service-enbers will lose the overseas benefit of transporting vehicles on
military vessels to their next duty station.

st e m~* of the Prab1mm

* American businesses and jobs o=ld be seriously affected.

* The level of bussines activity would be reduced and
correspa-dingly reduce the island's tax base. Loss of jobs will
be realized in the autaombile insurance business, to name a few.

* Loss of revenues to the Port of Gram.

Prowse Solution:

* An an alternative to the unrestricted reinstatement of the
benefit, it is proposed that a $1,500 reisbursement be paid to
any serviceman stationed in Japan or Ckinawa (who would have
qualified under old benefit regulations) upon the purchase of any
U. S. specification vehicle within 3 months prior to or after a
move to any new duty station.

ic Benefits of Prosed Solution:

* Continued preservation of revenued to the Port Authority of 0am
and retain shipping of vehicles to U. S. posts on U. S. ships
held by American citizens.

- 13 -
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* Strengthen cuipliance with the Fair Labor Standards Act,
Occipational Safety and Health Act, S~ual Employment Cpportunity
and other laws regulating employment in the United States.

* Repeal exemptions to the Federal Insurance CWopnsation Act and
prohibit changes in visa status while aliens are working on a .

~oEarlic Renef its of Proposed Solution-

* American contractors and American workers will be given a fair
and equal opportunity to perform work that is paid for by the
American taxpayer, and the proceeds of federally-assisted
construction will remain in Gum's economy.

* United States strategic interests in the region will be
maintained by preserving a nucleus of American contractors and
workers who have historically stood ready to serve American
defense interests.

* Isproved training and employment for local residents.

* Significant contribution to the island's overall economic health
and strengthening of the local tax base.

- 16 -
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The application of a provision of the immigration and Naturalization
Act IS U.S.C. 110 (a) (15) (d)} to Qzam prohibits alien crew meabers aboard
U.S. flag tuna vessels froa temporarily diseubarking fran such vessels fro
shore leave and recreation on Gjam. The same alien crew members if aboard
non-U.S. flag vessels are allowed to disembark their vessels on Gus for
shore leave. The original purpose of this law was to prevent illegal
immigration of aliens fran South America on tuna boats through San Diego
in the late 1940's and 1950's.

Rtatere,* of the Prrtl'wn

* The original purpose of this law has not relevance to Gazm since
Gm is not a point of entry to the U.S. for aliens.

* Since alien crew members on foreign flag fishing vessels can
freely diseubark fron such vessels on Gi, it places U.S. flag
fishing vessels in a disingenuous disadvantage relative to
foreign vessels.

* Law constitutes a severe impediment to the development of Gm's
fishing industry.

* The enactment of H.R. 2224 introduced by Guam's Congressman Ben
Blaz. Ihe inmediate enactment of H.R. 2224 is critical since the
existing waiver granted by DI is only a temporary measure and
one which will expire on December 31, 1985.

ni; 5enefits of Prixxosse Solutionn

* Investor confidence would result once the applicability of this
law is reovled legislatively.

* Stability would contribute to Guam's increased participation in
the fishing industry in the region since Wain is ideally situated
in terms of location and infrastructure.

- 17 -
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AHE2sDtl3nS tol GEh~LS p~r HAfltfl 3 {Al

Ukder Readnote 3(a) of the U.S. Tariffs Schedules, Guam and otherinsular poosessioas of the United States outside the U.S. Customs
Territory are permitted to export to the United States and its Custars
Territory those products manufactured in Giam. This trade program
benefits the local mranufacturer in two ways: that of being permitted to
import raw valuable for manufacturing tariff free, aid providing access to
a quota-free United States market free of tariffs.

Statgen of the Problem

* Quota restrictions are easily imposed by agencies or branches of
the Federal Goverrment.

* Rlles affecting its application are subject to change by the
Federal Government.

* Potential investors are wary to invest in Guam under this
program, based on track records of firma previously doing
business in Guam.

Proped Solutitis

* Eiactment of H.R. 2225 introduced by Congressman Ben Blaz to
aInd Beadnote 3(a) to address the problem being faced now by
GSam's fledging textile industry.

* The larger solution wold be the enactment of legislation with
would ensure that not action could be taken under Headinote 3(a)
to set a quota or to otherwise reinstate the law in such a way as
to either shut down or badly hamstring a nascent Guam industry
lawfully set up under Headnote 3(a).

Fcnic Benefits of PrZopaed Solutiofn

* Existing textile manufacturer could then increase production and
hire more employers.

* Guam iould attract other firms to invest in GSam, resulting in
increased employment opportunities.

* Ultimately, Guam could became a manufacturing center in the
Western Pacific.

* Guam's dependence on Federal aid would be reduced as a result of
an expanded economic base.

- 20 -
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ThmEee-ITaT~On U. TS. VISA NAVER

The United States Congress in the fall of 1984, passed Public Law
98-454 (Omnibuas Bill, Provision 602) which provides for a waiver of
non-iLmigrant visas for Guam. This law amemded Section 212 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 182).

Status of U.S. Visa Waiver

In August 1985, the Interior Department sponsored a conference on
Guam to discuss the potential of tourism in the Pacific Basin. Following
that meeting, an ad hoc bipartisan task force was formed to examine what
could be done under the law and within administrative regulation to
improve Qiam's tourism potential. The task force has now forwarded its
recommendations to the U.S. Immigration Service and Department of Interior
for their review.

The Territory of Guam is now awaiting action by a federal task force
comprising of USINS, the Departments of Interior and State, to meet, as
required by FL 98-454. With the approval of the federal task force, 1anam
can begin a promotiona: program to encourage visa free travel from some
Asian countries and a Guam Only Entry Permit for others. It is the
opinion of many on Guam that this increase in tourism will lead to
expanded air services and that Guma will then have an opportunity to
becaum the regional headquarters for American businesses in Asia. The
next step will then be the establishment of Guam as the banking/financial
center in the Asia Pacific rim.

Econroic Benefits of Visa Waiver

* Increased visitor arrivals would lead to expanded air service for
Guam.

* GMam's tourism growth will correspondingly increase the island's
contribution to American services exports to Asia.

- 21 -
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V. 9IFAPUc DMAlh ON BaINES DELGICN
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Hi S. LEM

Jesus S. Leon Guerrero is the Founder, President and Chairman of
the Board for the Bank of Guam, the only locally owned and locally
chartered banking institution on Guam. He is also the Civilian Aide to
the Secretary of the Army, an appointment he received out of Washington,
D. C. Prior to the establishment of the Bank of Guam, Mr. Leon Guerrero
was the Regional V-Persident for the entire Bank of America network
throughout the Western Pacific. His civic and caoninity activities
include memership in the Scam Chamber of Caomerce, the Air Force Civilian
Advisory Council, Past Chairman of the Board for the Guam Econcmic
Development Authority, Past President for the Medical Center of the
Marianas, Scam Rotary Club, Board of Advisory for Junior Achievement,
Board of Trustees for St. John's School, Guam Heart Association, and the
American Red Cross.

A n. 5:

Philip J. Flores is a Director of the Giam Chamber of Camerce,
President and Chairman of the Board of the Guam Savings and Loan
Association, Marianas Finance Corporation, Casa de Flores, Incorporated,
and Our Lady of Peace Memorial Gardens. He was recognized recently in
'Who's Who In American in Finance and Industry. He is also Past President
of the Rotary Club of Guam and a Director on the Board of Junior
Achievement of Guam.

STY. a

Simon A. Sanchez, II is a Director of the Guam Chasber of
Coamerce, President of Sanchez and Associates, Incorporated and Station
Manager of K-57 Radio, Incorporated. He is Vice-Chairman of the Public
Utilities Caosission on Scam and serves as the Chanber of Commerce's
liaison to the Commission on Self-Determination's Economic Task Force.
Mr. Sanchez was formerly essployed as Resources Development and Promotions
Officer with the Scam Ecrnasic Development Authority and Policy Analyst
with the GSam Legislature.

Robert H. Jones is president of Triple J Enterprises for Saipan
and Scam, and a Director and Stockholder of Tony roma's. He has just
retired as a Director of the Guam Chauber of Commerce of over 20 years.
He is also the former Executive Vice-President of J & G Company,
Incorporated. He is Vice-Chairman of the Scam visitors Bureau, and a
mesber of the Guam Automobile Dealers Association. His other civic
activities include serving as Vice-President of the Aloha Council of Boy
Scouts of America, Jaycee Senator, former Vice-President and Charter
Member of the GSam Jaycees, and former President of the Guam Football
Association. Mr. Jones was also recognized as the 1983 Businessman of the
Year.
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age, of the resultant tax, we would respect the integrity of the
Guam Economic Development Authority, because we have made
contract commitments already to a number of corporations who are
now enjoying tax exemption under qualifying certificate privileges.

That particular provision brought in approximately $250 million
in immediate capital in the territory of Guam, so it was a very suc-
cessful program, and I want to make certain that that program is
retained.

Those are the only two statements that I would like to make at
this time, Congressman.

Delegate BLAz. Thank you every much.
Mr. Chairman, Ms. Baza has made a statement and Mr. Guerre-

ro has made a statement. Mr. Sanchez has not yet had a chance to
make a statement.

Senator SYMMS [presiding]. Mr. Sanchez, do you have a statement
to make?

TESTIMONY OF SIMON A. SANCHEZ IT, PRESIDENT, SIMON A.
- SANCHEZ 11 & ASSOCIATES

Mr. SANCHEZ. Just a couple of brief comments on what Mr. Shay
of the Treasury brought up.

The question on whether Guam residents must pay Federal taxes
on non-Guam-sourced income is something that needs to be deliber-
ated between Guam and the Treasury. When you look at it, you
have to look at the broader context, Guam U.S. citizens are a dif-
ferent type of U.S. citizen than the U.S. citizens of the 50 States. If
you are going to ask us to contribute tax revenue to the Federal
coffers on income earning outside of Guam, I think you have to
look at that in the context of whether other rights of citizenship
that Guam U.S. citizens don't fully enjoy, are we going to be able
to trade and benefit?

In other words, we don't mind paying the Federal tab, if we are
allowed to be more of a full U.S. citizen. And you are going to have
the opportunity in the next few years to look at the political status
process now going on in Guam, and some of the discussion will
focus on how should Guam U.S. citizens pay or not pay a tab to the
Federal coffers for income earned outside Guam?

And don't think it's going to be an easy solution, because you are
going to have to also ask the question, how can Guam U.S. citizens
be more complete U.S. citizens, if that, indeed, is where Guam citi-
zens want to go.

The only other comment I have is this: There is a section in the
current Code, section 936, which was designed to encourage U.S. in-
vestment in the territories. Guam has not used that to the extent
that other U.S. territories have, particularly those in the Caribbe-
an, mostly because of ignorance and the later emergence of Asia, in
the last 10 years as a good trading partner.

There is discussion as to whether to can 936 completely or to
modify it. The concern in the Caribbean was that U.S. companies
would go to the Caribbean under this section to minimize their
Federal tax burden by shifting certain types of investment to the
Caribbean.
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These investments-I don't understand it fully-were not labor-
intensive, in the sense that they would be things like patents.
Pharmaceutical companies in Atlanta would go to Puerto Rico and
sell patents to the Puerto Rican company and avoid Federal taxes
altogether.

Discussion now is to still encourage U.S. companies to invest in
the territories but do it in things that create tangible economic
benefits like jobs, tying tax relief to a U.S. company if you invest in
the territories in proportion to the number of jobs you create.

I think that is the kind of approach that the Congress should
consider.

We don't want to discourage our own Americans to invest in the
territories, and I think the territories, given the uniqueness of
them, need some incentives to American investors to come to the
territories, and particularly, the case of Guam, with Asia growing
the way it is, we want American companies to come to Guam,
create American jobs and trade with Asia just 3 hours away.

So personally, I don't know whether we want to get rid of the
incentives that are currently in the Code, but we do want to get rid
of the abuses.

We don't want to be a tax haven, but if you come and create
some American jobs on Guam, we should encourage you to do that
and use the Federal Tax Code, to the extent that is fair, without
abusing it, to have American companies invest in Guam, to trafie
with Asia, employ Americans and not get overly burdened with the
Federal tax.

Senator SYMMS. What is the population of Guam right now?
Mr. SANCHEZ. We have got about 110,000-120,000 people.
Senator SYMMs. And what is the approximate square miles or

acres of the island-the size?
Mr. SANCHEZ. About 212 square miles. We have a labor force of

about 35,000 people. We suffer from 9 to 12 percent unemployment,
and we have a tremendously capable workforce just hungry for
jobs.

Senator SYMMS. What is the potential fresh water supply there?
Mr. SANCHEZ. At this point the studies indicate that we have a

good supply through the early 21st century.
Senator SYMMs. What I am getting at is what does it look like in

terms if you had an increasing, growing economy and increasing
population. I would think there would be a limitation on water.

Mr. SANCHEZ. I think Guam can support a much larger popula-
tion. We know it can support a much larger economy. I don't think
there are any natural restrictions to a far more aggressive econo-
my, more job creation and more people coming to Guam.

Senator SYMMs. What are the benefits of citizenship on the main-
land that a Guam citizen of the United States does not enjoy?

Mr. SANCHEZ. You can vote for President; a U.S. citizen in the
mainland can vote for President and vote for two Senators from
their State and can vote for a Congressman from their district, and
their Congressman have voting rights on the floor. Our Congress-
man does not have voting rights on the floor, nor can we vote for
President.

'Senator SYMMS. Is that the extent of the. difference-the fran-

chise?
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So in terms of a major impact, because there is minimal partici-pation in 936, the impact will.not be significant. However, we feelthat there is potential for growth in this area, and certainly theelimination of 936 would prevent us from a source to expand oureconomic base through the establishment of more possession corpo-rations.
So not too many firms are participating in it, but there is a po-tential for growth.
Senator SYMMS. Well, then why isn't any company participating

in 936 now? Is there any reason for it?
Mr. SANCHEZ. I think the biggest reason is, in part, ignorancethat the tax exemptions do apply to Guam and the late develop-ment of the Asia market for an American investor.
The Caribbean-Puerto Rico in particular-has used 936 to avery large extent. I think over 1,000 companies use it. In Guam,less than 10.
The idea is that if you are an American company and you comeand invest in the territories, we will give you some Federal taxbenefits to create an incentive to do down there, the theory beingthat these territories need a chance to get going.
Now, I don't think that is a bad theory to apply to Guam. That936 actually should be kept in some form, as long as you createsome tangible economic real impacts down there.
Much of the problem with 936 in the Caribbean territories hasbeen the transfer of what I call noneconomic assets, such as pat-ents, which allow U.S. companies to just avoid some tax that theymight otherwise pay if they didn't invest in the territory.
Well, they can get around and move a patent to a territory andlower the Federal tax. Well, patents are great, but they don't

create that many jobs. It is just a transfer of scientific knowledge.The discussion at Treasury was to link it now to job creation,
which I think is the kind of policy that this country wants for allAmericans and in particular to encourage Americans to go to theterritories, but go there and create real jobs. We don't want you toplay the tax haven games and minimize your tax responsibility tothe Federal Government; but, if you go to a territory and createsome jobs so they don't have to rely on Federal support.

We have over 25,000 people receiving some sort of Federal
subsidy.

Senator SYMMS. Out of 100--
Mr. SANCHEZ. Out of 120,000.
Senator SYMMS. Twenty percent of the population.
Mr. SANCHEZ. Some sort of section 8 or welfare or food stamps,

some sort of Federal transfer payment.
Senator SYMMs. What did you say the employment level was?
Mr. SANCHEZ. It will vary between 9 and 12 percent throughout

the year. Sometimes-we graduate 2,000 high school students ayear, and the bulk of them leave Guam and don't come back be-cause they don't have enough opportunities.
Senator SYMMS. What is the food self-sufficiency there? I asked

about water.
Mr. SANCHEZ. We grow very little of our own food. We import

almost everything.
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Our economy, even though we don't have the same number of
people, will be very similar to Japan's, where everything is import-
ed, and the one economic asset we do have is labor. We have got
tons of labor, and we should consider policies that encourage manu-
facturing development on Guam, and creates those types of labor-
intensive industries to employ that service labor, and then we can
sell you some fish products.

Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much.
Congressman, do you have some questions?
Delegate BLAz. Yes. Let's go back to the tax.
Is there a benefit to flat taxes for a corporation on Guam?
Just anyone.
Mr. SANCHEZ. It would be a benefit only to the point that Ameri-

can companies doing business in Asia might be interested in relo-
cating to Guam. Hong Kong has a flat tax, and in the next 17 years
we are going to see some interesting movement out of Hong Kong
from U.S. companies. They are trying to decide what to do.

Now, if we encourage relocation to Guam with a flat tax, we
would be competitive with Hong Kong. The only thing you have to
be careful of is tax alone isn't the only reason companies come to a
place. We still have to provide an educated labor force, which
Guam would do.

We are fully American, and you still want to have access to your
market, and that is probably Guam's biggest holdback right now.

I mean, if I want to sell to Asians, I would love to be on that
'continent rather than 3 hours away. But it would encourage Amer-
ican companies in Asia to consider it.

Senator SYMMs. Just another question, if I can interject here just
for my own education. Next to English, what is the most prevalent
language spoken in Guam?

Mr. SANCHEZ. The native language, the Chamorro language.
Senator SYMMS. Is it spoken more than English or is English the

primary language?
Mr. SANCHEZ. English is probably the primary language. It's

taught in schools. English is the language in the schools and the
language of the government.

Senator SYMMS. And what did you call the other language?
Mr. SANCHEZ. The Chamorro language.
Senator SYMMS. Do all of you speak both?
Mr. SANCHEZ. I don't.
Ms. BAZA. I do.
Mr. GUERRERO. You can look at me and I'm sure you can tell.
Senator SYMMs. So the younger generation speaks English only?
Mr. GUERRERO. Yes. Not all the younger generation, but the

greater percentage of the younger generation.
Mr. SANCHEZ. I do speak Samoan. My mother is Samoan.
Senator SYMMS. I see. Any other questions?
Delegate BLAZ. If we were to ask a question-and I want you to

think about this for a second-what would be the two things that
you'd like-if you had the power right now to make a change from
the economic standpoint, what would be the two things that you
would want to change if you had the power to do it, either by the
Congress or by the administration?

Take away voting for the President.
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Given the draft that we now have, do you see any inconsistency
with what you have indicated you want for Guam vis-a-vis what is
envisioned in the Commonwealth draft?

Ms. BAZA. Insofar as tax reform is concerned, the proposal which
we have presented today is consistent with the Commonwealth Act,
as are some of the other areas which will be discussed later on in
areas of trade, tourism, and fisheries development.

Mr. GUERRERO. No, I don't see anything.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much.
The next panel we have is Mr. Henry Cruz, Mr. Howard Ladd,

and Mr. Guerrero. Mr. Guerrero, you make it on two panels. You
are a very, very distinguished citizen. But after flying this far, I
think you deserve the.opportunity.

Mr. Cruz, please go right ahead with your statement.

STATEMENT OF HENRY M. CRUZ, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE, TERRITORY OF GUAM, ON BEHALF OF HON. RI-
CARDO J. BORDALLO, GOVERNOR
Mr. CRUZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is Henry M. Cruz, director of the Guam Department of Com-
merce. On behalf of the Governor and the people of Guam, may I
express our appreciation for the opportunity to appear before you
today to testify on the subject of opportunities for privatization in
Guam.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, Guam is un-
dergoing a peculiar phase in its quest for progressive social and
economic change. It appears that the territory is not following too
far behind the positive trend in economic growth which has been
experienced in the Western Pacific Basin and more particularly in
many of the Pacific Asian Rim countries.

Part of the phenomenon can perhaps be attributed to the geo-
graphical proximity of the territory with respect to the Pacific
Asian Rim which contains several of the world's fastest growing
economies. Guam's unique location in the region significantly in-
creases the opportunities for private sector expansion in the areas
of trade, manufacturing, tourism, and services. Other factors which
contribute to the territory's development posture is the expansion
of United States defenses related functions of which Guam plays a
major part.

Second, the mere existence of a Western-oriented and politically
stable island economy in a part of the world that is known for ex-
treme changes both in the social-economic and political sense pro-
vides a necessary degree of stability.

Last, Guam can play a key logistical role with respect to the
movement and marketing of both United States and Asian goods.
Described in a simple way, Guam can be an "East meets West"
clearinghouse.

The factors that I have just generally touched upon point Guam's
economy toward the certain direction of expanding opportunities in
the private sector.

Governor Bordallo and his administration have always affiliated
in a direct way growth in the private sector with the abolishment
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of Government services which could be readily and perhaps more
efficiently provided by private entrepreneurs.

Cases in point are numerous beginning with the long drawn out
legal battle over privatizing the Guam public market which at one
time was totally Government subsidized. I am pleased to inform
the committee that this is no longer the case. Other privatization
efforts by the Government of Guam under the direction of the exec-
utive branch includes the privatization of the vehicle inspection
stations, animal quarantine services, governmentwide vehicle
maintenance, security services and health insurance programs.

Currently, a list of other projects is being considered such as, caf-
eteria food services, garbage collections, telephone services, park
maintenance, security, and lastly highway maintenance.

An ad hoc committee on privatization has been officially orga-
nized by the local government which is comprised of representa-
tives from the executive and legislative branches and the private
sector.

What could be done to undoubtedly strengthen the ad hoc com-
mittee's determination on the scope of privatization would be to in-
clude Federal Government representation in this body. The argu-
ment being of course that there are numerous functions undertak-
en by and within Federal installations which could be evaluated for
privatization feasibility.

Given that the Government sectors, local and Federal, provide 44
percent of Guam's total employment, one could easily deduce that
the Government sector is in fact large in Guam in comparison with
national and State norms.

The Government of Guam believes it is desirable to reapportion
employment to nongovernment sectors. An approach to this lies in
the pursuit of attainable privatization. It must be emphasized that
any successful attempt toward privatization simultaneously sup-
ports the fundamental policy of the Governor and local leaders to
diversify Guam's economic base.

It must be emphasized that the combined local and Federal op-
portunities provides significant incentive to Guam's private sector.
Using the simple criterion of cost-benefit, when compared with ex-
isting costs and benefits, continuity of service or services and the
efficiency of providing such services, I am confident that the find-
ings of any feasibility assessment would indicate that privatization
is the route to take.

Moreover, the realization of new projects transitioned from local
and Federal Governments undertaking to private entrepreneurship
would undoubtedly give Guam's private sector an economic thrust
unparalleled in the history of the territory's development.

In closing, gentlemen, Guam can no longer continue to rely on
local government and the Federal Government as the major em-
ployers. The private sector must and should be a viable and flour-
ishing sector for employment opportunities for Guam residents.

This goal, however, can only be achieved by the Government of
Guam, the Federal Government and the private sector walking
hand in hand to fulfill this goal. An inextricable component to pri-
vatization's success lies in the implementation of fair and appropri-
ate Federal laws, rules, and regulations addressed in the. draft
Guam Commonwealth Act, that will unhandcuff our destiny so
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placed by privatization. It is essential that these workers be ab-
sorbed by the private sector.

Step two would be an assessment of the current Government op-
erations. That must be conducted. A comprehensive, objective anal-
ysis of each functional area within Government, for example,
public works, utilities, transportation, et cetera, must be per-
formed. Each area must be assessed as to efficiency, cost-effective-
ness, and appropriateness.

Is the Government doing a good job? Could the Government do a
better job? Is this a job the Government should even be doing? The
final assessment will point out those areas the Government should
and must retain. And this assessment should also contain recom-
mendations for improvement and strengthening of Government
procedures.

Step three is an identification of candidates for privatization. We
have just heard of a long list. Based on the assessment done in step
two, an identification can be made of those functional areas where
the Government is one, not performing in an optimum manner
and/or two, those areas that are inappropriate for the Government
to be doing, whether or not it is currently doing a good job or not.

Step four is a private sector capability assessment. As an adjunct
to step two and three, the private sector must be analyzed and ap-
praised as to capability. Those businesses in the private sector
which could serve as a replacement provider must be identified.
Relative strengths and weaknesses must be appraised and the
depth and extent of the private sector weaknesses must be under-
stood and remedial prescriptions devised to overcome and eliminate
those weaknesses.

New capital input, through aggressive financing by conventional
financial institutions or venture capital sources will need to be
found. Management enhancement programs will need to be devel-
oped. Joint venture partners must be found. These are some of the
ingredients of a remedial action prescription program.

Finally, step five, there must be continuity and support. Finally,
the Government must be willing to improve its contract, manage-
ment and monitoring capacities. A team of contrast specialists will
need to be developed. Dialog between the Government and repre-
sentatives of the business community that was initiated in step one
must be continued and broadened.

Economic development loan funds must be identified and a trust-
worthy system of distribution and administration of those funds
must be created. The Government should play a key role in attract-
ing outside investment capital; the Government should be instru-
mental in arranging and assisting in the formation of joint ven-
tures between local companies and outside companies teamed with
the local companies. This assistance will be necessary to insure
capital and management expertise strength. The Department of In-
terior can be instrumental here in maintaining momentum
through advice, guidance, and technical assistance.

A privatization program in Guam must be a team effort. The
steps I have outlined here are no different than the elements con-
tained in corporate business and strategic planning. They are an
economic development strategy which results in business develop-
ment.

62-060 0 - 86 - 3
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Medical planning is not performed by welders. We strongly urge

you to encourage business involvement in the privatization plan-

ning process. Successful businessmen can help address those ele-

ments that only they are qualified to address. Businessmen often

are not skilled in government matters, however, so it is just as im-

portant that you get good government intellect involved.
Envision, if you will, a roundtable of expertise consisting of gov-

ernment, Territorial, and Federal; business, large and small, local

and from the mainland; technical specialists knowledgeable in

public works, utilities, transportation, et cetera. Give such a round-

table a charter, develop a five-step prescription and produce a

workable and doable model of privatization. Do it with and for

Guam and you will have greatly enhanced Guam's ability to play

its strategic role in helping America meet the economic challenge

in Asia.
Guam could become a magnet for American firms doing business

in Asia. A strong local private sector is the greatest investment

Guam can have. It could attract more U.S. firms, more regional

headquarters, assembly, warehousing, and distribution activities. In

the long run, if the American political system already in place in

Guam is to be sustained, an American-oriented economy must be

strengthened. Guam can be a demonstrable model of success that

can be applied anywhere privatization is appropriate. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ladd follows:]
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the private sector's capability? Are there private sector entities capable
of assuming the responsibility to deliver services currently being provided
by government? There is no easy yes or-no answers to these questions. The
answers will emerge only after some logical steps are taken.

We subscribe to certain steps that must be taken if privatization
is to have meaning and become a reality.

Step I. Organization

A device must be created to bring the government and the private
sector together to plan and effect a smooth transition from government to
the private sector. An agenda for privatization must be developed. A compe-
titive process must be designed and applied to ensure a fair and equitable
distribution of those functions the government is to divest itself of. A
partnership must be formed, the government must want to divest and the private
sector must be worthy of the opportunity. Privatization should primarily
benefit local, existing businesses, only in those cases where there is not
existing capacity should outside businesses be brought in. Above all, dialogues
must center upon job training and placement for those government workers dis-
placed by privatization. It is essential that these workers be absorbed
by the private sector.

Step II. Assessment of Current Government Operations

A comprehensive, objective analysis of each functional area within
government, eg., public works, utilities, transportation, etc., must be
performed. Each area must be assessed as to efficiency, cost effectiveness,
and appropriateness. Is the government doing a good job? Could the govern-
ment do a better job? Is this a job the government should even be doing?
The final assessment will point out those areas the government should and
must retain. This assessment should also contain recommendations for improve-
ment and strengthening of government procedures.

Step III. Identification of Candidates for Privatization

Based on the assessment done in Step II, an identification can
be made of those functional areas where the government is (1) not performing
in an optimum manner, and/or (2) those areas that are inappropriate for the
government to be doing, whether or not it is currently doing them well.

As an adjunct to Steps II and III, the private sector must be analyzed
and appraised as to capability. Those elements in the private sector that

Step IV. Private Sector Capability Assessment
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could serve as a replacement provider must be identified. Relative strengths
and weaknesses must be appraised. The depth and extent of the private sector
weaknesses must be understood and remedial prescriptions devised to overcome
and eliminate those weaknesses.

New capital input, through aggressive financing by conventional
financial institutions or venture capital sources will need to be found.
Management enhancement programs will need to be developed. Joint venture
partners found. These are some of the ingredients of a remedial action
prescription program.

Step V. Continuity and Support

Finally, the government must be willing to improve its contract manage-
ment and monitoring capacities. A team of contract specialists will need
to be developed. The dialogue between the government and representatives
of the business community that was initiated in Step I must be continued
and broadened. Economic development loan funds must be identified and a
trustworthy system of distribution and administration of those funds must
be created. The government should play a key role in attracting outside
investment capital; the government should be instrumental in arranging and
assisting in the formation of joint ventures between local companies and
outside companies teamed with local companies. This assistance will be neces-
sary to ensure capital and management expertise strength. The Department of
Interior can be instrumental here in maintaining momentum through advice,
guidance and technical assistance.

A privatization program in Guam must be a team effort. The
steps I have outlined here are no different than the elements contained in
corporation business and strategic planning. They are an economic development
strategy which results in business development.

Medical planning is not performed by welders. We strongly urge
you to encourage business involvement in the privatization planning process.
Successful businessmen can help address those elements that only they are
qualified to address. Businessmen often are not skilled in government matters,
however. So it is just as important to get good government intellect involved.

Envision, if you will, a round table of expertise consisting of
government: territorial and federal; business: large and small, local and
from the mainland; technical specialists knowledgeable in public works,
utilities, transportation, etc. Give such roundtable a charter: develop
the Five Step Prescription and produce a workable and doable model of priva-
tization. Do it with and for Guam, and you will have greatly enhanced Guam's
ability to play its strategic role in helping America meet the economic
challenge in Asia. Guam will become a magnet for American firms doing business
in Asia. A strong local private sector is the greatest advertisement Guam
can have. It will attract more U.S. firms. More regional headquarters,
assembly, warehousing, and distribution activities. In the long run, if the
American political system, already in place in Guam. is to be sustained, an
American-oriented economy must be established. Guam can be a demonstrable
model of success that can be applied anywhere privatization is appropriate.
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ing to Guam as a possible profitable route, not necessarily as a
final destination, but more so as a tie-in to Asia and the Microne-
sian Islands. Consequently, more and more tourist related facilities
began to domicile on Guam as a result of this reawakening surge.
Tourism became the biggest single industry for Guam.

We started electing our own Governor and were allowed a non-
voting delegate to represent our island in the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives.

The development of Guam took off from that point on and is con-
tinuously accelerating at an increasing pace up to the present. Of
course, we had our own ups and downs as a result of various exoge-
nous factors beyond our control, such as, the oil crunch and the
economic recessions in the United States. Nevertheless, our gross
island product rose to $600 million from $200 million during the
last decade, excluding the military. Add the military economic base
and we're talking of a gross island product of approximately $1 bil-
lion.

We have 15 banks and two savings and loans with a total deposit
estimated at $450 million; off-shore deposits are about $200 million.
The local government's annual revenue is approximately $175 mil-
lion. On a per capita basis, I believe this revenue base is definitely
strong considering the size and the population base of Guam. It's
220 square miles; population, 110,000 people.

Obviously, we have made substantial progress in our economic
development over the period indicated above and our future is
bright.

The reasons for such optimism is my projection of an increase in
military activities, increase in tourism, increase in American and
Asian businesses locating on Guam, and also the pending compacts
of free association within Micronesia and Northern Mariana Is-
lands which would provide an approximate capital injection princi-
pally for infrastructure development throughout the area of $2.5
billion for the next 15 years.

There are, of course, impediments and inhibiting factors which
are not conducive for continued economic growth, such as, inhibit-
ing Federal laws and regulations applicable to Guam. These issues
will be discussed by other members of our delegation. They discour-
age growth in business and commerce from within and from with-
out.

In my opinion-and this is my personal opinion-the most funda-
mental issue confronting us is the measure of a stable and perma-
nent relationship with the United States. This is definitely a cru-
cial issue as investors have indicated the lack of a permanent rela-
tionship with the United States will dampen future investments in
Guam.

The current consideration is that of a commonwealth status for
the territory. The people of Guam voted for a commonwealth form
of government which our leaders are presently pursuing and which
will culminate in a plebesite shortly, as well as be the topic for dis-
cussion in the Federal level of government.

In mv ovinion. however-and this again is mv npersonal nninion-
Commonwealth is obsolete and behind times. As presently drafted,
it does not have much to offer which is substantially different from
our present status under the Organic Act. Commonwealth is still a
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transitional and temporary form of government which would not
be in the best interest of the people of the territory of Guam and
certainly would not assure us a continued and viable economy.

Therefore, it is my view that we have reached the stage of our
development where we should opt for "statehood" and be a com-
plete and integral part of the American family. Any transitional or
temporary form of government without full voting representation
in the national level would fall short of the confidence in govern-
ment require for our future growth.

For 87 years we have been part of the United States. For 36
years we have been loyal and dedicated U.S. citizens. Many of our
young men died in wars for the defense of our country. Our people
suffered heavily in occupational ravages and atrocities in the
Second World War while never for a moment losing our confidence
in the return of the Americans. For 36 years we have operated,
managed, and financed our government through our own taxes.
Granted the United States has provided us with millions of dollars
in subsidy and loans but so as every other State and city in the
Nation. The Guam story is a successful one and we are proud of
our achievement. I hope the U.S. Government and the American
people are equally proud of us.

Guam is the only real estate owned by the United States in the
Asian-Pacific region. Billions of dollars have been involved to make
Guam the frontline defense of our country. Guam's military impor-
tance becomes more acute because of the strong presence of Soviet
military power in the region. In fact, from information provided,
they outstrip us in military strength in certain areas.

With all the troubles we are experiencing in other Asian coun-
tries, Guam is the most dependable fall back for the defense of our
country. Additionally, because over 50 percent of the world's popu-
lation are located in the region, economic and business opportuni-
ties are greater here than in any part of the world and Guam can
play a vital role as a staging point for U.S. business interests.

It is therefore to our mutual interest that a permanent relation-
ship be considered within a reasonable period of time. In the mean-
time, amendments to the Organic Act or other U.S. laws eliminat-
ing other economic impediments should be considered as early as
possible. Our immediate goal is to continue to expand the private
sector and be less dependent on Government assistance. Guam's de-
velopment is relatively no different from Hawaii. Guam today is
where Hawaii was when it became a State in 1959. Guam as a
State will grow as Hawaii did. Thank you.

Senator SYMMs. Thank you very much for a very excellent state-
ment. You mentioned that there are 350,000 tourists annually visit-
ing Guam. Are most of those from Japan?

Mr. GUERRERO. That's correct.
Senator SYMMS. So, in other words, for those of us here in the

Congress that are concerned about the trade imbalance, every time
a Japanese tourist comes to Guam, then we are selling them serv-
ices and helping on that trade imbalance?

Mr. GUERRERO. That's correct.
Senator Symms. And are those hotels that you mentioned mostly

owned by Guamians, American hotel companies, Japanese? Who
owns them?
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Mr.-LADD. No; if I understand your question, I think companies
like ourselves that are primarily operations and service companies
could do a great deal of-make a great contribution to Guam by
participating with some of the local businesses.

Senator SYMMs. Specifically, what is it that you think private
companies could do more efficiently and provide better service for
the people of Guam than the Government is now doing?

Mr. LADD. Well, I participated with Secretary Montoya on his
tour through the flag territories last year, and it was very obvious
there were some things that jumped right out. Now we hear there
is some progress being made, but we saw the Department of Trans-
portation domiciled, I think, within the public works yard that had
approximately 100 schoolbuses down-redlined for lack of repair,
spare parts, or whatever.

If I remember that location, it is right within an industrial park
and surrounding that area were vehicle and automotive mainte-
nance companies-small, little companies. I didn't see any school-
buses being repaired. So it was almost a lock out: We can't fix
them, we're not going to fix them, but we're not letting them out of
the fence for you to fix them.

I think there's a new move underway here, and I have recently
learned that Secretary Montoya and the Governors of the flag ter-
ritories have put some initiatives together that sound like they are
going to begin addressing it.

I have a letter from Governor Bordallo, acknowledging that we
identified some 17 areas of possible privatization opportunities,
which I have just learned a number of them are being approached.

So I think there is some progress. But I think the government of
Guam-as well as the other territories-has to make a decision,
are they to be an employer or are they to be a provider of services
that the private sector cannot provide. If the decision is that they
will continue to be a major prime employer, then privatization
doesn't have a chance.

If privatization is to take place, there must be this bridge. You've
got to find a way to handle that displaced employee-that govern-
ment employee-but you've got to stop putting people into the Gov-
ernment pipeline with so many cents added for benefits, et cetera,
and have, outside the Government compound, more businesses
struggling and striving to get a piece of the action.

We would strongly encourage the military to increase their con-
tracting out activities there. We understand sometime ago, there
was, out of concern for displaced Government employees-Federal
Government employees-a moratorium on further contracting out.
The Navy had indicated during that tour that they would love to
contract out more, were it not for this moratorium.

If that moratorium is no longer in existence, military ought to be
popping a lot of the stuff out in the small business set asides.

Senator SYMMS. OK. Thank you very much.
One kind of a general question, and I'll start with you, Mr. Cruz.

If Guam were allowed to develop its potential, do you believe it
would-it could become a net exporter rather than an importer of
goods and services?

Mr. CRUZ. Right now, Mr. Chairman, there is a great imbalance
of import/export figures. Guam is primarily, at this point an im-
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porting economy, and in comparison, we import 90 percent of our
commodities and, roughly speaking, 10 percent of that is what we
show as an export.

Senator SYMMS. And what is the major impediment to develop-
ment, so you could become at least a balanced trader, if not a net
exporter? What is the greatest opportunity for expansion? I should
put it that way. Any then what should the Federal Government be
doing to assist you in that development?

Mr. CRUZ. I believe the answer would be opening up of markets
and allowing an ease of movement of commodities from Guam to
the U.S. mainland. We would also need assistance on our behalf with
our Asian trade partners, insofar as also allowing the commodities
produced or transformed in some way to reach' the Asian market.

Senator SYMMS. So is it lack of capital? Is it a lack of infrastruc-
ture? Is it Federal laws or lack of market? Are you saying, really,
it is a lack of a market?

Mr. CRUZ. Well, it is the overbearing trade relations that both
the United States and the Asian economies, and we try and fit in
the picture, and hopefully, with the avenues through regulatory re-
visions, it could allow us to tap both the Western market, as well
as the Asian market, in a more efficient way.

Senator SYMMS. Mr. Guerrero, you act like you want to comment
on that. Do you wish to comment on that?

Mr. GUERRERO. The biggest problem about developing some kind
of manufacturing industry or something like that in Guam is the
population base. We don't have the population base as a market, so
if we get into any heavy light industry or manufacturing, it would
have to develop-we would have to develop a market someplace
else, and the United States is the logical market for us. And this is
what we have been trying to develop for years. But every now and
then, we get knocked down by a transient policy or regulation-
headnote 3a, for example.

I know that at least two garment manufacturing companies in
Guam have gone into bankruptcy because of some modification or
some misunderstanding in the application of headnote 3a.

Senator SYMMs. Which law?
Mr. GUERRERO. Headnote 3a.
Senator SYMMs. Can you say that again? I'm sorry. I'm having

trouble.
Mr. GUERRERO. Headnote 3a, the general provision on tariffs,

which provides that products-a certain portion of the products
manufactured in Guam to get into the United States free of duty
and quota. I remember when I was still the chairman of the Guam
Economic Development Authority, we had over 10 watch manufac-
turing companies or assembly companies in Guam, employing over
1,000 women, and that went on for a number of years.

But then all of a sudden the U.S. Congress came in and put a
quota of the units of watches that can enter the United States from
Guam, killing the entire industry completely, except one, I think, is
still in operation.

Senator SYMMs. Let me ask you this question. This is the kind of
question we're very interested in in the Senate Finance Committee.
It's one of the reasons why we have you here today. On some of the
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Delegate BLAz. I just want to say, Mr. Chairman, I want to thankyou very much and Senator D'Amato, who was here earlier, andSenator Mattingly, for holding this. Being a Member, I am fullyaware of the difficulties to take 2 hours of your time from a fullagenda here in the Congress so soon after the recess, and I justcan't thank you enough for holding this hearing. This is the firsttime we have had this opportunity. We now have a public record inthe Halls of Congress, and we can work on that.
May I remind you all that you have an invitation to the lunch-eon that commences in about 71/2 minutes.in room 2168, Rayburn,the Gold Room. We are heading that way if you will just follow us.Mo Udall is our speaker.
Senator SYMMs. I might say, Congressman, that I had the privi-lege to work on the House Interior Committee when Mo was chair-man and you couldn't have a more entertaining and energeticspeaker, and please extend my very best wishes to the chairman.He will be missed by many of us in the Congress, though we maybe sometimes different on certain issues, but we certainly neverdiffered in the view that he is truly one of the great Members ofthe House and is an excellent representative for his State and con-stituency.

So the subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subjectto the call of the Chair.]
[The following information was subsequently supplied for therecord:]
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RESPONSE OF HON. RICARDO J. BORDALLO TO ADDITIONAL WRIrrEN QUESTIONS POSED BY
SENATOR MA7TINGLY

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR OF GUAM
WASHINGTON LIAISON OFFICE

EowAzo D. Rs Irs' P.M. SAMOa

October 07, 1985

MR. JOE COBS1
Soon 359
BOB Anonex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Cobb:

The following are the Government of Guam's reaponses to the
questions posed by Senator Mack Mattingly.

Should you have any questions, we are at your service.

Sincerely,

JESSE P.M. SANTOS

Enclosures.

HALL OF THE STATES. SUIE s20 . +4 NORTH CAPITOL STREET N.W. WASHINGTON D C 20301 . 12021 624 5424-5
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IMPACT SUIbMARy

CURR8ENT POSSIBLE

PfODUC T IOt

Yearly Level 125,000/ Dz. 1,890,440/ Dz.

Value: S84.00/ Dz. $117.30/ Dz.

Yearly Sales: Sl0.4M S250M

Envloyeent: . 250-275(Actual) 250-2650!'

Average Hourly Rate: $4.75/Hour

Yearly Payroll: $2.47M-$2.7M $2.47M-$26.2M

Tax Revenue: S300-5344K Yr. 5344K-53.3M Yr.
(Personal)

Tea Revenue: $250,000 Yr. S5.1M Est.
(Corporate)

EMPLOYMENT PERCENTAGE

Manufacturlng Sector : 22 Percent

Private Sector : 1.3 Percent

1/ 250-2650 possible ewoloyrrent Is based on projected figures cf 150
employees per ccrpany for 16 fIrns expressing Interest In Guam's textile
Industry.
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RESPONSE OF JESUS S. LEON GUERRERO To ADDITlONAL WRIrTEN QuEsTIONS POSED BY
DELEGATE BLAz

J ISUS:. LE WiUOUC 1RitnkP of *uam i s .0,
has..i & '... °-ii, ' --A ' BE* AG".. GUAM W1UO

TIM. ui.Uiijifl/

Oly hcv -4 A -f £d 973 by J- A. £- 0.

October 4, 1985

Mr. Joe Cobb
Room 359
MOB Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Cobb:

Congressman Ben Blaz wrote to me requesting that I provide you with
additional information regarding economic conditions in Guam. The answers to
these questions are provided herein.

There is definitely a place for high technology industry on Guam.
The work force although limited, is highly educated and trainable and can
easily adapt to job requirements. Needed labor and skill not available in
Guam could be recruited from neighboring islands and countries if necessary.
however, local citizens must have the first opportunity. Otherwise, our
overall economic goals in terms of creating jobs for our people will not be
fulfilled.

Guam is strategically located in the midst of Asia - Pacific having
easy access to over half of the world population all within 3 hours flying
time namely: Japan. Mainland China, Hongkong. Philippines, Taiwan, Singapore,
Bangkok, Trust Territory Islands. Guam being the only U.S. possession in the
area, makes it a good home base for U.S. companies doing business in this area.
It is under the American flag. U.S. laws, western way of doing business, no
monetary controls, good communication, good transportation services and no
import and export controls. Head Note 3A allows access to U.S. markets of
products duty and quota free when 511 of the value is done in Guam. The Guam
Economic Development Authority (GEDA) grants 1001 tax rebate for a period of
10 years for eligible companies including high technological industry. There
is one high technological company manufacturing computer chips, etc. being
located in Guam at this time. The company is from Taiwan which will be export-
ing their products to the U.S.

The cost to Guam of import restrictions in terms of jobs and dollars is
limited to present facilities and tax revenues based on export to the U.S. What
concerns us is the future, if the present benefits of Head Note 3A is modified
or eliminated, we will suffer loss on a clothing manufacturer of approximately
150 - 200 employees. This is the first and the only industry that is successful
at this point and could be a catalyst for any future company to locate in Guam.
If something happens to it, our future in the industry is bleak.
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One of the most important segments of the subcommittees report to the whole

House use this recosmmendation: that the need of the military for land now hold

by it should be carefully re-examined with the objective of releasing, at its
first possIble moment, all lands not actually required for military purposes.

That was 35 years ago.

The past is Indeed a prologue. So there is no need to dwell on the

errors and omissions of the past. .be it those of the military, the land-owners,

or of the local and federal government. The main interest now is the immediate

redress of our people's grievances. Part of that is returning land back to

the people of Guam to be used for the economic development of the territory.

The Guam Land Use Plan, done strictly by the U.S. Navy, undertook a
study in April 1975 and then completed and released in March 1978 which indicates

that as of 1978, there were 2,625 acres of land available for release then from
the Depa-toent of Defense and an additional 2,555 acres will be available

after certain conditions were met. However, of the 5,180 acres designated

as releasable, 4,877 acres are reserved for eachange purposes.

Since then, only 1.439 acres have been returned to the Governmenr of

(uam. Guam's total land usesa of 212 square miles, of which one-third is

occupied by the military, signals the importance of available unused land

that can be returned to the people of Cuam for expansion of her economic base.
The return of these surplus properties at no cost to the people is strongly

recommended to this Joint Economic Committee.

Some 927 acres of federal excess lands that have been returned to the

people are located at Cabras Island near Guam's only seaport, the Commercial

Port. A recent federal restriction commonly known as the Brooks Amendment

is making locally-initiated development of these acres of land Unrealistic as

It requires that at least 705 of all land revenues derived from Cabras Island
development be paid back to the United States Treasury. Guam's limited

capital Improvement funds makes development of Cabras Island virtually
impossible because of the prohibitive restriction. A repeal of the Brooks
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amendment will pave the way for economic expension at Cabras Island. which

will result in the crestion of new jobs and the increase of the tax rOv nue

be e for the Covernment of Guam, end possibility of developing a support

base fo comrcial fisheries Industry on Guam.

The development of a fishing industry on Guam Is being directly

thwarted by the Merchant Marine Act of 1920. otherwise known as the Jones

Act. which prohibits tune boat comsercial fishermen to offload their catch

onto foreign boats to be transhipped to U.S. canneries. Since Guam is the

only American flag territory In the Weetern Pacific where the Jones Act

applies, this inconsistency in federal policy places Guam at an economic

disadvantage with its more fortunate follow American flag neighbors. The

development of a commercial fisheries Industry on Guam can truly expand

Guam's economic base and an exemption from the Jones Act through Congressional

action is the key to this.

The participation of local residents in Guam's fisheries development

is another one of Guam's goal for economic growth, however, the existence

of United States vessel documentation laws severely retard this quest.

Current federal laws require that cargo ships carrying freight to and from

Guam to the United States must be on U.S. flag vessels and that certain vessels.

particularly commercial fishing vessels must be built within the United States.

The prohibitive cost of purchasing U.S. built vessels is certainly the soat

discouraging factor among local residents on Guam from participating in the

fisheries industry.

If Congress would amend the vessel documentation laws to allow for the

use by local residents of fishing vessels, no matter where they were built,

as American flag vessels, Guam then would be one step closer to building a

locally-based fishing industry, which is integral In our plans for economic

self-sufficiency.
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AFTERNOON SESSION
The Subcommittee on Trade, Productivity, and Economic Growthmet, pursuant to notice, at 2:03 p.m., in room 2203, Rayburn HouseOffice Building, Hon. Daniel E. Lungren (vice chairman of the sub-committee) presiding.
Present: Representative Lungren.
Also present: Joe Cobb, professional staff member.
OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LUNGREN, VICE

CHAIRMAN
Representative LUNGREN. I'd like to open this second part oftoday's Joint Economic Committee hearings by welcoming my dis-tinguished colleague, Delegate Ben Blaz, representatives of theFederal Government, and leaders of Guam who have joined us thisafternoon.
This hearing is being conducted by the Subcommittee on Trade,Productivity, and Economic Growth with the aim of focusing atten-tion on several important concerns of the people and leaders of theterritory of Guam.
I've become familiar with some of the issues and challengesfacing the territory through my discussion with Delegate Blaz, whorepresents the territory here in Congress. And working with him inCongress, I've come to know his deep concern for the territories.Earlier this year, in fact, he served as a special guest on my localtelevision program. Didn't quite reach Guam, but there are a fewGuamanians, I think, who find themselves occasionally in southernCalifornia.
I believe this afternoon's hearings can significantly help all of usto better understand and appreciate the issues of this Federal Ter-ritorial Equasion.
The Joint Economic Committee is an investigative rather than alegislative body. The committee is a congressional forum wherenew ideas are examined and brought forward. It has, however,served as a launching pad for major national themes, such as taxsimplification, privatization, and enterprise zones. In fact, I thinkthis particular subcommittee did some of the seminal work on thequestion of a national industrial policy when that was being dis-cussed here on the Hill 2 years ago.
This session will focus on issues which Delegate Blaz hadbrought to our attention, issues that are being addressed throughlegislation he's introduced.
This afternoon, we will hear testimony on these topics from thelead man for territories in the administration, Mr. Richard Mon-toya, as well as Guam government and business leaders, who willaddress the territory's proposed Commonwealth Act and the role itcan play in Guam's development. We will also hear from Navy andGuam leaders on the military landholdings in the territory as wellas proposals for the release of excess Federal land to stimulate eco-nomic development.
The closing panel will testify on impediments and inducementsto business development on Guam and Federal policy on trade, im-migration, and maritime matters that currently and will continueto affect the territory.
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First, I would invite Delegate Blaz to the table to make any
statement that he wishes as we begin this second part of our in-
quiry today.

STATEMENT OF HON. BEN BLAZ, A U.S. DELEGATE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE TERRITORY OF GUAM

Delegate BLAz. Thank you. Thank you very much, Mr. Vice
Chairman. I did enjoy very much that television show that was
beamed on Long Beach, where we have quite a number of our Gua-
manians residing, in your district. That's very nice.

What we are trying to do is ironic. It's a very ironic thing that
the more we try, the more we strive toward economic self-sufficien-
cy, the more difficulty we seem to have. I once characterized the
situation on Guam as though we were halfbreeds, halfbreeds in the
sense that for some purposes, such as pay, pollution safety, we have
to observe the Federal standards. And, yet, for quota and import
purposes, we are subjected to foreign standards.

So we don't know whether we're fish or fowl in some instances.
And it's very, very difficult to plan for the future when you don't
know what your status is right now.

You know, Guam has sought for so long to be self-sufficient, it's
almost the epitome of the American dream and, yet, every once in
a while, something is thrown our way.

About 4 weeks ago, I testified before a subcommittee of Ways and
Means and the purpose of my testimony was simply to ask if they
would please remove from the list of foreign countries the Ameri-
can territory of Guam.

The chairman looked at me and he said: "You must be kidding."
And then he looked at page 2, and there was Guam listed as a for-
eign country. If it weren't so serious, it would be hilarious, you
know, but it's just getting very tiring.

Here, we have recognized that this is the year, the decade of the
Pacific. The President and others have identified the Pacific Basin
as the potential for the future of the United States. The American
territory of Guam is in the middle-in the middle of the Pacific
Basin. It could be the capital of the Pacific Basin. But rather than
see efforts being made to try to take advantage and develop this
great potential, which is the America on the doorstep of Asia, we
seem to be always trying to keep from getting drawn by the enor-
mous number of policies and programs that are, I don't believe, de-
signed to hurt us. They were just carelessly crafted by people who
do not have the sense and the appreciation for the Americans on
the periphery of the Republic.

The framers of the Constitution perhaps did not envision the
American territories. And so I think you'll hear this afternoon a
statement, two statements, by Guam business and government
leaders trying to call Congress' attention to this terrific dilemma
that we have.

All the territories, not just Guam-but the Virgin Islands and
American Samoa, and to some degree, Puerto Rico have the same
difficulty. So my last word to you, sir, is that if we accomplish any-
thing, it would be to ask you to please discover America on Guam.
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Regulatory reform is something that is the third leg of the stool
that has to be there if we're to prosper, and we're to make Guam
and the other territories self-sufficient.

We need economic freedoms-freedoms from and freedoms to.
These freedoms are a good dose of things that provide for Guam's
economic support. They provide for the type of stability that makes
Guam a perfect location for new investment.

Some of the freedoms from include several accomplishments thatwe've all worked hard on, the removal of unnecessary laws and
regulations. Elimination of clean air emission standards for Guam
Power Authority. Very costly, yet, it didn't apply because this was
out in the islands, out in the Pacific where we have tradewinds
that blow any emissions over uninhabited ocean.

And, yet, it was going to cost something like $25 million to imple-
ment these scrubbers for the Guam Power Authority.

Exemption from Federal adverse effect wage law. They got that
through last year. Labor of quota under textile rules of origin, that
allowed us to have 160,000 dozens of sweaters coming into the
United States.

Enactment of the 15-day visa waiver for tourists and business,
which enhanced tourism growth. And the efficiency of running
tourists through without causing them bureaucratic delays before
they got to enjoy their holidays.

These are all very important to us in maintaining a strong eco-
nomic climate that can allow Guam to prosper.

Exemption from the defense-based act, workmen's compensation
insurance, which would have been extremely costly to the people
working on defense bases and constructing those defense contracts.

We have the tax change, which was discussed this morning, that
would allow Guam to make tax changes appropriate to its econom-
ic needs rather than being applied by Washington. Who better
knows what's needed in the area of revenue and revenue collection
than the people of Guam themselves?

So I think this is something that we need to look to and we need
to see what can be done with the local government in Guam to
make the necessary changes regarding tax policy in Guam.

Guam has voiced an interest in additional freedoms that might
be helpful. Some of the examples that have been cited to us are ex-
emption from FAA noise standards; exemption from the Jones' Act
regarding tuna shipments; exemption from duties on sweaters; or alocal labor provision that would provide a cap on production and
these units coming into the United States.

I think, by and large, Mr. Vice Chairman, these, coupled with
some of the innovative things that we've done in the past couple of
years under my tenure as Assistant Secretary, have provided the
type of climate that is just beginning to attract new industry.

The best example of this is something called the foreign sales
corporations. These foreign sales corporations were something that
allowed the territories to get a headstart on being licensed as for-
eign sales corporations.

We participated in all of these promotions throughout the United
States, in seminars talking to potential investors and Fortune 1,000
corporations about why they should locate in Guam and the other
territories.

62-060 0 - 86 - 4
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Guam was a full operating partner, participating partner, in
these discussions and, as a result, we're pleased to say that we
have over 200 foreign sales corporations in Guam today.

Why are these important to Guam?
Because we feel that once we get the corporation's foot in

Guam's door that they'll like it there and they'll go on to further
investment on Guam.

PRIVATIZATION

As our Federal funds are pretty much straightlined and we've
seen the highwater marks of Federal funds going into the territo-
ries, there still continues to be a growing population in Guam and
the other islands.

That only way that this can be provided for is to move some of
these traditional private sector operations out of existing Govern-
ment operations and into the private sector, where they can be
done more efficiently and, hopefully, at no cost increases to the
people that they serve.

This is something that's extremely important. Governor Bor-
dallo, Delegate Blaz, have both been very supportive of this endeav-
or, and I have committed $215,000 in technical assistance moneys
to make such that this is moved forward.

We hope that as a result of tour initiative in privatization, we
will have the desired results of eliminating chronic budget deficits
and act as a new catalyst for new business formation in Guam.

In conclusion, we feel that fulfillment of Guam's economic prom-
ise, the three-legged stool, is inherent in their proximity to market,
access to capital and regulatory reform. Without any of these,
Guam's potential for growth will teeter and fall. All measures dis-
cussed will spur Guam's economic growth with little or no cost to
the Federal Government. It is a program fashioned in today's tight
fiscal climate that can do the job and meet the challenge that we
have faced-that we're facing today.

With that, Mr. Vice Chairman, that concludes my statement-
any questions you might have, sir.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Montoya follows:]
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the promise, all three legs of the stool must be in place.

Much has been said and written about Guam's potential

as a strategic business location. Guam's proximity to major

Asian markets, its diverse culture, and its United States-

backed stability make it a natural location for American and

foreign firms interested in international trade.

Prospects for the Guam economy are positive. America's con-

tinuing military presence there, the need for American firms to

be more internationally competitive, continued Administration

pressure on foreign countries to open their markets to our

products and services, and the continuing growth in the

tourism industry all bode well for the territory.

The challenge before us is to make the best use of limited

Federal resources and to turn Guam's promising locational

potential and bright economic prospects into reality.

Economic freedom has been said to have two meanings in

this country -- 'freedom from," and "freedom to.' In America

we have 'freedom from" unnecessary governmental intrusion

intoilour personal and business affairs. We also have "freedoms

to": freedom to work and live where we please, freedom to

express our religious and political beliefs, and freedom to

take risks in the market place.

I believe that a good dose of these two freedoms, applied

in the economic sphere, is just what is needed to keep the

three legs of our stool-for-growth in place an~d ensure

accelerated economic growth for Guam.
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Freedom From

Guam needs 'freedom from' unnecessary and burdensome

laws and regulations, and the additional costs associated

with them.

With few natural resources and the great distance to the

United States mainland, any additional cost imposed by govern-

ment will have greater deleterious effect in Guam than in

the fifty states. That is why, under the Reagan Administration,

we have moved consistently and vigorously to exempt Guam

from unnecessary regulations that impede business growth.

Examples of areas where such regulations have been reduced

include:

(1) exemption from Clean Air Act emissions

requirements under certain conditions,

(2) exemption of Guam from the Federal adverse

effect wage law,

(3) waiver of quota under textile rules of origin

thereby allowing importation of up to 16U,UOO

dozen sweaters per year,

(4) enactment of a visa waiver for tourists

and business travellers, and

(5) exemption of Guam from the Defense Base

Act workmen's compensation insurance.

The Reagan Administration has also proposed changes in tax

law to allow Guam to develop a revenue code more appropriate to
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Bordallo has pledged his vigorous support, together with Governor

Lutali of American Samoa and Governor Tenorio of the Northern

Mariana Islands, for a comprehensive program of privatization.

Under the Governor's direction, with technical assistance

provided by Interior, Guam is identifying those services, now

performed by government, that the private sector can perform

more efficiently and at lower cost.

I have no doubt that privatization will help eliminate

the territory's chronic budget deficits and act as a catalyst

for new local business formation.

CONCLUSION

Fulfillment of Guam's economic promise depends on main-

taining, in the future, our three-legged stool -- proximity

to markets, access to capital, and regulatory reform. Without

any one of these, the stool and Guam's potential tor growth

will not stand.

All of the measures that I have discussed will gre3tly

aid in spurring economic growth for Guam, at little or no

cost to the Federal government. It is a program that can

be fashioned in today's tight fiscal climate, that can do

the job and meet the challenge.
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Montoya.
As you know, and as you articulated in your opening comments,

we had hoped to talk about Guam's economic growth, not only with
respect to present-day circumstances, but the proposed Common-
wealth Act. I understand your reluctance to get involved in discus-
sion of the Commonwealth Act, since you perceive it to be a deci-
sion to be made by the people of the Territory and by the Congress,
but maybe I can indirectly ask you something.

Do you see anything with respect to proposed commonwealth
status that would contradict the types of things that you see as im-
portant to the economic growth of Guam or contradictory to the ef-
forts that you set out concerning the administration's action over
the last several years?

Mr. MONTOYA. I couldn't respond to that, Congressman, with any
specificity. I know that-having been briefed by my staff-that
there are some sections of that draft document that would be very
controversial and would fly in the fact of some of the most power-
ful pressure groups that operate in this city. I would think that
with some discussion on these elements and some negotiating with
the people on the Commonwealth Commission that these could be
trimmed down to initiatives that wouldn't provide such a large
target to doom this whole package to failure. I've mentioned a
couple of the things that have caused me some problems.

It is, indeed, noteworthy to talk about indigenous peoples having
a right to speak out on what's going to be done, but it must be re-
membered that we're operating under the U.S. Constitution out
there, and I think all people, need to have a voice in what docu-
ment they're going to use to be governed in the future.

I, of course, am referring to a provision dealing with limiting
voting only to chamarros. Any reference like this that would ex-
clude a mass-a vast amount of the population of Guam, I think
would come under a great deal of scrutiny and criticism.

Some of the other areas-like I said, Congressman, I think it
would be only appropriate to wait until we have a plebiscite and
see those issues that are fully discussed, fully debated, fully under-
stood, and fully, accepted, as a consensus document from the people
of Guam. The staff that is working on this Commonwealth docu-
ment has been working with my staff at the staff level, and I
think, with some of our sister departments in the Federal Govern-
ment, we have identified some of the areas that would have a diffi-
cult row to hoe, much like the Redskins did last night, in getting
through.

I think that is really-with the indulgence of the Chair-as far
as I would care to go into the Commonwealth.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much. Delegate Blaz?
Delegate BLAz. No; I was hoping that you would go ahead and

say something about the Commonwealth, but I guess discretion is
better than valor today.

Mr. MONTOYA. I think that is accurate. [Laughter.]
Delegate BLAz. So be it. Thank you.
Representative LUNGREN. All right. Thank you very much for

your testimony. We appreciate it. And I understand 'the sensitivity
to which you are referring. Thank you very much.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF L. WAYNE ARNY III

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

I AM L. WAYNE ARNY, III, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF

THE NAVY (SHIPBUILDING & LOGISTICS). I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO

DISCUSS WITH YOU U. S. MILITARY LAND USE REQUIREMENTS ON GUAM. IN THE

FACE OF A GROWING SOVIET THREAT, A STRONG U.S. MILITARY PRESENCE IN

THE WESTERN PACIFIC HAS NEVER BEEN MORE IMPORTANT. THE STRATEGIC ROLE

OF GUAM AND ITS NAVAL ACTIVITIES HAS NEVER BEEN MORE VITAL.

OUR MILITARY NEED FOR LAND ON GUAM IS DYNAMIC AND IS DRIVEN BY

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS AS WELL AS BY BASIC OPERATIONAL MISSION

REQUIREMENTS. WITH OUR GOAL OF A 600 SHIP NAVY APPROACHING REALITY,

FLEET SUPPORT ACTIVITIES, SUCH AS THOSE IN GUAM, ARE EXPANDING WORLD-

WIDE. WITH ITS STRATEGIC LOCATION AND ITS STATUS AS PART OF THE

UNITED STATES (OR U.S. SOVEREIGN TERRITORY), GUAM BY NECESSITY FIGURES

PREDOMINANTLY IN NAVAL PLANNING FOR CONTINGENCIES BASED ON POLITICAL

AND MILITARY DEVELOPMENTS IN THE REGION. SHOULD THE UNITED STATES

LOSE ONE OR MORE OF ITS FOOTHOLDS IN THE PACIFIC, THERE WOULD BE A

GREATER NEED FOR GUAM TO FILL THE GAP. HOWEVER, I EMPHASIZE THAT

INCREASED LAND USE ON GUAM FOR CONTINGENCY PLANNING AND EXPANDING

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS IS AND WILL BE VIEWED IN COMBINATION WITH

OTHER STRATEGIC LOCATIONS IN THE WESTERN PACIFIC. THE RESULT MAY WELL

BE ONE OF INCREASED DEPENDENCE ON GUAM, NOT MERELY DUPLICATING

FUNCTIONS PERFORMED ELSEWHERE.

THE NAVY AND AIR FORCE PRESENCE TODAY IN GUAM INCLUDES NUMEROUS

MAJOR COMMANDS, A LARGE MILITARY AND MILITARY RELATED POPULATION, AND.

SIGNIFICANT LAND HOLDINGS. THESE LAND HOLDINGS HAVE BEEN THE FOCUS OF

MUCH DISCUSSION IN RECENT MONTHS. IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT A 1977 LAND

USE PLAN IDENTIFIED NUMEROUS PARCELS OF NAVY AND AIR FORCE LAND FOR

DISPOSAL. GSA HAS IN FACT TAKEN STEPS TO CARRY OUT THAT DISPOSAL.

UNFORTUNATELY, THE 1977 STUDY DID NOT ADDRESS CONTINGENCY PLANNING
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CRITERIA WHICH COULD LEAD TO LARGER LAND REQUIREMENTS, SUCH AS THE

LOSS OF A FOOTHOLD IN THE WESTERN PACIFIC NOR DID IT ADDRESS EXPANDING

FLEET SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO THE 600 SHIP NAVY. TO PROTECT

OUR NATIONAL INTERESTS IN THE PACIFIC WE MUST NOW ENSURE THAT OUR

SECURITY IS NOT THREATENED BY THE PRECIPITOUS DISPOSAL OF THESE LANDS.

I BELIEVE THAT WE CAN WORK WITH ALL PARTIES NOT ONLY TO PRESERVE

OPTIONS FOR AN ENHANCED NAVAL PRESENCE, BUT ALSO TO MEET GUAM'S LAND

DEVELOPMENT NEEDS. ALTHOUGH MILITARY REQUIREMENTS WILL DICTATE THE

PERMANENT RETENTION OF SOME PARCELS, OTHER LAND PARCELS COULD BE

DEVELOPED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF GUAM TO BE COMPATIBLE OR COMPLEMENTARY

TO DEFENSE REQUIREMENTS AND AVAILABLE FOR USE BY THE MILITARY SHOULD

THE NEED ARISE. ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS COULD VERY WELL INCLUDE

CONTINGENCY PROVISIONS THAT WOULD FACILITATE APPROPRIATE INTERIM USE

BY THE GOVERNMENT OF GUAM.

' IN SHORT, THERE IS NO REASON WHY WE CANNOT STRIKE A BALANCE

BETWEEN NATIONAL SECURITY AND LOCAL NEEDS. THE LEGISLATION WHICH

PERMITTED THE GOVERNMENT OF GUAM TO DEVELOP AN 'APRA HARBOR COMPLEX'

IS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW SUCH COOPERATION HAS WORKED IN THE PAST. THIS

LEGISLATION ALLOWED 927 ACRES OF NAVY HARBOR LAND TO BE CONVEYED TO

GUAM FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A COMMERCIAL PORT. AS A FURTHER EXAMPLE,

CONSIDERATIONS INVOLVING THE USE OF APRA HARBOR LED TO THE SELECTION

OF GUAM AS THE OPERATIONAL BASE FOR FOUR MARITIME PREPOSITIONING SHIPS

(MPS). THIS DECISION, WHICH WAS ANNOUNCED BY CONGRESSMAN BLAZ ON

SEPTEMBER 1, WILL LEAD TO OVER 30 MILLION DOLLARS OF NEW CONSTRUCTION

AS WELL AS LONG TERM JOBS RELATED TO CARGO MAINTENANCE. WE LOOK

FORWARD TO CONTINUING GOOD WORKING RELATIONS WITH CONGRESSMAN BLAZ AND

THE CITIZENS OF GUAM ON THESE IMPORTANT ISSUES. THANK YOU AGAIN, MR.

CHAIRMAN, FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY TODAY. I WOULD BE'PLEASED TO

ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS.
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comes through there periodically. And right now, we have a publicworks center, a naval supply center, a ship repair facility, alongwith a commissary and exchange and other base facilities. And lastyear alone, they made a total local purchase of over $190 millionand have been awarded contracts, repair facilities of over $34 mil-lion in 1984 alone. So we have a sizable investment there.Representative LUNGREN. Can you tell me how much of the landon Guam is now dedicated for military use, not necessarily beingused for military use but presently set aside for present militaryuse or potential military use?
Mr. ARNY. Let me give you those exactly, because I do havethem.
Vice Admiral HUGHES. Yes, the population of Guam is about106,000 and about 15 percent of the population is Navy and about 5percent is other military. The land use, about 212 square miles, 15percent is Navy, about 21,000 acres, and 15 percent is Air Force,about 21,000 acres, and then the Government of Guam has about46,000 acres, about 34 percent.
Mr. ARNY. So total U.S. military is about 30 percent.Representative LUNGREN. And that's land they're actually usingnow or holding for possible use in the future?
Mr. ARNY. Yes, sir.
Representative LUNGREN. And I guess one of the messages you'regiving me today is, as we look at the possible use of land for localneeds, and as you say, there's no reason why we cannot strike abalance between national security and local needs, you're at leastasking us to keep in mind the fact that you're not only assessing itfrom present-day needs but from potential future needs?Mr. ARNY. Yes, sir, that's the most important part. And as I'vediscussed with other people in the past, doing the military con-struction for the Navy, we have very similar issues. For instance,last week I was out in Fallon, NV, where we have one of the larg-est air training-combat air training ranges that we own, fleetcomplex. And while we have Navy strategic needs for ranges, weare also interacting with the people of Nevada and the people ofFallon and with the Bureau of Land Management, who owns 87percent of Nevada.

I stepped into that first about a year ago and have worked veryclosely with the people out there to strike a balance between whatwe needed to make sure that the concerns of the people there weremet.
I have been asked by the Secretary of Defense to work on thisGuam land-use issue and have talked with people from the Com-mander in Chief Pacific Fleet staff. I understand the position. Ihave talked with the Commander in Chief of the Pacific, AdmiralCrowle himself, and I understand our strategic needs, but I also be-lieve that we must take into consideration the interest and feelingsof the people on Guam and that there is a balance to be struck.That is why I do plan to go out to Guam, hopefully within thenext month or two and to look over the situation, to tour the area,because I haven't been there in 15 years. The last time I was inthere, I was a young officer landing on an air field. I wanted to getmy airplane and get back to the ship. So it was not-one neverknows what one gets into in the future.
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But I do want to go out and see what the issues are firsthand
and to discuss the pros and cons and to try to strike a balance be-
tween the interests of the people on Guam and the Navy and the
Department of Defense in general, because I will be representing
the Air Force as well.

Representative LUNGREN. Delegate Blaz.
Delegate BLAz. Yes, sir. You know, before you, Secretary Mon-

toya gave us a very precise litany of the things on his agenda that
he's trying to accomplish. And that was a very refreshing thing to
hear in 1985. You now have given us, in a similar vein, the same
thing, and the common thread that runs through it is the willing-
ness that you have demonstrated, both you and Secretary Montoya,
to work in partnership with the people of Guam. Believe me, from
someone who has been a resident of Guam for 57 years of my life,
it is so nice to hear that kind of attitude. It hasn't always been like
that. And if nothing else is said today, it's been worth it, just hear-
ing you say that.

I have known Admiral Hughes for a few years, and I know his
goood intentions about the concerns that we have on Guam, so I
think we have a good person there, and one of Guam's favorite
adopted sons, Commodore Hagen, who is sitting to your left there.

So this has been a very enlightening and a very reassuring panel
for me personally, for the people of Guam, I'm sure.

I don t have any questions, but one, Congressman, and that has
to do with the civil service in Guam. You ve only mentioned the
impact in a favorable sense of the military on Guam. Surely, you
must have some thoughts on the impact of the civil service issue,
many hundreds of which are under your--

Mr. ARNY. I learned when I worked over in the Senate for Sena-
tor Tower, that the thing that most people in the military, having
spent 16'/2 years in the militar , one thing that they don't under-
stand is the constituencies. An I used to-people on various bases
would complain that their voices weren't heard. I said, the problem
is, you don t vote in the State that you're in. And I learned when I
was over on the Hill, if I hadn't learned in the service, the impor-
tance of the Civil Service, because, if nothing else, the Civil Serv-
ice, is very actively employed-and they all, as I learned when I
worked for Senator Tower, they all know how to write letters to
their Congressman. And they are a very important part, because
while the military is important, he cannot operate without the
Civil Service. And on Guam, we have a total of 6,000 Civil Service
employees, 5,800 of which are local hires on the island. And in
1984, our civilian payroll for the Department of Defense, not just
Navy, was $120 million, of which $3.3 million was Federal income
tax withholding that reverted to the Government of Guam and
$14.5 million was Guam income tax that we withheld from pay-
rolls.

So again as I said, both military and civilian, we have a large
financial investment in Guam, and we have a large strategic in-
vestment, and what I've told people wherever I go, whether it's
Nevada or Guam or whatever military construction, we're neigh-
bors. Sometimes we in the military tend to look at our bases as iso-
lated islands, but they are not. We are neighbors with the people
who live around us. It is their land that we're using, one way or
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local revenues and is anxious for the island to assume a greater
role in financing its own development.

Although past Federal activity is in large part the cause of this
economic dependency upon Federal subsidy, it is clear that the
local economy must be developed to bear greater responsibility in
financing its future development.

So far, however, Guam's political and economic relationship with
the United States has, in many ways diminished the potential of
the island's economy as a center for trade and commerce and has
contributed to the island's costly dependency.

By limiting Guam's potential as a key business center, successive
administrations in Washington have denied this obvious forward
base on American soil to U.S. companies seeking to penetrate the
Asian market. Equally they have worked to prevent Asian firms
from seeking access to American markets. Most frustrating is the
fact that these actions have occurred in a disjointed fashion and
without the guidance of a current Federal development policy.
Washington has created a patchwork of Federal laws and regula-
tions, some helpful, many obstructive to both private enterprise
and public infrastructural development. Time and time again eco-
nomic development projects on Guam are stymied because of regu-
latory action taken to protect the special interests in the United
States.

It was in the light of these imperatives to change that the people
of Guam voted in 1982, Mr. Vice Chairman, to seek a common-
wealth status within the U.S. Federal system. The voters of Guam
believed that statehood was not yet feasible as a goal. Guam is still
politically separate from its cultural and geographic twin, the
nearby Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas. Only if these
two small entities, Guam and the Northern Marianas, which form
a natural island group, such as Hawaii did, join together, could
statehood become a distant possibility. And to join together, they
must be coequal commonwealths, whereby both benefit from a
merger.

I stress this point, because you may hear advocates for statehood
for Guam, in place of commonwealth. While many of us may desire
statehood, the mandate of the people of Guam to its elected leaders
in the 1982 vote was for commonwealth. And it is commonwealth
we seek as a kind of interim status, not statehood, at this particu-
lar point in time.

The elected leaders of Guam, in both the executive and legisla-
tive branches, believed that the proposed commonwealth agree-
ment provides the best hope to rectify the past inconsistencies in
the U.S. economic policy toward Guam and to establish a funda-
mental and coherent economic relationship designed to take maxi-
mum advantage of Guam's development potential.

The Commonwealth Act is directed at creating an economic envi-
ronment that would foster and encourage free enterprise through
retaining the essence of Federal laws and. regulations we know to
be beneficial and eliminating those known to be harmful.

The act's economic, as well as political theme, is that policy for
Guam should be determined locally. Only those policies which
affect national security should be made solely by the United States.
It is believed that through relaxing Federal regulations and estab-
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lishing a coordinated set of complementary objectives for Federal
relations with the Commonwealth of Guam, can a business and eco-
nomic climate be created which would stimulate the local economy
and allow it to flourish at its full potential.

How does the Commonwealth Act address these economic issues?
It specifically redefines authority for economic policy matters, such
as trade and commerce, employment and labor, immigration and
air transportation, as greater local authority is granted over these
economic matters, the private sector will see the rules of business
change, so that the island can capitalize on local opportunities.

The tax provisions of the Draft Act are not yet final, owing to
changes at the congressional level being proposed at present and
which were discussed by an earlier panel today. The Draft Act de-
fines a new trade relationship with the United States through es-
tablishment of a free trade area which will be essentially an expan-
sion of current tariff preferences granted by the United States.

The commonwealth would continue as a duty free port outside
the United States custom territory, but also afford Guam-sourced
trade the protection of the United States status. This will allow
trade to flow between Guam and the United States free of import
duties and tariffs.

The existing general system of preference, which grants favor-
able treatment to Guam exports, is retained, while most of the ad-
vantages of headnote 3A, which now generally permit goods manu-
factured or produced on Guam to enter the United States free or at
reduced duty rates, would be overridden. Trade incentives to pro-
mote the local economy have been severely diluted in the past.
Guam has been included in quotas established to protect the
United States textile manufacturers from increasing foreign im-
ports. This has effectively stopped the development of any textile
industry on Guam and limited current production.

The Commonwealth Act proposes to place Guam outside the
United States customs territory with respect to foreign commerce,
and inside with respect to commerce and trade with the United
States. All import and export regulations and tariffs would be de-
termined under the laws of Guam and would be administered joint-
ly. Inspections would take place on Guam under the direction of
Federal customs officials, making further inspection upon arrival
in the United States unnecessary.

The liberalization of headnote 3A's local content requirements
would certify as "products of Guam," those articles which would
contain at least 30 percent value added here. This value added has
been defined as all payments subject to local taxation, including all
costs of production and distribution, such as labor, fringe benefits,
engineering, depreciation, profits and taxes added to the value of
products manufactured, processed or assembled here.

A joint United States-Guam administration program could issue
"made in Guam" certificates for locally produced goods, in order to
prevent use of Guam as a transshipment point to defeat United
States tariffs and to guarantee that Guam receives an appropriate
portion of the economic activity that these operations generate.

The Commonwealth Act retains the United States labor laws but
permits Guam to amend them as the legislature deems appropri-
ate, so that the commonwealth will have jurisdiction to reject Fed-
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PREPARED SrATEMENT oF ELOISE R. BAZA

Mr. Chairman and flerbers of this Committee, I an Eloise R. Baza,

President of the Giam Chamber of Commerce. On behalf of the Chantber's

membership, I would like to offer our views on Giam's Ccamxnwealth Act.

World Car II and subsequent international and regional events have

begun to influence the Territory of Guam. The political awakenings and

pursuits of their respective identities among the flicronesian Islanders

are bearing some impact on the people of Guam. The political relationship

established by the Organic Act of 1950 is being evaluated. The 1982

plebiscite vote to pursue a Comnonwealth status reflected the people's

wish for redefining the political relationship between Guam and the

United States. Tb most, the plebiscite results showed that Oman wants to

retain its strong political ties with the United States while recognizing

the need for greater self-government by the Territory.
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The Commission on Self-Determination, established by Public law 17-42

in 1984, is charged with the drafting of a federal-territorial relations

act. This drafting process is presently on-going. The hope is that this

process will eventually result in framiing federal-territorial relations

which reaffirms Guam's aspirations for closer political ties with the

United States, while granting the Territory greater latitude in economic

areas.

W1hile it would be premature to comment on the specific merits of the

preliminary Co:nmnealth Act draft provisions it is irportant to point

out that the biggest changes being sought involve the lifting of economic

development constraints. Same of these issues will be more fully treated

in other papers being presented before this Subccrrittee. These include

tax reform, visa waiver for visitors and ship crews, termprary alien

labor, the large federal landholdings and subsequent selected return to

the local government and partial exenptions from the Jones Act. In each

instance, waivers or exemptions from existing national lavs are sought,

because Wan's unique geographic location has made the application of

such laws inimical to Guan's pursuit of economic development based on

private enterprises. Waim's present economy is too dependent on the

public sector and has been fueled in a large part by military activities

and Federal grants.

Was's attempts to address these development constraints in the past

have been on an ad hoc basis. The forthcomng, discussions on the

Caomonwealth Act draft between the federal and local governments will
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with those who served in Europe, in terms of their ability to makecertain purchases, that there was a lack of appreciation by many ofthe people who voted on the floor of.the House, that we're talkingabout American citizens on Guam.
Mr. REYES. That's right.
Representative LUNGREN. And in some ways, as you say, it sur-prises me that Guam is listed as a foreign country. In other ways, Idon't think there is a full appreciation of what we're talking abouton the floor of Congress.
We've got a lot of things to think about, and honestly, a lot ofMembers have not had a chance to really think about Guam andthe people live there.
Mr. REYES. This is precisely why the import of this kind ofdialog, you know, is to share views with the folks in the Congressabout Guam. And we appreciate Delegate Blaz' effort in this andjust making the people aware, you know, who we are, what we are,and what we're all about.
Representative LUNGREN. You see, my problem is, I can't ignoreDelegate Blaz. You see, we both went to Notre Dame. That kind ofcreates a bond. And then it just happened my administrative assist-ant is a retired Marine Corps colonel. And who do you suppose wasthe last person he worked under before he retired? [Laughter.]
So it's almost a command performance when he calls, at least formy administrative assistant.
Mr. Lieutenant Governor, you mentioned about current laws re-stricting foreign air carriers from servicing Guam.
In what way is that restriction in existence and how would it bechanged under the proposed Commonwealth Act?
Mr. REYES. You might be familiar with the cabotage laws thatprevents foreign carriers from, you know, landing at several U.S.places. That law, of course, prohibits, you know, like JAL, theJapan Airline, landing in Guam and proceeding on to Honolulu orLos Angeles. We hope to do something about that in the Common-wealth, to see if we could relax some of those restrictions, becauseit is obvious that if a JAL 747 is carrying some 250 passengers toLos Angeles, for example, and stop in Guam, maybe some of themwill care to remain overnight and spend a few dollars before pro-ceeding on.
Representative LUNGREN. We could even get some stretch DC-lO's that are made in my district to stop there.
Mr. REYES. That's right. [Laughter.]
Representative LUNGREN. We enjoy that as well.
Ms. Baza, I take it, not only from your personal statement butbecause of the fact that you represent the organization that you do,that you view the Commonwealth approach as something whichproves more attractive site. That is, Guam would therefore prove amore attractive site for location of business and industry by Ameri-can and Asian investors; is that correct?
Ms. BAZA. Yes.
Representative LUNGREN. And could you tell us, in some ways,how you envision that?
Ms. BAZA. The Commonwealth relationship with the UnitedStates which was the desire of the people of Guam during the pleb-iscite in 1982, will allow Guam to, through the Federal Territorial
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Relations Act, remove some of the hindrances to our economic
growth. We talked-this afternoon later on during the panel, we
will be addressing specifically impediments to fisheries develop-
ment, the partial exemption from the Jones Act to allow the car-
riage of fish from Guam on foreign vessels to carry such fish to
Puerto Rico and other points in the United States. Vessel documen-
tation laws. We are going to be requesting that those be repealed,
so that we can get a locally based fisheries industry developed, as
will the alien crew aboard U.S. fishing vessels issue.

These areas, or these items which certainly assist in what will
allow Guam to expand its economic base or increase its potential in
these areas, which are within its reach. A Commonwealth relation-
ship provides us with the opportunity to have greater latitude in
economic areas, specifically for us to remove or be afforded the
mechanism to remove some of the hindrances to our economic
growth.

Representative LUNGREN. I guess we can all appreciate what Mr.
Montoya said earlier, when he indicated that some of the things
proposed are going to be taking on a number of interests, and I can
understand that. I am sure that there were feelings on both sides
as to why some of those things may be in there at the present time.

I just hope that at some point people who are viewing it from the
standpoint of Guamanians recognize that there are going to be
some very, very difficult decisions to be made on the floor of the
Congress. On the other side, I hope that the Members of Congress,
when viewing whatever document is finally presented to them and
any suggested amendments thereto at some point in time, would
recognize what you have presented, which is that Guam is so heavi-
ly dependent on Government-I wouldn't call it largesse in some
cases, because it is doing work that is necessary, presently, for the
Navy, and so forth, but if we intend to wean the employment popu-
lation away from that reliance, we are going to have to make some
changes, which make economic private activity, not only inviting in
Guam, but also to foster that.

So I guess we've got to look at it from both sides. I guess, as Mr.
Arny said a little bit earlier with respect to another question, there
is going to have to be give and take on both sides. And I think that
is one of the questions that Members of Congress have when they
deal with a question of Commonwealth and when they deal with a
question of American citizens in a territory. And when initially,
they are hit with the impact of what percentage are working for
the Government, there is a question how do you change that? And
I think the way that you are presenting it is a very good one. Sug-
gesting that you are asking for changes not just for the changes,
but because that will, in fact, help Guam to develop a private in-
dustrial base or financial base that it doesn't have now, but which
evidently has got to be the answer, if you are going to be a success-
ful enterprise in an economic sense in the future.

Delegate Blaz?
Delegate BLAz. You know, Congressman, I think by your candid

observation that many of the Members of Congress do not fully ap-
preciate the problems of the American territories. By that state-
ment, I think you have more than justified the hearing here, be-
cause what we are attempting to do here is to put in one package
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acres located at Cabras Island, within the northern portion of Apra
Harbor, which transfer was burdened with the restrictions of the
Brooks amendment.

In the meantime, the responsibilities of the Government of
Guam to the residents of our territory have increased significantly.
As a result, the return of Federal surplus land has become ex-
tremely vital in meeting the Government of Guam's civic responsi-
bilities to provide commercial, industrial, and residential facilities
necessary to sustain and further induce island growth.

Public education, health, safety, transportation, essential power,
water and communication utilities are burdened by civilian popula-
tion growth. Infrastructure development has become a significant
factor to sustain the ongoing visitor industry and a population
growth prompted by the home porting of U.S. naval vessels on
Guam. In short, our island is in need of the use of the identified
surplus Federal land.

Unlike other mainland jurisdictions, the Government of Guam
has made optimum use of almost every acre that has been since
returned to us by the Federal Government. Low-cost housing,
public sewage and water lines, access roads and an international
airport are but a few examples of how this land has been used.
More land remains essentially needed to sustain increased local
demand for agriculture and acquaculture farming products, eco-
nomic development, and a number of public uses to support public
education, public health, transportation, parks, and recreation uses
and still more housing.

Given our limited resources, especially Guam's small land area,
declining Federal assistance and the major civic responsibilities of
our Government, we ask that surplus Federal land be returned to
the Government of Guam at no cost, as called for in H.R. 2884, to
allow ourselves the ability to respond to our own economic and
social needs. Such an opportunity is consistent with the Federal
Government's objective to return to local governments the opportu-
nities to address their own problems at a local level.

On the other hand, if the Federal Government insists upon the
return of this land at fair market value, the Government of Guam
will not be able to buy this land. As a result, this land will not be
purchased and no economic activity will occur. No benefits there-
fore to either the Federal Government or the Government of Guam
will be achieved in terms of revenues.

However, with the return of this land at no cost to the Govern-
ment of Guam, economic development will follow, thereby increas-
ing the Covernment of Guam's tax revenue base and lessening
Guam's reliance on Federal funds. What we propose, Mr. Chair-
man, actually also helps to reduce the Federal deficit.

We would now like to address the repeal of the Brooks amend-
ment, as mentioned in H.R. 2884.

The Brooks amendment places prohibitive restrictions on the de-
velopment of the 927 acres returned to the government of Guam in
Apra Harbor, our only seaport, by requiring that at least 70 per-
cent of all land revenues received by the government of Guam
from the development of the land be paid back to the U.S. Treas-
ury.

62-060 0 - 86 - 5
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The amendment made the prospect for locally initiated develop-
ment of this land unattractive and unrealistic. As a result, there
has been no economic activity on any of the 927 acres already
transferred to the government of Guam-economic activity which
could otherwise provide investment, jobs, and an expanded tax
base.

Delegate Blaz' bill addresses both the return of surplus land to
the government of Guam and the removal of the restrictions and
impediments to development imposed by the Brooks amendment.

The repeal of the Brooks amendment has been given the support
of the Federal department most directly affected by its repeal, the
U.S. Navy. The Navy, as mandated in Public Law 98-454, per-
formed a study for the purpose of establishing a fixed standard per-
centage of monetary consideration that would be received by the
government of Guam in preparing surplus Federal land for
disposal.

The study noted that only minimal development could be accom-
plished by the government of Guam with the 30 percent limitations
of the Brooks amendment. In summarizing, the chief appraiser con-
sidered the repeal of the Brooks amendment a reasonable and
proper alternative for the return of this land at no cost to the gov-
ernment of Guam on the basis of the following:

First, Apra Harbor, as Guam's only seaport, is essential to the
territory's economic development.

Second, it has been the standard practice to return Apra Harbor
land to the government of Guam at no cost, and I quote:

Had there been a nonmilitary commercial port on federal land at the time of the
Organic Act, it would have been transferred to the Government of Guam at no cost.

Third, the repeal would eliminate Federal interference in the
business decisions of the government of Guam.

Fourth, management responsibility of the Federal Government
under the Brooks amendment would be too costly in the long run.

Fifth, the 30-percent limitation would provide only minimal
devlopment.

And, sixth, the Brooks amendment further complicates other
General Services Administration land transfers with the govern-
ment of Guam.

We understand that with the repeal of this amendment there
may be some concerns on the part of the U.S. Government regard-
ing the prudent use of these funds that would otherwise be paid to
the U.S. Treasury. Should these concerns take any form of amend-
ment to H.R. 2884, we suggest the following:

The creation of a Cabras Island Development Fund that would be
financed by all revenues received by the government of Guam from
the disposal of returned Federal lands at Cabras Island. Expendi-
tures under the fund should be limited to economic development of
the area, such as infrastructure, capital improvements, mainte-
nance and upkeep of plant and capital structures as delineated in
the Commercial Port of Guam Master Plan.

Second, all Cabras Island land returned to and revenues received
therefrom by the government of Guam would be managed and ex-
pended by the board of directors of the port authority in such
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In the last ten years conunication has been established between both

oovernments to discuss the return of surplus" federal land. Though differences have

existed, these issues are close to beinq resolved. We believe the final solution

lies in the passaqe of H. R. 2894, authored by our Washington Delegate, Conqressman

Ben Blaz.

We on Guam are hiqhly sensitive to the national security considerations

Shich impact upon the disposal of federal land. We agree that no land should be

returned for which a continued need exists to support U. S. military presence in the

Western Pacific. we seek only the return of land which has been identified and

documented by the U. S. Navy as "surplus' federal landholdings on Guam. The

document to which we are referring is the 1977 buas Land Use Plan that was authored

by the U. S. Navy to ensure the optimal utilization of federal land on hues (which

comprises approximately 44,500 acres or one-third of our total lend mass). Of this

land, 5.180 acres was identified as 'surplus" federal land. Since the completion of

the Naval Land Use Plan, only 1,439 acres of the identified 5.180 have actually been

returned including 927 acres located at Cabras Island, within the northern portion

of Aora Harbor which transfer was burdened with the restrictions of the Erooks

Amendment.

Meanwhile the responsibilities of the Government of Guam to the residents of

our Territory have increased significantly. As a result, the return of federal

"surplus' land has become extremely vital in meeting the Government of Guam-s civic

responsibility to provide commercial, industrial and residential facilities

necessary to sustain and further induce Island growth.

Public education, health, safety, transportation, essential power, water and

communication utilities are burdened by civilian population growth. Infrastructural

development has become a significant factor to sustain the needs of our booming
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visitor industry nd Population growth prompted by the increased hrnWtitn Of U.

S. Naval ships on Guam. In short, our island is in need o the use of the

identified *surplust federal land.

Unlike other mainland jurisdictions. the Governemnt of Guam has mode optim

use of almost every acre that has since been returned by the Fuderal government.

Low cost housing. public sewage and water lines, access roads and an International

airport tacility are but a faw examples of how this land has been used. More lend

remains essentially needed to sustain increased local demand for agricultural and

aquacultural farming products, economic development and a number of public uses to

eupport public education, public health, transportation. parks and recreational uses

nW still orwe housing.

Given our limited resources, especially 6uam'& small land area. declining

federal assistance and the major civic reuponsibilities of our Government, e sk

that 'surplus' federal land be returned to the Government of Sues at no cost as

called for in H . R. 260 to allow ourselves the ability to respond to wor own

economic and social needs. We believe such an opportunity Is consistent with the

Federal Government's objective to return to local governments the opportunities to

address their own problems at the local level.

On the other hand. if the Federal government insists upon the return of this

land at fair market value, the Government of Gum will not be able to buy this

lend. As a result, this land will not be purchased and no economic activity will

occur. No benefits therefore to either the Federal government and the Government of

Guam will be achieved in terms of revenues. However with the return of this land at

no cost to the Government of Guam. economic development will follow, thereby

increasing the Government of buss's tax revenue base and lessening Wuam's reliance

on federal funds. What we propose Congressmen, actually helps to reduce the Federal

deficit.

Na would now like to address the repeal of the 'Brooks Aemndment' as part

of M. R. 264.
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obtaining the financial resourcs necessary for area economic dsvelopafnt

as described in the foregoing sections Expenditures under this Fund would

be subject to federal oversight and periodic audit requirements as the

United States Congress des., fit.

In closing, - are asking for the opportunity to be we economically

self-supporting an Suco by requesting the Federal government to return to the

bov- nment of Sua& that land that they have deemed to be *surplu-', that is, Iand

not needed by the Federal government, yet needed quite urgently by Gum. w also

ask for the repeal of a law ahich makes investment in economic activity an this

otherwse fallow land impossible. With the above, the people of uuam o _hav

o1was ourelves time and time again to be aing the Natiotn' most patriotic, can

sh once r-w a true spirit of Amricana by expanding our own local tax balm.

iducing our need for continuing Federal handouts, thereby together with the Federal

governaunt helping to eliminate one of the biggest prblems facing the Fdral

government today, the Federal deficit.

Thank you for yar time. Please give H. R. 2914 yur full and favormble

consideration.
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Flores, and
your statement about us dealing with the Federal deficit is one
that strikes a chord with most Members of Congress right now.

Mr. FLORES. Thank you.
Representative LUNGREN. And I suppose the next question they

would ask is: can you tell us why the local government would be
unable for the return of "excess Federal property" at the fair
market value?

Mr. FLORES. I think we have to put things in perspective, Con-
gressman. Our island is a small island, again 212 square miles. Our
civilian government has been in existence only since 1951. Prior to
that we were governed by the U.S. Navy. Even after 1951, it wasn't
until 1962 that people were allowed to get off a plane on Guam
without the clearance of the U.S. Navy.

What I am saying is that we are at a very young stage of our
economic development. As a result, as stated earlier this morning,
our per capita income on the island is about-it is lower than any
of the States. It is probably 52d, 53d if you take in all the posses-
sions.

Our Government just does not have the money to do it. We are
burdened with other infrastructure development, to put better
roads in, to put better sewage lines in, to put water lines into the
southern part of our island. Several months out of the year, actual-
ly, they have no water. They are rationed. We have other things to
spend money on. We don't have enough money to go around.

Representative LUNGREN. I have heard that.
Mr. FLORES. I know, but ours is true.
Representative LUNGREN. I have heard that before, too. [Laugh-

ter.]
Does the government of Guam, to your knowledge, have a plan

that identifies proposed uses of the Federal lands which it desires
to have made available to it?

Mr. FLORES. I understand it does, Congressman, and taken into
account-this was after the 1977 land use plan prepared by the
U.S. Navy. Part of what we are talking about, it the Navy needs to
go in there or other branches of the military needs to go in there
and reevaluate which land they would like to keep and which land
they would like to give over or can give up, that is perfectly fine
with Guam.

The uses that have been identified before-which I can't tell you
what all of them are. Obviously, we cannot use all of the land, but
we can-we will have to just make do with what we have.

Understand that it was said earlier by the Assistant Secretary
that the government of Guam also owns one-third of the land of
Guam. The one-third, the majority of what the government of
Guam owns, I wish you could come out to the island and see. You
would really understand.

The majority that the government of Guam owns is in a very
moutainous, rugged area in the southern part of the island. What
the United States, the Federal Government, owns, is frankly all
the prime property on the island-the view property, the beach
property, the most beautiful property. That can be developed for
housing, can be developed for schools, can be developed for recre-
ational uses.
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Given the cyclical nature of the business-and lots of people
don't want to work in construction on a project-to-project basis-
they are looking naturally for long-term job opportunities.

Wages and benefits are usually lower in the private sector be-
cause of the cyclical nature of the business and because of the com-
petitive nature of the industry, and because federally set wage
rates for alien workers, those with the H-2 visas, tend to operate
as a kind of maximum wage for local workers.

The H-2 workers come from countries where wages are low,
where they do not have laws regulating the 40-hour workweek and
overtime at time and a half, no EEO laws, no health and safety
regulations. These workers are largely unaware of their rights
when they come into Guam, but even when they discover that they
are being exploited they don't complain because a complaint will
get them a quick one-way ticket home.

Finally, there is the underground building network made up of
an estimated 1,500 to 2,000-and these are INS figures-1,500 to
2,00 out-of-status aliens. They are called Yokois, nicknamed after a
Japanese army sergeant named Shoichi Yokois, who was discov-
ered in the jungles of Guam 27 years after the war ended. These
men are in the worst of circumstances.

Most of them were stranded in Guam in the late 1970's after
nearly 200 construction and allied employers were forced out of
business by the U.S. Department of Labor tinkering around with
wage rates-essentially is what it was. Many builders after those
new wage rates were announced could not renegotiate their con-
tracts, and so they disappeared and abandoned their workers.

These men are in the United States illegally. They do pickup
construction work. They work off the books, and they get paid in
cash. They get very little in the way of protection of the laws that
regulate employment in our country. If they are injured on the job
or if they are cheated or abused, they can't go to a Government
agency for fear of being deported.

The Yokois could supplement the legal work force if Congress
would consider enacting a special one-time amnesty such as was
granted for our sister territory in the Virgin Islands.

That act placed some new restrictions and further importations
of aliens into the Virgin Islands, but it also gave us in Guam some
ideas.

If Federal and local government agencies could be required to
contract out the construction and maintenance work that is now
being done in-house by Government employees, the private sector
work force could soon grow large enough to perform virtually all
Government and commercial construction and maintenance work.
Fewer alien workers would have to be imported, and that would
result in fewer construction dollars being exported from Guam's
struggling economy.

Our community college needs some additional Federal and local
resources, help from the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
Programs, and legislation for administrative regulations are
needed to compel those-who, for whatever reason, choose to employ
alien workers instead of employing local apprentices and local jour-
neymen.
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Federal rules now require that apprentices be paid 80 percent of
the alien worker wage, which based on the lowest alien worker
wage is $6.28.

Contractors tell me that's kind of a steep price to pay for train-
ees, and it is seen as the chief obstruction to full employment of
our apprentices, but it is only one reason why so few have been
hired and trained.

If BAT, the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training, would permit
initial appointment of apprentices at about 65 percent of the H-2
rate or about $5.20 an hour to start, I think we could then begin
something that should have started in Guam a long, long time ago,
and that is a gradual phase down and eventual phaseout of all but
the rarest of imported skills.

Working with members of the building industry, the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service and the Federal Department of
Labor could devise a formula, based on the level of construction ac-
tivity taking place at a given time and then begin to strictly limit
the number of H-2 workers that are allowed in on a sort of step
down basis. First of all, on a level of construction activity and on
the number of apprentices who are coming out of our local educa-
tional institutions to displace the alien worker.

While working in Guam, H-2 workers should not be allowed to
change or adjust their status. Now this may be an issue that should
be dealt with in pending bills that will reform the Nation's immi-
gration laws. We endorse those initiatives, and we look forward to
early enactment of meaningful reform legislation.

INS reports that they expect to process petitions for as many as
2,000 or 2,500 alien workers into the United States-or into Guam
by the end of the year. The alien workers are going to spend pre-
cious few of the dollars that they earn, in our territory. We would
like to keep that money circulating. We would like the benefits of
stepped up construction activity, both commercial and government
to be reserved to the maximum extent possible for the people who
live and pay taxes in Guam.

We respectfully request that the committee support our call for
the GAO study of the alien worker impact and for an evaulation of
the proposals that we have made here today.

It doesn't make any sense to have a building boom, if all you
hear is the boom. We should be seeing some tangible economic ben-
efits like stabilization of our work force, reduced joblessness, im-
proved local wholesale and retail sales and a general strengthening
of the island's tax base. Thank you sir.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gibson follows:]
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aM'S ALM NOW= Pia4
Building Industry Association

and the
Pacific Management Rsource Group

GMam is in the midde of an iqmortant building boan, but local

workers, local merchants and the local government are not realizing many

of the benefits normally associated with a strong surge in construction

activity. I am here to endorse the request of our 0ongressmn, Ben Blaz

to have the General mounting Office to conduct a study of the ispact

that isported construction workers have on Guam's ecanomy.

Guim builders have historically employed alien workers to do

construction work because of a chronic shortage of skilled tradesmen. It

is ixpractical to hire construction workers from the mainland. There is a

widespread belief that local people will not wark in construction trades,

but employment figures contradict that belief. awn currently has four

separate and distinct construction workforces: cosercial, governhmnt, 9-2

aliens and illegals.

About 1,500 to 2,000 0Gua citizens and permanent resident aliens are

employed in cmmercial construction and building maintenance jobe in

Gum. The federal government employs nearly 1,000 civilians in various

'blue collar- trades. About five hundred other local residents are

employed by the GoverIMent of GumM in jobs that require construction

skills. These governrent jobs generally offer higher pay, better

eaployment benefits and job security than similar jobs in the private

sector.

Given the cyclical nature of the business, not many people want to

work in commercial construction an a project-to-project basis - they are

looking for long-term job opportunities. Wages and benefits are lower in
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the private sector because of the oapetitive nature of the industry, and

because federally-set wage rates for alien workers (with E-2 visas) tend

to operate as the maximd wage for local workers.

The 9-2 workers cw from countries where wages are low, where there

are no rules about a 40-bour workweek and over-time, no ES laws and no

health and safety laws. These workers are largely unaware of their rights

under U. S. laws - but even when they know they are being exploited, they

make no protest because they know that coplaining will get them a quick

trip hane.

Finally, there is an underground building network, made up of an

estimated 1,500 to 2,000 -out-of-status aliens-. These *Yokois -

niscnasmd after a Japanese soldier who was discovered in Qum's jungles 27

years after VHII ended - are in the worst of circstances.

Host of them were stranded here in the late 1970s after nearly 200

construction and allied ccmpanies went cut of business when the U. S.

Department of Labor ordered increases in alien worker wage rates. Many

builders cold not re-negotiate their construction contracts and simply

disappeared.

They are in the U. S. illegally and they do *pick-up construction-

mall. jobs - where they work nights, weekends and holidays. They work

'off the booksm and get paid in cash. They are afforded virtually no

protection urder the laws that regulate employment in our country. If

they are injured on the job, or if they are cheated or abued, they can't

go to a government agency for help for fear of being discovered and

deported.

These Yokois' cold supplement the legal workforce if Congress would

enact legislation to give them a special, one-tiI amnesty such as the one
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CU.

We need to keep that money circulating in QiaM arn we want the
benefits of steped up construction activity - both commercial and
goversruent work - to be reserved, to the mnlumrm extent possible, for
people who live and pay taxes on Qaum.

We respectfully request that the Qmsuittee support our call for a
General Accounting Office study of the alien workers' impact on G0m and
an evaluation of the proposals we have made here today. There no sense in
having a building boom, if all we hear is the noise - Qaum should be able
to see some tangible economic benefits such ass stabilization of our own
workforce, reduced joblessness, improved sales and a strengthening of our
tax base.
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gibson.
Now Mr. Black.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. BLACK, MEMBER, PACIFIC MANAGE-
MENT RESOURCE GROUP, AND THE GUAM EMPLOYERS COUN-
CIL
Mr. BLACK. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman, Delegate Blaz, this

afternoon, I would like to address the problems that we see in what
the existing American Preference Policy is-exhibits relative to the
Federal construction program in the Guam area.

I speak as the principal in a major construction firm that has
been actively involved in military and civilian work in Guam and
the trust territories for almost 30 years.

At the present time, we are one of the very few American firms,
American construction firms, remaining on Guam.

Congress enacted an American Preference Policy in Public Law
98-396, that would apply to the award of military construction con-
tracts in Guam and other U.S.-administered areas of the Pacific.
Minor amendments are needed to the policy to insure that the will
of Congress, as we perceive it, is carried out.

The problem revolves around, primarily, foreign contractors
using home government subsidies and readily available, easily ex-
ploited alien workers, are able to underbid American contractors
for federally assisted construction contracts, some of which are lo-
cated on security sensitive defense installations on Guam.

Insufficient enforcement of Federal laws that regulate employ-
ment and attractive foreign currency exchange rates make it im-
possible for American contractors to compete for Government con-
tracts in many instances. Many U.S. builders have withdrawn from
Guam in recent years because of the unfair competition.
* Local workers are discriminated against, allegedly, because they
do not speak Japanese, Korean, or Chinese, and because they know
their rights under wage-hour laws.

Local businesses do not benefit from the presence of alien work-
ers, because most of their earnings are sent home, not spent on
Guam. Most of the alien workers now on Guam are exempt from
Social Security tax, and local taxation officials report extreme diffi-
culty collecting the income tax due from these foreign workers.

As far as solutions are concerned, we see the following: Lowering
the $5 million threshold at which the preference policy takes effect
will help insure that there are ample opportunities for U.S. firms
to sustain an American contractor presence in the Pacific; elimina-
tion of the formula that allows a foreign firm to bid 20 percent
under U.S. firms to win the contract and simply prohibit interna-
tional bidding, unless all U.S. firms have exceeded the Government
estimate for the project; to clearly define the term "U.S. contrac-
tor," so contracting officials will not interpret the policy to suit
their own purposes; strengthen compliance with the Fair Labor
Standards Act, OSHA, EEO and other laws regulating employment
in the United States; and finally, to repeal exemptions to FICA and
prohibit changes in visa status while aliens are working in Guam.

Now the following are economic benefits of proposed solutions:
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Here is an example of how the exchange rate system works: a
military construction project with a Government estimate of $10
million is out for bid. A U.S. contractor bids $9.5 million; a foreign
competitor bids $7 million, defeating the U.S. firm by more than 20
percent.

When the job is completed, the foreign contractor goes home
with $7 million in U.S. dollars and exchanges it for perhaps as
much as $8 million or $9 million worth of his country's currency.

In these circumstances, the 20-percent preference is meaningless.
During the course of the project the foreign firm has enjoyed the
services of employees who are exempt from payment of Social Secu-
rity taxes, which are currently 7.05 percent of payroll, subsidized
loans from his home government and has been subjected to only
minimal enforcement of wage-hour laws, OSHA regulations and
other U.S. laws that regulate employment for U.S. firms. Simply
put, they are not required to play by the same rules that U.S. con-
tractors must follow. Small wonder that they so often would win
the bidding game.

America has important strategic interests and responsibilities in
the Pacific and U.S. construction firms have historically stood
firmly behind our armed forces, but when the next crisis erupts in
the Pacific, U.S. military may not be able to depend on the foreign
contractors that are now displacing US'. firms and the western Pa-
cific, because they cannot compete with foreign construction com-
panies that do not operate by the same rules.

If Congress will act to strengthen the preference policy, it will
stimulate and maintain competitive U.S. contractor interests in the
Pacific and insure that the U.S. contractor and the U.S. worker
will be allowed to perform the work that is paid for by the U.S.
taxpayer. Thank you.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Gibson, maybe you can give me some information on that.

Am I wrong in saying that the H-2 Program is currently adminis-
tered by the local government in Guam?

Mr. GIBSON. No, Congressman, only the certification process that
was formerly done by the U.S. Department of Labor. My organiza-
tion and the chamber of commerce and several other groups lob-
bied for 41/2 to 5 years to persuade the Federal Government to
allow our local government to perform the certification. That is to
say, there are no local residents available and willing to take this
job.

Representative LUNGREN. But that certification does take place
at the local level now?

,Mr. GIBSON. At the Office of the Governor.
Representative LUNGREN. But as far as the actual law and the

regulations pursuant to it, in all other respects that is the Federal
Government?

Mr. GIBSON. Yes, sir; the role then is played by the Immigration
and Naturalization Service.

Representative LUNGREN. I happen to be very active in the immi-
gration area. I am the ranking Republican on the Immigration
Subcommittee and involved with the problem of illegal aliens
throughout southern California and other areas of the country. I
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didn't realize we had such a problem visiting us in the territory of

Guam, as well.
How many currently unemployed residents of Guam-at least do

you have any estimate of how many currently unemployed resi-

dents of Guam we might be able to have employed in the construc-

tion trades under the proposals that you put forward for reform of

the administration of the H-2 Program? Do you have any idea?

Mr. GIBSON. No, Congressman, I haven't. It is kind of an illusive

number, the whole-what is the unemployment rate in Guam? Is it

9 percent, 12, 14? Or is it 16? We're not sure what the unemploy-

ment rates are. The problems evolve for our labor department in

collecting unemployment data. They fish in a very small pond. If

they miss, 20 or 50 or 100 workers, it can turn into an awful per-

centage, whereas in the United States, when you're fishing in the

pond with 137 million working people, if you miss a couple of thou-

sand, it doesn't have that kind of impact. But out of the-as Mr.

Flores said earlier today, we graduate a couple thousand young-

sters from our high schools every year. And great numbers of them

find no economic opportunities in the local government or in the

private sector. They may not be ready yet to go to college, and they

are using their feet to go find work.
Too frequently, in my view, they are finding that work back in

the U.S. mainland, where they can enter vocational training. We

have some vocational training programs in Guam. We just don't

have enough money, enough of everybody's attention. And I'll have

to let the private sector take a rap for that. We haven't paid

enough attention, I don't think, to the job training in the private

sector. Maybe because the Government hasn't given us the lead.

Representative LUNGREN. Let me ask this. You say that-at least

it seemed that you articulated two problems. One is, you think an

overuse of the H-2 workers. The other one is the illegal aliens that

are working. Is it that difficult to find the illegal aliens? I mean,

when I look at the problem in the U.S. mainland, you've got so

many in so many different places, and they're difficult to find.

They're difficult to-we can find some of them. We just put them

over the border of Mexico, and they come back within 2 days, usu-

ally, depending on what the weather is like.
It just strikes me that is a little different problem than you have

in Guam. Is it we don't have the resources to find them?
Mr. GIBSON. I don't believe Immigration has sufficient resources,

and the wage and hour inspectors from both the Guam government

and from the U.S. Department of Labor's Employment Standards-

we only have one Federal wage-and-hour agent on the whole

island, and he, like most Government employees, doesn't work Sat-

urdays and Sundays, when a lot of this pickup off the books con-

struction is going on. Building an extra bedroom, pouring a patio

or a driveway or something like that.
They frequently decide, all right, we're going to go out, we're

going to have a sweep. But that's, in many ways, offensive to all of

us who live there because the next thing you know, on television

that night or in the paper the next day, here's a band of hapless

aliens in handcuffs that couldn't get home in the first place be-

cause the company they worked for kept their passport in the safe
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Delegate BLAZ. That's because their immigration laws do not
forbid them from doing that.

And you are saying that our immigration laws do not either on
Guam provide clearance from INS. Right?

Mr. BLACK. No, sir. We tried to clear this up a while back when
the government of Guam was given the certification authority. And
we thought, because the military is our number one construction
customer, that it would probably be good if we had our own little
builtin rule that said:

"There won't be any workers brought in unless they come from
non-Communist countries."

We took those draft rules to INS and they were very pleasant
about it but they said, "You can't do that. We can't do it-and
we're the Feds."

So we had to take that one out of the draft.
Delegate BLAZ. To your knowledge then, there is no law, either

local or Federal, that prohibits the expenditure of DOD funds for
contractors from Communist China who work in Guam? You're not
aware of any at all?

Mr. GInsoN. I have been struggling for a couple of years trying to
find one because if we could, we probably wouldn't have to be going
through the work that, thank's to you, has been done on the Amer-
ican preference policy this year in an attempt to get it strength-
ened to make it work.

Representative LUNGREN. Well, thank you. I recall there was an
article, piece that appeared either yesterday or the day before. It
was either in the Los Angeles Times or the Washington Post. I
know they're quite different, but I have to read both of them every
day. By Loury, the international political cartoonist, talking about
the very big question that 2 billion Chinese job market throughout
all of Asia is going to present to the rest of us in terms of type of
pay scale that they can get their people down to.

I suppose anything is better than what they're getting now, in
real terms. And how there is a question that the U.S. Government
and all governments with workers are going to have to be con-
cerned with as we face the future, in the next 20 years.

And you've given me an insight that I didn't know about. I didn't
realize we were providing them work through the Defense Depart-
ment.

I appreciate your testimony. You brought up a lot of questions
here that I think we can think about for some time, and you've
given us a real flavor of how that impacts on Guam itself. Thank
you both.

Mr. GIBSON. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman. Delegate Blaz.
Delegate BLAZ. Thank you.
Representative LUNGREN. The last panel that we have for us this

afternoon will discuss the general issue of U.S. immigration trade
in maritime policy, in fact, on business development in Guam. And
those scheduled are Mr. Steven Segal, president of Sigallo, Ltd.;
Mr. Gerald Perez, vice president, Duty Free Shoppers, Ltd.; Mr.
Simon A. Sanchez II, president of Simon A. Sanchez II & Associ-
ates; and Mr. Robert H. Jones, the executive vice president of
Jones & Guerrero Co., Inc.
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OK, first of all, welcome to all of you and I would ask Mr.to go first, followed by Mr. Segal, Mr. Sanchez, and Mr. Jones
STATEMENT OF GERALD PEREZ, VICE PRESIDENT, DUTYSHOPPERS, LTD., ON BEHALF OF THE GUAM CHAMBER OFMERCE

Mr. PEREZ. Thank you. Mr. Vice Chairman, and members,Joint Economic Committee, my name is Gerald Perez, vicedent, retail operations for Duty Free Shoppers, from Guanhere this afternoon on behalf of the Guam Chamber of Comito share our views on the visa waiver issue.I am here to point out the important significance of a visa wfor Guam and to update you a little bit on the progress of its imentation as authorized in provision 602 of Public Law 88-454Before proceeding with my oral statement, however, I woulcto make sure that a prepared document on another subjectcluded into the record, and ask that Mr. Cobb, ensure that it'smitted for the record.
Representative LUNGREN. Your entire prepared statement wconsidered as part of the record.
Mr. PEREZ. With a resident population barely over 110,000, adisadvantage we face in economic development is overcomingmany problems related to economies of scale. Implementationvisa waiver program can broaden Guam's tourism potential,providing economies of scale which can satisfy minimum thiolds of economic viability in a number of service-related industAir transportation, financial services, public utilities, healthand tourist-sensitive goods and services are among those industhat could benefit from the Guam only entry provision.An expanded Guamanian economy would subsequently protwo major benefits. First, by having a strong and prosperous ecmy, Guam can be in a position to accommodate a strategic defibuildup as may be required.

Current sensitivities in the Philippines and increasing Sovieltrusion into the Western and South Pacific underscore the islastrategic importance to United States national security interestsIn terms of international trade, Guam's economy can be poiseexploit specific trade growth and to enhance our national econointerests in the Pacific basin.
Fueled by a tourism base economy, an expanded private se(will encourage and sustain the dramatic shift from public tovate employment now taking place on the island. This should tigenerate more local tax revenues, reduce Guam's Federal depeency and provide an insular economic development model agaiwhich the emerging states of Micronesia can compare.In short, a successful visa waiver program can become the diing force behind which local economic self'suf'ficiency and U.S.tional interests can both be achieved.

And while such a program has yet to be implemented as of tdate, I hasten to point out that the Interior, Justice, and State Ipartments are reviewing a proposed arrival and departure contsystem that seems to be basically satisfactory to different partconcerned.
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recommendations to the U.S. Immigration Service and the

Department of Interior for their review.

The Territory of Guam is now awaiting action by a
federal task force comprising USINS, the Departments of
Interior and State, to meet, as required by PL, 98-454. With
the approval of the federal task force, Guam can begin a
promotional program to encourage visa free travel from some
Asian countries and a Guam Only Entry Permit for others. It
is the opinion of many on Guam that this increase in tourism
will lead to expanded air service and that Guam will then
have an opportunity to become the regional headquarters for
American businesses in Asia. The next step will then be the
establishment of Guam as the banking/financial center in the
Asia pacific rim.

The maturity and development of Guam will mean both
security and financial gains for the United States. The USSR
has recently expanded its Pacific Fleet and its fishing boats
are negotiating fishing rights with the nation of Kiribati,
just south of the Marshall Islands Pacific missile range.
The U.S. bases in the Philippines are threatened by political
unrest in that nation. Guam and the Mariana Islands stand as
the only American soil in the region. Additionally, the June
1985 Federal Reserve Bulletin reports the U.S. Balance on
Current Account to be a negative $101,642 billion. The
growth of Guam into a business and financial center would
have a major effect on capital outflow.

62-060 0 - 86 - 6
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International Affairs. At the suggestion of another federal

official at the conference, Mr. William Craig, District INS

Director from Hawaii, an ad hoc bipartisan task force was

formed to examine the issues and development of "an adequate

arrival and departure system". Member of the task force

represented the federal government (INS), The Governor of

Guam, The 18th Guam Legislature, the Department of Commerce,

the Airport Authority, the Airlines, the Guam Visitors

Bureau, the Chamber of Commerce and the Guam Growth Council.

The work of the task force is attached to this presentation

as appendix "A".

The basic program that has been designed by the task

force meets the major requirements defined by Congress with

the passage of PL 98-454. The Department of Interior and the

Immigration and Naturalization Service within the Justice

Department have reviewed the program and have commented in a

positive way.

The next steps in the process are a review of the

proposed program by the Department of State and that a

meeting of the Federal Task Force, made up of the Departments

of State, Interior and Justice be convened. Once the Task

Force has determined that an adequate arrival and departure

system has been developed by Guam, and that there is no

threat to the welfare, safety or security of the United

States, the fine tuning and implementation of the Guam Visa

Waiver including a Guam Only Entry Permit can become a
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reality.

II. PROPOSED CHANGES

A. Arsuments for Elimination of Current Visa Rejuiremen

A visa waiver for temporary visitors to Guam is the key
to expanding the tourist industry markets, and opening a
multitude of avenues for greater diversification of Guam's
economy. New tourist markets can expand air service and thu!
provide transportation links vital to Guam's development as e
business center in the western Pacific. Positive action now
will overcome the problems which prevent this from occurring.
The economic sectors that are specifically effected include
tourism and business.

1. The visa requirement for Guam's Japanese tourists is
a time consuming and costly burden which places Guam's
tourist industry at a competitive disadvantage to the
Republic of the Philippines, Thailand, Singapore and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) and other
island nations where no visa is required.

2. The visa requirement hinders Guam's ability to expand
its tourism market beyond its present excessive single
dependence on Japan.

3. Relief from the visa requirement can result in
opening new tourism markets in Asia. Expanded airline
service and hotel development will be complementary factors
to such progress. Guam needs improved air transportation
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ratio of one person working in the industry for every fifty

visitors. Visitor expenditures exceeded $200 million in 1983,

with the average visitor expenditure estimated at

approximately $970 per person. The impact on the economy is

considerable. Excluding their air fare, these tourists spent

an estimated $228,250,000 on Guam in 1983.

The majority of Japanese travelers use a tour agency to

obtain their visas. This requires at least two weeks and the

charge is passed on to the tourist. Elimination of the

requirement provides the opportunity for tourists to spend

more money locally. The Guam Visitors Bureau (GVB) reported

that in 1984, the number of Japanese visitors was 301.499.

Assuming a $10 per person visa processing charge, over three

million additional dollars could have been spent by tourists

on Guam during that year.

The records from GVB indicate that for the five year

period from 1980 through 1984, Guam experienced an annual

average increase in visitors of 4.5% per year. Knowledgeable

tourist industry executives with major 
hotel and retail

organizations estimate that in the first year of a visa

waiver Guam will realize little more than a 1% increase in

this annual growth figure. They also point out that it took

time for other island holiday destinations to increase the

number of impulse visitors, and calculate that it will take

Guam at lest five years to experience any major increases in

the figure. This delay will provide the requisit period to
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improve tourist related facilities and infrastructure.
These factors play a vital role in securing a healttourism and business environment for the island. Elimin,of the

visa requirement for temporary visitors to Guam, particulthe B-2 tourist and r-l business visas, is a crucial steptoward a more stable economy.

Specific conditions give support to the eliminationthe visa requirement, including the growing Asian middleclass, and that region's improving economic conditions. Animportant addition to the visa waiver for Japanese visitorwill be the broadening of the tourist clientele to visitorfrom other parts of Asia, beyond the predominantly middleclass Japanese who now visit the island. This can be a vejViable market for Guam if visas were not required for entryThe middle classes in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and Koreprovide a broadbased and growing market for the expansion oGuam's tourism industry.

Recent figures published in the Far Eastern EconomicReview Asia 1984 Yearbook reveal the Per Capita Incomes inU.S. dollars in 1982 for the following Asian countries: Japa($9,008), South Korea ($1,671), Singapore ($5,302), Hong Kon($4,801) and Taiwan ($2,334). According to the Yearbook, thgeneral economic outlook for the region continues to bePositive.

For example, Sourh Korea's economy, after four years of
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increasing dependency on the federal dollar that has

developed over the past four decades is possible and the visa

waiver can play a major role in stabilizing the island's

economy.

2) Economic Development

A recent article in Guam's Pacific Daily News outlines

the revenues being lost by the island due to current visa

requirements. Federal visa regulations required 
that foreign

filmmakers were allowed 
entry to Guam with a B-i visa. In

February 1983 the regulation was changed to require that

foreign filmmakers and their crews must obtain H-l visa

(designed for temporary workers with 
distinct merit and

ability) or H-2 visa (for temporary workers not 
falling under

the H-1 category). Unlike the B-1 visa that take only a few

days to process. H-i and H-2 visas normally take 60 days. A

film crew was denied entry 
to Guam in March 1985 because the

group did not possess H-I visas. Bureaucratic restrictions

such as this result in the loss of revenues for the island's

economy and rob Guam of potential exposure that 
film making

ventures can provide.

3) Business Investors

An economic boom in the early 1970's brought a great

deal of foreign capital into Guam. The economic slump that

followed revealed how difficult it was for foreign investors

to quickly return to Guam to handle emergency 
business

matters. Guam now needs the investment captial that exists
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in Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, the Philippines. and

Singapore. Allowing businessmen from those areas to enter

Guam temporarily without a B-i business visa facilitates

local efforts to attract this capital.

The (CNMI) and Guam are both part of the United States,

and yet the role of INS in each entity is radically

different. The CNMI has complete control of immigration and

visa requirements for non-U.S. citizens wishing to

temporarily enter those islands. The federal government,

through INS, has complete responsibility for Guam. In

competing for tourists with the CNMI, Guam is at a severe

disadvantage because these islands offer the same basic

attractions to tourists.

4) Airline Services

The growth potential for the island's tourist

industry is excellent provided visa free travel can be

established. Guam offers numerous attractions including duty

free shopping, a clean tropical environment, U.S. soil, and

'reasonable transportation costs between Guam and other nearby

east Asian countries.

Increased airline services will become a reality when

the market exists for it and at this time, tourists represent

the quickest and most logical means by which this can and

will occur. Guam's sophisticated expanded international

airport facilities and proximity to other Micronesian points
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double this amount if the intent of Congress is followed with

regards to the visa waiver issue.

2) Economy to Support Military Presence

Since the turn of the century, Guam has served as a

base for the United States military. The Twenty-five years

that followed the Second World War witnessed an island

economy dominated in many respects by the United States Navy

and Governors appointed by American Presidents. Guam has had

political control of its own destiny, both politically and

economically only since 1970.

With the political restructuring of the Pacific, the

dismantling of the United Nations Trusteeship over the

islands of Micronesia, it will be clearly advantageous to the

United States to have Guam take the reigns of regional

leadership. The more that the U.S. can do to strengthen the

economy of its western Pacific territory, the more it

solidifies its position vis-a-vis the emerging nations of the

Pacific. The U.S. can protect itself from incursions by

other nations as it has recently occured in Kiribati, the

Gilbert Islands, where the Soviet fishing fleet has

negotiated harvesting rights. (Attachment II)

A strong and aggressive local economy which Guam has

the potential of developing, will be capable of supporting

its own infrastructural needs rather than remaining dependent

on federal expenditures for capital improvement projects.

An effective western oriented economy on Guam will



allow the island to support an expanded military 
presence,

including dependent 
personnel, and thus better serve as a

home port to Navy ships in the region. (Attachment 111) Such

an environment will 
underscore Guam's role 

as an example of

western capitalism 
and as a base for U.S. corporations to

operate in the region.



designated work. These staffin increase includego Eight (8) full-time inspectors at the GS-9 level.o Two (2) full-time supervisor inspectors at the GS-I1
T T (2) special agent Positions at the 05-9 or GS-I1
One (1) supervisor special agent Position at the GS-11or 12 level.(?)

o One (1) clerical support Position at the GS-5 level.
o Two (2) Guam Department of Commerce data entry clerks.The toal anticipated program cost Os $ 994,00o.
2) USINS/Gov Guam Shared Responsibility Option -- All

alien arrivals are separated into two groups in the concoursewhere U.S. and CNMI citizens by-pass INS inspection. All
others are directed to the INS inspection hell. INS andustoma/Quarantin 

officers ill be cross designated for each
others inapectional functions. The officers will conduct
Immigration inspection and Customs/Quarantine 

clearance
(profile basis) at Immigration using a "green pen red pen
By tem. 

greeIpe, rande
sstem. USINS and Customs/Quarantine 

supervisory personnel
will be available in both INS and Customs/Quarantine 

halls.
Secondary staffing will be provided by both agencies.
Structural and/or equipment changes will be necessary and

fll include the relocation of twelve inspection booths and
:he later addition of four more. The addition of a desk in
he concourse will be added for the by-pass procedure and the
emoval of the railing between the present crew and the U.S.
itizen lines. Departure control will be handled by as many
a four INS personnel through a program of pre-inspection of
hose leaving on all departing aircraft. Additionalquipment will be required including two more inspectionootha and four sets of bin racks for collection of I-94
rrival/departure 

forms.
I information system that will provide timely data to NIIS
ratem could be installed by the Government of Guam. Arrival
Id departure I-94's will be collected daily and will berned over to the Guam Department of Commerce for data
try. Duplicate information tapes could be forwarded to the
IS system headquarters in Kentucky within three working
ys. Daily hard copy listings of number of arrivals, number
departures, and identification by name, nationality, and

dress of overstays will be provided to INS.
Forcement procedures will be handled using INS trainedrsonnel with the Guam Police Department locating illegal
!r-stays. Under prearranged agreement, Guam Policeiartment personnel will turn illegal over-stays over to INS



for processing.

Personnel requirement will increase as follows:
o Eight (8) full-time inspectors at the GS-9 level.
o Two (2) supervisor inspectors at the GS-li level.
o One (1) special agent position at the GS-9 or GS-li

level.
o Two (2) Guam Department of Commerce data entry clerks.
o Twenty (22) Customs and Quarantine inspectors.

The training for these cross designation positions will be
provided by both U.S. INS and Department of Commerce Customs
and Quarantine.

The total anticipated program cost is $ 1,525,200.

COST ESTIMATES

In order to implement an adequate arrival and departure
control system that will facilitate the processing of the
current number of visitors and can accomodate the anticipated
increase in their numbers, it will be necessary to incur
several start-up costs to modify the arrival area of the
airport, to recruit, train and equip additional Guam Customs
officers, and to purchase and program a computer system
capable of processing the necessary volume of information.

The costs of start-up, as well as ongoing costs, are detailed
below for the two main proposals as follows:

SHARED
START-UP COSTS INS ONLY RESPONSIBILITY

Arrivals:
Construction and location of 4
additional inspection modules
9 $5.000 each. $ 20,000 $ 20,000

Relocation of 12 existing
modules 9 Sl.O0O each. 12,000 12,000

Signs to direct arriving
passengers to appropriate queues -0- 5,000

Alert lights on each module (16x2) -0- 5,000

Rubber stamps for entry documents -0- 1,000

U.S. and NMI resident citizen
screening desk in concourse 5,000 5,000

I



At the end of each shift, the I-94 departure forma will becollected from the departure control officers and bundled byflight of departure. The Admission Number (on the departureform) will be used to recall the appropriate file from thepreceeding 15 days' arrival records, and items numbered 8through 10 will be entered to cross-verify the informationthat they contain.

Printouts will be created daily to indicate arrivalsand departures for statistical purposes, and identify over-atays for purposes of enforcement. Other analysis of thedata will be performed monthly and annually to provideinformation concerning the characteristics (country ofcitizenship, residence age, etc.) of Guam's tourist market,and to identify problem areas (flights and countries ofresidence, specifically) associated with over-stays. Thislatter may eventually be used in determining high and lowriak areas in the Guam-Only Visa/Guam Visa Waiverdesignations at least in as much as those risk categoriesapply to Guam visitors.

Once processed all I-94 arrival and departure forms will besent to USINS central data processing unit in Kentucky.
Should this system prove to be a viable control operation,its methods could eventually be used by INS on the mainlandto implement a visa waiver program, for the arrival ofvisitors from low-risk countries into the U.S. In thisrespect, the Guam-Only Visa /Guam Waiver program could beviewed as a pilot project, testing the feasibility of such aprocedure for nationwide application.

UNRESOLVED ISSUES

In developing arrival and departure procedures regulating the
entry and exit of non-U.S./Commonwealth visitors to Guam,three issues remain unresolved. These issues are not withinthe purview of the task force. The satisfactory resolutionof these issues have a considerable strengthening effect onthe recommended procedures. They are:

1) Cross Designation: A question remains as to whether ornot Government of Guam Customs and Quarantine personnel canbe cross desiginated to perform the inspection functions ofUSINS officers. If this cross designation is not possible,the option describing shared duties and responsibilitieswould not be practical.

2) ReRulation ChanRes: Currently, seamen visitng Guam waveall rights to the hearing and appeal process and may not



change status once having entered the island. The task force
strongly recommends that CFR 214.2b 245 and 248 be amended to
include all temporary stay visitors to Guam covered by the
Guam provision.

3) Parallel Control System: (Combining a visa waiver and a
"Guam -Only Visa system) There is an existing federal
statute permitting visa waiver for Guam. The congressional
intent may still be enacted by implementing a visa waiver
system soley for "low risk" countries. The determination as
to which countries are or are not "low risk" shall be made by
using the risk designation of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. Because visa waiver does not include
any prior screening in the alien's country of origin.
immediate implementation of visa waiver for all countries
could pose a problem for Guam in terms of control. Visa
waiver for only those countries which are classified as "low
risk' would pose no overwhelming security problems nor cost
implementation problems. In time, when the visa waiver
system for these countries has been successful, then a
transition towards including more countries under the visa
waiver system may be realized.

In the interim period, however, the "Guam-Only Visa" would
involve prior screening of the alien in his country of
origin. This screening would be a less intrusive,
thorough process than normally required. Although most
security concerns would still be addressed, such requirements
as proof of sound economic status would be relaxed.

"Guam-Only Visa" for these high risk countries addresses
security concerns, while at the same time addresses a goal of
the visa waiver system - easier entry onto Guam. Although
the " Guam-only visa" system does not make the visitor's
entry into Guam as easy as under the visa waiver system, it
does make it easier to enter then under the current full visa
system.



Representative LUNGREN. Thank you, Mr. Perez. Mr. Segal.
STATEMENT OF STEVEN F. SEGAL, PRESIDENT, SIGALLO, LTD.,NEW YORK, NY
Mr. SEGAL. Thank you, sir. On my right, I have my attorney, Mr.Harvey Isaacs, who has been with me since the beginning of ourGuam operation.
This testimony is being made with some bitterness and muchFrustration. We started our factory in 1981 under the auspices ofleadnote 3A, our flaw, and three separate rulings of the U.S. Cus-;oms Service.
These rulings, the i's dotted, the t's crossed, said that we couldroduce what Guam always wanted-the first manufacturing base.Ve took a bare building, a factory. We put all the equipment nec-ssary in it-boilers, sewing machines, electrical equipment, press-nig machinery, everything for a factory.
We took every worker, 300 today, and trained them from 6 to 16reeks. We brought our executives in from the United States-atreat cost. We could not bring them in from Hong Kong, a 3-houright or 5-hour flight, because we were under, U.S. wages, underF-S. Immigration and under U.S. law.
These were the rules. We were satisfied with them. Now that wed all of this, we got the easy portions out. Now, the difficult por-ans-manufacturing. Guam is in a very difficult logistical place.'e lacked the support industries of any factory. The needs. Whentilers break down, the needles, all the simple things the U.S. fac-ry has, we did not have. We had nothing to work with; yet, weade it successful.Today, between our manufacturing, 150,000 dozen sweaters aar. The startup of this operation cost us over $1,500,000-a smalltrepreneur, which I am and we are, and it's almost broke us.[n 1984, we started making a profit. And then, at the snap of theger, new country of origin rules came into effect. And the sweat-that were manufactured in Guam, supposed manufactured inam in August. As of September, they were manufactured inina. And we were told that we could no longer manufacture thisrchandise.
"rue, we are treated now as a foreign country. Commerce De-tment, with the help of the offices here, were nice enough tondfather us into our current manufacturing facilities and gavea 160,000 dozen quota. So that we may continue in business.[owever, this merchandise is still considered made in a foreignntry. Therefore, Customs says to us now:
'rget the rules that we gave you 3 years ago. Forget that we said you could. We're changing those rules now, and we'll give you a change of practice. Youlow going to have to pay duty on these U.S. sweaters, made from U.S. people

Lastoms is contemplating a change of practice, which will putinto effect. As sure as I'm sitting here, I know that change of~tice will come about. That means, when our American work-at U.S. wages, we're going to have to pay duty.
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with foreign labor, our headnote 3A said we could compete foreign
labor. This is all we peeled after the fact.

Through the wonderful offices of Delegate Blaz, he has intro-
duced law 2225, which will give us relief. But, we are fighting the
U.S. industry. We still do not know the fate of this bill.

As a further insult, the current move of Congress has a Trade
Act, H.R. 1562, and S. 680, which are going to roll back imports.
They exclude Canada. They exclude EEC countries. They exclude
the Caribbean Basins, but they include all foreign countries, in-
cluding Guam.

The summation of it is that we are under U.S. laws, under U.S.
wages. We're under U.S. rules. And for all other purposes, we are
treated as a foreign country. All trade bills treat us as a foreign
country.

I guess, for Guam, the Guam people are good enough to fight and
die for the United States, but they're not good enough for work to
the United States.

As a businessman, as advice to further invest in Guam, for every-
thing that we have done, it is not the brightest thing to do, because
we in Guam are all fighting ourselves.

Delegate Blaz has been the forefront of the fight in Congress, but
it's only when it doesn't affect someone else. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Segal follows:]
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investment in plant anI equipment far excee-ej I oa:r init:8,
estimates.

In addition to our employees in Guam, we have 75 employees
in New York supervising the administrative and sales aspects ofthe business.

In the summer of 1984, we finally. turned tie corner aidall this cost, time and effort culminateI in the firstsuccessfullv-oLersted 
apoarel manufacturing comDanv in thehistory of Guam (or, for that matter, any other insular

Possession) Our modern air-conditionel plant has beendescribeI bv the United States Department of the Interior as "amodel factory" epitomizing the Administration's goal for theeconomic development and independence of Guam.

But our work in Guam is only part of the story -- we alsohad to find a m3rket for the products from our new facility.
Although we had a long-standing reputation in the UnitedStates, it was necessary to meet and overcome our customers'
natural resistance to products from a new location, previously
unheard of in the garment trade. We are proud that our salesefforts were successful. Our sweaters carry such well-known
brand names as McGregor, Wrangler and Dunlop, and are sold instores throughout the country.

62-060 o - 86 - 7



However, this too was accomplished only by developing new

skills and techniques to meet the logistical difficulties,

imposed by Guam's remote location, on the flow of raw materials

into the plant and the timely shipment of the finished product

to our customers. For instance, a five-month leadi time is

required to order the yarn for the fabrics used in our

sweaters. This requires extremely long-range planning and

entails substantial additional financing costs. Moreover, it

takes 45 to 50 davs for shipment of the finished oroduct to our

warehouse in the United States, almost twice the shipping time

from Hong Kong or Taiwan. I might add tMat we use only U.S.

Flag vessels.

I should also mention that on Guam, we started operations

totally devoid of the usual supoorting industries and trades -

mechanics, repair services, spare parts suppliers, etc. - that

are normally found in a garment manufacturing center. These

resources had to be developed locally, or failing that, can

only be acquired at great expense. For instance, replacement

sewing machines needles, which are immediately available in the

mainland, require shipping times of weeks or months.

What we created literally from scratch is now threatened

because of the "war" being waged between foreign and domestic

,~~~~~~~~~~~~~



agencies charged with resDonsibilitv 
for administration 

or
Guam, retained the insular possessions within their Scope.Customs rigidly insists that the trimming and joining togetherof otherwise complete knit-to-shape 

component parts by sewingand linking, even when accompanied by other processes such as
washing, pressing, mending, etc., do not constitute a
substantial transformation" 

of the components into sweaters in
Guam, anI accordingly, 

garments so assembled would not be
considered a product of Guam. Customs' Position in thisrespect is completely inconsistent with the conclusion reachedin the earlier rulings we obtained from the Government beforewe built our company, which qualifier Sigallo-Pax's 

sweaters asproduct of Guam under General Headnote 3
(a). In fact, one

'uling said that it was not enough to "substantiall
he components in Guam - - that a tougher test must be met,amely that the components 

be subjected to a "substantialnufacturin process" (Headquarters 
Ruling Letter 071303 ofmne 16, 1983). Thus, before the new "rules of origin" were

oMulgated. what we were doing in Guam was considered to bere than a substantial 
transformation, 

but by somereaucratic legerdermain, 
the same work has been reduced to,ething less than a substantial transformation.

Now, in a Federal Register notice of August 2, 1985,toms advised the public that a "change of practice" notice



was legally required to complete the exercise commenced in 1984

and will result in our sweaters becoming fully dutiable. Of

course, we are registering vigorous objections to this de facto

repeal of General Headnote 3(a), but we are almost certain that

having placed the noose over our head, Customs will spring the

traD and conclude that our sweaters are fully dutiable at the

same rates for such sweaters when shipoed from the

countrv-of-origin of the components. Such treatment spells the

end to Sigallo-Pac's operations, because we cannot compete with

similar sweaters imported directlv from Hong Kong, Chine,

Taiwan or any other Far Eastern country, made with the use of

low-wage foreign labor.

We were induced by the government to invest in and train

American workers - - after the fact we are included within

arbitrary regulations which threaten to destroy us. If only in

the interest of American fairness to fellow Americans, we will

urge Treasury, and I earnestly beseech this Committee to join

us, to do the following:

(a) Immediately exempt our insular possessions from the

rules of origin.

(b) Alternatively, publish the change of practice, but

include an exception for the insular possessions; or

I
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to exclude the insular possessions from its scope. I hope that

the members of this Committee can support us, and protect the

legitimate interests of Guam, in amending these bills

accordingly. We are not orphans and it's time Guam was treated

with the dignity and respect it deserves.



201headnote 3A. Guam's dependence on Federal aidwolthsbre
duced, Americans would be employe~ sa im ordtshlssben, and
both the United States an Gu ewud, beineitWould you like to hear about tuna?Representative LIUNGRSN. Why not?Mr. SANCHEZ. All right.Representative LUNGREN I sgtigna dnetm nwy

[Laughter.]Itigetnnerdnetmayw.
Mr. SANCHEZ. I WilltrtomkthsbifBsome lof th aaga h out here, 

a trying to cut
Baialy given our location in the Pacific and the fact, that we

are surrounded by the ocean, it is pretty logical for us to seek the
development of the ocean.Tuna is amigratory species and as a species, maybe for the Won-
derful weather out there, they started to mnove out to the western
Pacific. The annual tuna harvest fromtewsrnPcfcsapProimael one-hlf o 1 million tons, which yields an annualtualnueso $50 million. For Guam alone,, it is estimated that therua ynd brought over $50 million into Gums economy, re-

5ulinginver 400 jobs and tax receipts to the goeneyo-ruam in excess of $4 million. 
h oenetoThe application of certain Fedea euainMnpede further fisheries devel dmeralo rGula 0 however, directlyther FederalopmentconsGam'. 

While there are'te eea oicmeiestate adesl fect fisheries, the following
bre ar of mos im edi teConcern.Thefirt oe as to do with crew shore leave in the Immigrationad Nathionaity Ac. C ran provisions of that act, as apply to

uam prohibitralie ce embers on board U.S.-flag tuna vesselstuamn. 
for shore base and recreation onHowever, the same alien crew members, if aboard non-U S -fla

ssels, they are allowed to disembark vessels on Guam forshrive. Indeed, on many occ asions a U.S. vessel has been moored ad-
!ent to a foreign vessel, and the crew of the foreign vessel areowed shore leave while the crew of the U.S. vessel are not al-
,ed to get off the boat.a reult, U..tn vessel owners are discouraged from Port-

on Gamsince their crews enjoy no shore leave. Consequently,Y often port elsewhere and we suffer the loss of revenue.
¶hIese provisions of the Immigration Act constitute a severe im-imient to the development 'of the fishing industry on Guam and
;t be amended SO as to treat alien fishermen of the'US n
-U.S.-flag vessels on an equal basis.US 

'n,ie original purpose of this law wstpeetilglimgaof alins romSouh Aerca on tuna boats .through San
'o in the late forties and early fifties. Clearly, the purpose of
law is not served by its application to Guamn. Guam is not a
tof entry to the United St'ates for aliens, and it is quiealnIif YOU jump ship. 

iealntemporary exemption now exists. The Permanent solution,ver wud be the enactment Of Delegate Blaz' bill H.R. 2224,'~lcdwothis Year. This measure provides for a permanent ex-
ion to the Specific exemptions of the Immigration Acwhh~s this problem with alien crewmen. This tempor t which~

=2
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tion expires at the end of the year, so we need to work very quickly

to make it a permanent exemption through law.

The second element that affects the tuna industry is the Jones

Act. As it applies to Guam, it requires that any shipping between

Guam and United States points be conducted solely on U.S.-flag

vessels. Guam is the only American-flag territory that is subject to

the provisions of this law. It doesn't apply to the Virgin Islands,

American Samoa, the Northern Marianas, nor the three associated

states of Micronesia.
Guam seeks-at least, the chamber of commerce seeks-a limited

exemption of the Jones Act with regard to the transport of tuna

only from Guam to United States ports on non-U.S.-flag vessels.

Under the Jones Act, tuna seiners in the Port of Guam are forbid-

den to offload their catch onto foreign fish carrier vessels for trans-

shipment to United States canneries in Puerto Rico or the west

coast.
Shipping costs from Guam to United States ports on non-U.S.-

flag vessels can be cheaper, but more importantly, current routes

by U.S.-flag ships simply don't go to the ports we need to go to,

such as Puerto Rico.
Accordingly, tuna seiners, to escape the Jones Act, go just 100

miles to the north to our American sister territory, Tinian, in the

Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas, so that they can offload

their tuna to foreign fish carrier vessels for shipment to the United

States west coast and Puerto Rico. This different applicability of

the Jones Act between two adjacent U.S.-flag territories places

Guam at an extreme and unfair disadvantage.
For the purposes of fisheries development, it is enough if the

Jones Act is amended to permit non-U.S. shipping of fisheries prod-

ucts. However, it is certainly reasonable to question whether the

Jones Act in its entirety should apply to Guam,' since it does not

fully apply to other U.S. territories, like the Northern Marianas or

American Samoa. Guam should be on an equal legal footing with

its American-flag neighbors.
And I want to add here that the chamber recently changed its

position on the Jones Act. Before we wanted to open it up com-

pletely, and now we want to focus it at least initially to tuna. We

felt that by limiting it to tuna we would not threaten the depend-

ence on otherwise U.S.-bottom ships to carry our cargo from Cali-

fornia to Guam, which is a concern, obviously, of the people in Cali-

fornia.
One thing to remember is that 60 percent of the freight that goes

between the west coast and Guam is United States military. There-

fore-and that has to go on U.S. bottoms by Federal law-the fear

that foreign carriers will come in and undercut everybody and take

over the freight business ignores the fact that more than half the

freight has to be carried on U.S. bottoms.
Therefore, foreign carriers are forced to compete for just 40 per-

cent of the business, and we believe that the current U.S. carriers

will do a much better job-because they get the 60 percent of the

military cargo right off the top they will do a much better job and

have done a good job in servicing Guam, and we really don't fear

nonforeign bottoms coming in and taking the nontuna cargo, and

41''s :,"- .1 .AohPrzAPd our position.
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aliens from South America on tuna boats through San Diego in the late

1940's and early 1950's. Clearly, the purpose of such law is not served

by its application to Guam; Ouam is not a point of entry to the U.S. for

aliens.

A teerporary exemntion now exists. The permanent solution to this

problem would be the enactment of R. 2224 introduced by Guam's

Conressman Ban Rlaz. This measure orovides for a Dermanent exemption to

the specific sections of the Imnigration Act which creates the Rroblem

with alien crewmen. Immediate action is critical since the existina

waiver aranted by TNS expires on December 31. 1985.

2. ITh Jones Act.

The Merchant Marine Act of 1920, (46 U.S.C. 883 and 887), better

known as the Jones Act, as applied to Giam requires that any shipping

between Guam and U.S. points be conducted solely on U.S. flag vessels.

Guam is the only American flag territory that is subject to the provisions

of this law. It does not apply to the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, the

Northern Marianas nor the three associated states of Micronesia.

Qiam seeks a limited exesvtion to the Jones Act with regard to

the transport of tuna (only) from Wiam to U.S. ports on non-U.S. flag

vessels. Under the Jones Act, tuna purse seiners in the Port of Qiam are

forbidden to offload their catch onto foreign fish carrier vessels for

transshipment to U.S. canneries in Puerto Rico or the U.S. West Coast.

Shipping costs from Guam to U.S. ports on non-U.S. flag vessels can be

cheaper. More importantly, current routes by U.S. flag ships simply don't

serve ports like Puerto Rico, to which Guam needs to deliver fish.

Accordingly, to escape the Jones Act, the purse seiners are compelled to

travel just 100 miles north to our American sister territory, Tinian of

the Northern Marianas, to offload tuna to foreign fish carrier vessels for
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active manufacturer of watches with over 500 Americai residents employedby ten different watch companies. However, the Federal Goverunment soonimposed quotas on the export products made by Americans an Guam.Consequently, the number of companies finally dwindled down to one, andthat last company was finally run out of business by a new Treasuryregulation. A once flourishing industry ceased to exist due toinconsistent Federal actions.
Once again, the effectiveness of the Headnote 3(a) program is being

challenged. A U.S. sweater manufacturer recently set up business in Gamto manufacture sweaters for U.S. trade, assembled from parts imported fromAsian countries under Headnote 3(a). The manufacturer's efforts werequite successful in that the plant was soon employning alcmost three hudred
people, all of whom were citizens or permanent residents of the United
States, who earned in excess of the U.S. minimum wage, averaging PIVemOLLARS per hour. Undoubtedly the success of this firm could lure othergarment manufacturers, 

Particularly U.S. manufacturers, 
currentlyoperating in Asia. Unfortunately, while U.S. Qistcm had ruled that theProcess of assembling sweaters in Guam did in fact constitute

manufacturing with substantial transforation of 30 in Gm for Eadnte3(a) purposes, the Treasury Department issued interim textile rulesregarding country of origin which provide that when an article of apparelis assembled in Guam from of Parts that come from countries with textilequotas, despite substantial transformation on Gian, the completed articlecounted as coming frao the country furnishing the original raw parts.This regulation would close down Guam's nasoent textile industry.However, the United States Trade Representative 
and the Trade PolicyCommittee recently agreed on a limited exemption to the regulatio The

I.S. Territory of Qiam was placed b ouer 
a quota of one
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hundred sixty thousand dozen sweaters for a twelve month period. This

action saved the one coupany already in operation, although the quota is

less than the current capacity and is such less than the level of planned

production. The new rule, however, left no room for any other textile

manufacturers to invest in QGam and 'froze employment at the current

levels. (Once again, the production by Americans on Guam for sale to other

Americans was subject to quota limitations.

As with Gam's short-lived watch industry, it appears that any time a

Quam manufacturing operation becomes successful under Headnote 3(a), the

Federal Govermnent takes action to limit or prevent the continued smyesa

and growth of the operation. Subsequently, Guam's ability to attract jobs

from Asians to Americans is greatly diminished in the eyes of potential

investors. At a time when the U.S. is trying to bring jobs back to our

country, Americans on Guam are slapped with quotas. Why? We ask. When

certain industries left the Eastern seabord for the Western sun belt,

Americans on the West Coast were not subjected to quotas. Tbyotas and

Datsuns are now being assembled by Americans in America. Do we fully

count their productivity against Japan's actual inports?

With over 25,000 Qiamanian Americans dependent on some form of Federal

transfer payment and with an unemployment rate of 12%, j" are of

critical importance. And these are amuL= jobs. Let Gumanian

Americans earn a living from productivity, not from Federal handouts.

Save the subsidies for the Treasury, or spend that same money an

economically depressed industrial areas that need the money for re-tooling

or re-investment.

The particular solution to the problem of the textile industry in aim

would be the enactment of H.R. 2225, introduced in the 99th Congress by

Congressman Blaz of Guam, to amend General Eeadnote 3(a) by adding a new

A
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East countries as deemed appropriate by the service Secretaries
who purchased a new vehicle within 3 months of their departure
date from Japan and Okinawa or within 3 months after their arriv-
al at their new duty station in the United States.

We are trying to eliminate the so-called unfairness, and our rec-
ommendation is to give the U.S. automobile industry the same op-
portunity if the serviceman, in fact, wants to buy a car from the
United States.

The chamber feels that all of this most closely approximates
equal compensation for the benefits lost from the travel curtailing.
They would only be available to those persons who lost, or would
have lost, the benefit; namely, those servicemembers who had to
purchase a car upon reassignment from Japan.

The Department of Defense report took special note that it is
these people who suffer "the most devastating expense" of service
in Japan.

This proposal gives the military the greatest choice of opportuni-
ty and savings with maximum neutrality as regards any purchase
or place or manufacturer.

Moreover, the chamber feels that this alternative addresses the
unfounded allegations of the Michigan delegation that the joint
travel regulations encourage the sale of foreign-made vehicles. This
alternative provides a servicemember the same freedom of choice
to buy a United States or foreign made vehicle available to his or
her civilian counterparts in the United States.

And, importantly, it does so in a context of parity with the service
member's station in Europe who are able to buy their own car there
and ship it back at military expenses.

In the report, gentlemen, you will see all kinds of quotations
from admirals and generals about the damage caused to the morale
of the people, service people, serving in Japan or Okinawa. In the
interest of time, I would not go into those. But I would like to point
out that, in Guam, we don't have a deficit with Japan. We are ex-
porting some $200 million in tourism exports per year.

And we are importing automobiles, but we don't-in my view, I
don't think anybody here would have any statistics to show other-
wise-I don't believe we have an export deficit with the country of
Japan and, therefore, I don't believe we should be penalized as
businessmen for that same reason that the United States has the
reasons to penalize.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Jones follows:]
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marninge. doFurthero Gnal bunssi nessman can fly up to Japan in the

mrorningt,dbsnsad 
fly back thet night. flocau..oftiproximity, some of them maintain sales ap toservic the mlitarynd f eagents In Japan *oley to

(Since Japane ilitasy and foreign office personnel stationed there.
(icJpaese laws prohibit the sale In Japan of st.atispec vheicesthe only way the sale can be made is from Guap.o U.S. pec vehiclesrimportant customers to Guam business People, treatm) with respect andcatered to with te best of service.

How do the GIs feel about the benefit curtailment? They feelcheated."The alternate port shipment from Guam is one of the mostbeneficial packages offered to the Air Force military conmmnity.h (SSWilliam Mullena, USAF Ret., NCo Association) 1i would be opposed to such
a ban (on Guam alternate port sales benefits) since it would be a
significant reduction of benefits to United States service members
overseas f(Admiral James D. Watkins, Chief of Naval Operations.)'Because of the large number of Marines deployed to Japan (and) severe
vehicle shipping restrictions to and from Japan which already penalize
Marines assigned there.., the Marine Corps feels (banning the
shipments) .., could be a disincentive to service in that area".(General P.X. Kelley, Commandant of the Marine Corps) 'The Army viewsthe (ban on shipments) as contributing to the perceived erosion ofbenefits and diminishing to the attractiveness of overseas service"(General John A. Wickham Jr., chief of Staff, U.S. Amy)

The importance of the transportatj
0, Practice is alimportant to Guam. Not counting sales to prac ei so vitallyDOD found military sales to Japan and Okinawa millnew car market- GADA believes the market sharconstituthgea8fther 

lca
The Ob reontial Adjctn of mhetstruggling 

nature of the Guam economy
and te sustan iaimpact Of military operations on the economy. 'Our

Off ice of economic Adjustment has been working with Guam since 1976 to

assist their economic adjustment to a number of Defense actions. We
have considerable investment in facilities in Guam and consider it inour best interests to assist in maint i 

in Guam.
Thetelimination 

of Guam as an altentpotwldbcutrrdcivin that regard."'raepr 

ol ecutrnut
It is also significantly counterpducti to Guam's economicgrowth and wellbeing Guam's tax be is only as big as Its economy.To the extent Guam cannot be balfsepotni us okt h

federal government for asstae be which it loathes doingIn addit
lost taxes from income generated by the military sales, there is aion to
ripple effect in the support industries, such as shipping, rspofn
and detail work. If Guam had a robust and wide bsdeoomy, it could
weathe th e los But It Is essentially a developing country, which the

Uhas long recognized It can Ill afford any significant contractionin such a major industry as military sales.
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What Happened?

What happened to bring about this sad state of affairs for our
Japan-based service personnel? The politics of big U.S. auto business.
Chrysler hired a big time Washington lawyer who wrote a biased and
inaccurate 'report' completely distorting the fact and scope of the use
of Guam as a means of cutting personal losses of GIs serving overseas
duty. It is redundant now to again refute the unsubstantiated charges
of the report. Suffice it to say that after the report, and with the
concerted cacophony of the Michigan delegation, Congress was led to
believe that Guam's car dealers threatened the very existence of the
U.S. automobile industry.

Guam is hardly the mouse that roared. It is America's frontline
outpost in the Far Western Pacific. It has few resources. Its one best
resource is its geopolitical position as America's Gibraltar in the Hub
of the Pacific. (In fact, it is closer to Moscow and Peking than to
Washington.) Guam has seven auto distributorships representing all
major U.S. and Japanese auto makers, all of whom are members of the Guam
Automobile Dealers Association (GADA).

Many servicemen assigned to the Far East are at times assigned to
Guam's military bases (about 20,000 military live on Guam) or pass
through Guam or have friends stationed on Guam. There is a kindred
closeness to Guam that shrinks the distance between Guam and the Far
East duty stations. As part of the U.S., it is the closest these
servicemen can get to 'home".

Guam's nonmilitary population is about 100,000. The military
represents a significant segment of the Guam market for automobiles and
many other products and services.

In response to the Congressional Conference Committee Report
98-1080, Section 652, the Department of Defense made an analysis and
report of the Far East military vehicle transportation policy. It found
that in the last three fiscal years only about twelve hundred cars were
shipped from Guam annually under then existing transportation
regulations (JTRs).

During the same time frame, the annual U.S. new car market was in
excess of seven and one-half million units. In its 1984 tax year,
General Motors recognized net income of Four Hundred and Twenty-Two
Million Dollars soley from federal export tax incentives (read: taxpayer
subsidies). In 1985, Americans will reflect acceptance of and demand
for Japanese made cars by buying about Two Million units from U.S.
automobile dealers on the Mainland. The U.S. automobile market, on a
national and international scale, is obviously of gargantuan
proportions.

By stark contrast, the Guam overseas sales program and military
transportation policy is absolutely peanuts. The 1200 units constitute
only sixteen one-hundredths of one percent of the U.S. national new car
market.



221Representative LUJNGREN. ThankyoveymcM.Jns 
di

detect a slight accent there. You Yout ber from , the Soutern par ofd
Guam.mutbfrmtesuhrpato

Mr. JoNES North Raleigh. [Laughter.]Representative LUNGREN .Mr. Perez, can youtl ewa a
been the progess ifany, thus far in implementing the waiver of

nonimmnigrant~ visas which we-adopted in theCogesltfa?Mher.sl PEEZ Thepriogress to date, Congressman Lungren, is that
th gresult oIneirs meeting on Guam in early August this year,

a groupe was Put together copiigboth local gvr
al repr ies an INSr~f 

gavsment, Feder-'
unentamuntive and dsc el as the Interior and the local

buisies communrtyaan iscused specific problems that might
arnise n withkregar togIS epthring entry and departure control sys..
tems.rand worins ogthr we were able to put together what
generalby waS felt to be a system that would take car ofc ne s

raisd byINSwith respect to controls. 
r fcnen

So, at this Point, we put together a package that is now under
review by affected Federal agencie~~ItroSaeadISawell. And so we're jus awatin ifo Ithemrtor meete and to S aseei

thee ae ddiionl oncerns that need to be resolved before we go
forth with implementation.'Meantosei

Representative 
LuNGREN. Yes; when we pase h eilto

One of the requirements we Placed in there w as Participation byt
those various departments an alsodththe fsatrond lsothefomation 

or developmen ;
of an adequate arrival and departure system, and some manifesta-.
tion of proof that the waiver would not affect U.S. securityit kind of makes me smile a little bit when I think that our con-
cern about U.S. security does not apparently go to the question of
having residents and people from the Republic of China working at
our military installations. And. that seems to go forward more
quickly than working out the waiver provision.Mr. Segall can you tell me what percentage of sweaters that are
made in the United States are made by your operation in Guam?Mr. SEGAL. I cannot tell you that number. It certainly is insignif..
icant as a number. It's less than M1 percent, as a number. I know
that imports, which is over 16 mio dozen and our 160,000 dozen
was domestic lobby's concern 'on. So it's 16 million, dozen that's
brought in from Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, wherever it is. We're
160,000 dozen. And that's what te'ebtln ihRepresentative 

LUJNGREN.J Well, I guess, if we're to be worried
about another country, and that's the language that's used in legis-lation dealing wihGa, their imports to the mainland, we
c!ouldn't hav ikda mch smaller country to be worried about.

Mr. SEGAL. Wehvetesmallest 
sweater quota. I believe we're,

n total, as Itaesaer in quota, in total, as an example, maybe
raiwan will hv total sweater quota Of 5 million dozen. ours is~nly 160,000dze of acryllic or wool sweater quota. So its relative-
Y-it is ini nitiaIn fact, one factory in the States will make 160,000 dozen. And
iso, even further, we make an old-fashioned sweater. There'sRepresentative 

LUNGREN what I'm trying to drive at is I can seeincerns. I mean, Idon'tappen to be one of those who votes for
,otectionist legsltion in virtually every instance. I suppose
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maybe I made a mistake once or twice. But, I mean, I can under-

stand the concerns various industries have had and the Members

of Congress want to protect those industries. But, when you're talk-

ing about the size of the area we're talking about, the potential

workforce, 110,000 people in total living on Guam, a good percent-

age of those working for the military right now, I don t know. It

seems to be far less significant than the concerns some people have

raised about China with its potential 2 billion people work force

somewhere down the line.

Mr. SEGAL. Congressman, it's not even quota. Duty is the issue.

They're already given us the quota, but now they say we have to

pay duty. And that knocks us out of business; we can't pay duty

and compete with Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Korea. So we're even

being further penalized.
Representative LUNGREN. You mentioned that you were paying

labor rates as high if not higher than--

Mr. SEGAL. Higher.

Representative LUNGREN [continuing]. Domestic American indus-

Mr. SEGAL. Higher. First of all, all our cadre we brought out

there. We have an American, taking him from South Carolina and

living on Guam, an exceptionally higher premium.

Representative LUNGREN. At least, they'll know how to talk with

Mr. Jones from North Carolina. They'll understand one another

when they go by car. [Laughter.]

Mr. SEGAL. And, of course, the operators. The operators are-we

are competing with the public sector also, which we commented,

who make nice wages. Our operators are making in excess of $5 an

hour. Some operators, $7, $7.5 an hour, which is the more skilled.

Representative LUNGREN. What would be the comparable wage

in Taiwan, Korea?

Mr. SEGAL. Taiwan? Taiwan is a dollar an hour, and they've been

skilled. Don't forget, these workers also we trained. These were un-

skilled people before we started the contract, because we could not

bring them in under immigration laws to assemble there. They

have all the disadvantage that go with it.

Mr. SANCHEZ. Congressman, perhaps, if I may add, too, perhaps

this is the committee to bring this up, since you have had a history

of being forward-thinking, regardless of the production of Guama

nian Americans, the concept that you would apply quotas or tarifs

to Americans and what they sell to each other would have our fore-

fathers trying to move to a new country.

Representative LuNGREN. I understand that, and I realize that.

And, unfortunately, that was one of the arguments that Congress

man Blaz made on the floor, and some of us made in supporting

him with his amendment, and it fell on deaf ears.

And so I think you've got to be able to argue both. I mean, ]

happen to think you're absolutely right. You're talking abou

American citizens, not foreigners. We're trying to do something to

make sure that they're not dependent on the government largess

And some people say, fine, fine, fine, you know, but we're talkin

about Toyota cars that are going to be sold.
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Delegate BLAZ. OK, then, well, suppose, if my bill does not pass?
Mr. SEGAL. If your bill does not pass?
Delegate BLAz. Yes.
Mr. SEGAL. If it is not passed, we would have to pay duty and we

could not compete.
Delegate BLAz. And you'd have to close down?
Mr. SEGAL. We's have to close down, that's correct.
Delegate BLAz. And what would be the loss for you?
Mr. SEGAL. Thirty-five years of work and a career, that I depend

on my Government.
Representative LUNGREN. How many jobs are we talking about?
Mr. SEGAL. Guam, 300; 75 in New York; 50 in South Carolina;

$700,000 worth of freight to U.S. lines: A lot of peripheral people
also that we also give business to. Right down the line.

Mr. JONES. And the loss of a rent of a warehouse to us. You
know, Congressman, I've been on Guam for 25 years. And it's
amazing. It seems like one would think that there is a little com-
mittee sitting back here saying, hey, let's see what we can do to
these guys to make them dependent upon the Federal grants and
handouts. You know, let's kill their headnote 3A and let's sort of
kill their watch industry and textile industry, and let's close our oil
refinery because the guy that owns it owes us some taxes, or what-
ever the situation is, back to the United States Government, not to
the Guam government.

And let's, you know, give them their land back. Let's attach a
rider to it so that they can't use it, and pay 70 percent of the reve-
nue. And let's give them prevailing wages out there so that it
would draw the cream off all of the housing industry and send it
abroad to some foreign area. And then let's, you know, cancel the
privileges of all the military in Japan that buy cars from us so we
put the businessmen out of business there.

And then wind up by letting the Chinese Communists do their
construction on military, you know? Where does it stop at?

Representative LUNGREN. I wish I had an answer for you where
does it stop. I just did some quick calculations. Loss of 300 jobs in
Guam, I think, is somewhat equivalent to loss of somewhere like
75,000 jobs in California, based on population. I'll tell you, from my
State, if we were going to lose 75,000 jobs in one feld swoop, I guar-
antee you Congress, because we have 45 Members of Congress.
That makes a--

Mr. SANCHEZ. And they can vote.
Representative LUNGREN. And they can vote. That's the unfortu-

nate thing.
I want to thank you for all of your testimony here. I just want to

say in passing that Delegate Blaz has been talking with a number
of us about the problems that you have in a very, very heartfelt
way. And trying to educate a lot of us on that. As good a job as he
has done is not as good as having all of you folks here to give us
some idea about the issues that we've got to address.

So I want to thank you for it and thank Delegate Blaz for en-
couraging us and encouraging Senator Symms and the others who
attended the morning session for having these hearings.

And I hope this information base will be of some assist in solving
some of these problems before the Congress.



Delegate BLAZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Vice Chairman. Iwant to thank you heartily for your interest. As you can see,there's a lot of anguish over this. And this is the first opportunitywe've had to put all our concerns in one basket, so that we canpresent it to the full committee, which is the appropriate commit-tee.
I think now that we have it altogether rather than just in isola-tion, the impact can be better felt because it is staggering, as youpoint out. I wish I had made that calculation because when youcompare the per capita involvement, Guam is really getting anawful shellacking on this thing.
But, perhaps now that we have it altogether we can show itgraphically and we might be more persuasive. I can assure you it ismy intention to do what we can, and I certainly could use yourhelp.
Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much. The subcommit-tee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 5 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject tothe call of the Chair.]
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to command the 9th Marines when he was a full colonel on active
duty in the U.S. Marine Corps, which I think speaks very well. He
also served in the 9th Marines in both the Korean and Vietnamese
wars.

So General-Delegate-we really welcome you to your great
shining spot in the Congress of the United States, and we are de-
lighted to have you here, and we are very pleased and proud of the
job you do representing what I think is a very strategic island in
-the Pacific for the future security and trading commercial interests
of the United States.

So please make yourself at home here at the witness table, and
then if you would like to join us at the dais after you have made
your statement, I would like to make that invitation to you.

Delegate BLAz. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SYMMs. Excuse me. Did either one of the two Senators

have an opening statement?
Senator D'AMATO. Mr. Chairman, I think it is more important

that we hear our distinguished colleague, Delegate Blaz. So I would
like to submit my opening statement for the record in its entirety.

Senator SYMMS. Without objection, so ordered.
[The written opening statement of Senator D'Amato follows:]
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WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR D'AMATO

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR D'AMATO

GOOD MORNING, MR. CHAIRMAN. TODAY'S TOPIC OF DISCUSSION,

GUAM'S STRATEGIC BUSINESS ROLE, IS AN IMPORTANT AREA OF

CONCERN. GUAM IS THIS COUNTRY'S WESTERNMOST TERRITORY AND HAS

BEEN A TERRITORY SINCE 1898. (TRIVIA NOTE: IT IS NOW THE

WESTERNMOST, BUT HAS NOT ALWAYS BEEN SO.)

GUAM IS THIS COUNTRY'S GATEWAY TO ASIA. WITH TWO-WAY

TRADE IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC AREA OVER $165 BILLION LAST YEAR

AND GROWING, GUAM WILL ASSUME AN EVER-INCREASING ROLE IN THE

BUSINESS OF THE PACIFIC. THE $165 BILLION TRADED LAST YEAR

EXCEEDS OUR TOTAL TRADE WITH OUR TRADITIONAL EUROPEAN ALLIES.

MANY ECONOMISTS PREDICT THAT, BY THE END OF THIS

CENTURY, THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION WILL SURPASS THE UNITED

STATES AND EUROPE AS THE WORLD'S STRONGEST ECONOMIC ENTITY.

THE ECONOMIC DYNAMISM OF THIS REGION GIVES IT THE WORLD'S

GREATEST POTENTIAL FOR THE FORSEEABLE FUTURE.
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achieve the development and self-reliance it seeks in its quest
toward economic self-sufficiency.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SYMMS. Senator Mattingly.
Senator MArrINGLY. I have no statement at this time.
Senator SYMMS. Do you have any questions, Senator D'Amato?
Senator D'AMATo. No, Mr. Chairman. Congressman, I am inter-

ested in hearing some of the specifics that your colleagues will
bring to us with respect to what we can do to improve that busi-
ness climate, as you suggest.

Delegate BLAz. Thank you.
Senator SYMMS. Congressman, why don't you join us up here at

the dais, and then you may have some questions, also. We would
love to have you participate in the hearing.

Thank you very much for an excellent statement. We have a
panel of Mr. Steve Shay, Deputy International Tax Counsel, De-
partment of the Treasury.

Mr. Shay, we will be glad to hear from you now. Is there a pre-
pared statement?

STATEMENT OF STEVE SHAY, DEPUTY INTERNATIONAL TAX
COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Mr. SHAY. No, sir. I was informed of my testimony last evening,
and what I propose, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, Del-
egate Blaz, is to give a short discussion of the current income tax
laws that are in force in Guam and then describe how the Presi-
dent's proposals would modify those laws, if that is acceptable to
the committee.

Senator SYMMS. That will be acceptable.
Senator D'AMATO. Will the chairman yield?
Senator SYMMs. Certainly.
Senator D'AMATo. Would you also be prepared or are you in a

position to discuss Delegate Blaz' legislative proposals? Are you
aware of them?

Mr. SHAY. I would not be able to comment on them usefully
today, Senator.

Senator D'AMATO. I think that would be most important at some
point in time.

Mr. SHAY. If I may ask the Congressman, do those proposals deal
specifically with the tax proposal?

Delegate BLAz. No. The ones I have do not specifically deal with
the tax proposal. They deal with headnote 3A and other matters.

Senator D'AMATO. So your proposals are not tax-related?
Mr. SHAY. Of course, I am sure the colleagues in the administra-

tion will be happy to respond to questions relating to that legisla-
tive proposal, and I am confident and hopeful that they are aware
of it.

Mr. Chairman, just by of background for considering the Presi-
dent's tax proposals as they pertain to Guam and other territories
of the United States, under current law the income tax laws of the
United States; that is, the Internal Revenue Code, applies as the
tax law of the territory; that is, of Guam. It is applied through the
use of what is known as a word substitution system, whereby the
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word "Guam" is substituted for the words "United States," so that

the Internal Revenue Code in its fully glory and complexity applies

as the Tax Code of that jurisdiction.
Certain coordinating rules are needed in order to make the code

work in a sensible manner. A special code provision, section 935,

provides that an individual resident of the United States or Guam

is required to file with respect to his tax liability in those jurisdic-

tions with the jurisdiction in which he is resident at the end of his

taxable year.
That just simply tells us where people who are residents, particu-

larly in jurisdictions other than their original home, should file

their tax returns.
If, for instance, a U.S. person is resident in Guam at the end of

his taxable year, he files a tax return in Guam, and amounts which

have been withheld, say, in the United States are then covered

over to the Treasury in Guam.
In the case of corporations, a corporation that would be char-

tered in Guam would pay U.S. tax with respect to U.S. source

income. A U.S. corporation that is doing business in Guam would

be subject to Guam tax on its Guam's source income, and a special

provision under current law, section 936, applies if the corporation

is conducting more than a threshold level activity in Guam. Under

that provision there is a credit given in the United States so that

basically it can be exempt from U.S. tax if it is conducting that

level activity in Guam.
The President's proposal, as has been suggested in Delegate Blaz'

statement, proposes to delink this mirror code system. Under our

proposal-under the President's proposal-Guam would be granted

full authority over its own income tax system, subject to certain

qualifications which are designed to ensure that the two tax sys-

tems will mesh correctly and that neither tax system would be sub-

ject to abuse by residents taking advantage of-
Senator SYMMS. Mr. Shay, how would you plan to enforce and co-

ordinate the enforcement of those if Guam is delinked and there

are two separate tax codes? What would Treasury and the Govern-

ment of Guam's plan be?
Mr. SHAY. The basic relationship would be that Guam would en-

force its own tax code as it applied to income derived from Guam.

Where a Guamanian citizen or resident derives income from the

United States or from foreign sources, then they would file a tax

return with the United States and the United States would per-

form the administrative function with respect to that kind of

income.
The theory there, Mr. Chairman, is simply that the resources of

the United States are greater for administering the tax on income

that may be earned around the world. Although it is not specifical-

ly referenced in the President's proposal, because of the close eco-

nomic relationship between Guam and the Commonwealth of

Northern Mariana Islands, we recognize that we would have to

come up with some special rules to take cognizance of that rela-

tionship and want to ensure that the two jurisdictions can appro-

priately divide revenues.
I would assume we would leave that to them for the most part,

but I tend to think we would not have the United States adminis-
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tax system to the government of Guam, the territory is powerless
to vary the terms of the Internal Revenue Code as applied to
Guam, except as permitted by the Congress.

The difficulties with this mirror tax system have been document-
ed many times. One of the best discussions is found in an article by
Karla Hoff, entitled "U.S. Federal Tax Policy Towards the Territo-
ries: Past, Present and Future," which appeared in the Tax Law
Review, volume 37, No. 1, for 1981.

Rather than restate the material in that article, I would point
out the single most burdensome aspect of the mirror image to
Guam is revenue instability. The Congress is continually changing
U.S. tax laws. In the last 10 years, major changes occurred in 1976,
1978, 1981, 1982, and 1984, and a further revision is now under con-
sideration.

Congressional action dramatically affects Guam's revenue. This
makes it virtually impossible to do any long-term financial plan-
ning. Even when proposals are said to be "revenue neutral," they
are not neutral for Guam. Our per capita income is less than that
of any State for Guam. Reforms which reduce the burden on low-
income taxpayers but provide "compensating revenues" from
middle and upper taxpayers erode our tax base, since we have a
larger proportion of low-income taxpayers than on the U.S. main-
land. In fact, 95 percent of Guam's taxpayers have annual adjusted
gross incomes of under $40,000.

Also, the complexities of the mirror image system make tax ad-
ministration on Guam most difficult. Our island contains roughly
110,000 people. Apart from the Commonwealth of the Northern
Marianas, we are thousands of miles from the nearest U.S. tax ju-
risdiction. It is simply not possible to support a staff with the expe-
rience and knowledge of the more specialized portions of the U.S.
Tax Code with such a population base. As a result, we must con-
centrate on general issues.

I should also note that the President's delinkage proposal is en-
tirely consistent with the language contained in Guam's draft Com-
monwealth Act, which shall be presented to this Congress later on.

For all these reasons, we strongly support the President's propos-
al to eliminate the "mirror image system" and to restore to Guam
its rightful power to levy its own taxes.

Since the development of a local tax code will take time, we pro-
pose to continue the application and enforcement of the Internal
Revenue Code on Guam in its present form.

Proposed reductions in tax rates and increases in amounts for
personal exemptions as outlined in other chapters of the Presi-
dent's proposal is estimated to reduce Guam's revenue base by over
$23 million if adopted in 1986. It is, therefore, important that Con-
gress permit Guam to delink from the Internal Revenue Code and
adopt the prereform code as an interim tax code to maintain reve-
nue neutrality.

In anticipation of favorable congressional action on this issue of
delinkage, we have established a Tax Review Committee represent-
ing a good cross-section of the community. Government officials,
business leaders, legal and accounting professionals, and other in-
terested individuals form the core of this committee, with our Di-
rector of Revenue and Taxation as chairman. The committee has
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been meeting regularly formulating transitional plans and recom-
mendations for the territory's interim and future tax system.

We are confident that the tax code eventually presented to the
people of Guam will be fair and consistent with thetrvito -
nomic goals and objectives. We ask that you favorably consider this
important provision of the President's proposal so that Guam can
more efficiently and effectively develop itself into an economically
self-sufficient territory.

Again, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you
very much for allowing me to appear before you this morning.
Thank you.

Senator SYMMs. Thank you very much, Mr. Lieutenant Governor,
for a very excellent statement that you presented and an excellent
job on behalf of the Governor in presenting it.

We welcome that statement, and you say you strongly support
the President's proposal to eliminate the mirror image system, and
I guess that brings me to a question. You don't have to have a spe-
cific answer for this because I know how tax laws are developed,
being on the Finance Committee here in the Senate, that it takes a
lot of give and take and a lot of work to come to some kind of a
conclusion, and sometimes what starts in at one end comes out
slightly different on the other end.

But in a general philosophical concept, do you think that Guam
would desire to develop a tax code that was similar to our Tax
Code, or would it develop a tax code that would be more to resem-
ble the Asian countries which are in that proximity, which would
be necessary for you to compete with?

Mr. REYES. Let me clarify. You mentioned earlier, Mr. Chairman,
the elimination of the IRS Tax Code. That is really not necessarily
the substance of our objective.

Our objective, of course, is to delink-as I indicated in my state-
ment-to delink from the IRS Code yet still retain the code in its
transitory form, so that we will retain the code-the prereform
code-and as we progress, perhaps 3 or 4 years down the road a
ways, we would develop our own.

But in the meantime, we will still use the current code, and obvi-
ously we would want to tailor our tax policies to the specific re-
quirements of the territory. We would gear our policies to enhance
our economic base and facilitate financial planning.

As far as tailoring it to the other countries in Asia, we really are
not looking at that right now. Perhaps there may be some elements
there which we could look at for possible implementation later.

However, I suspect that many of the provisions of the current
Tax Code will be retained by Guam.

Senator SYMMs. Well, part of the question I am trying to ask, if
you delink from the current Tax Code, from the mirror tax system
currently in force, and you adopt your own tax code, currently
even the Internal Revenue Code, would this local tax be applied to
Guam taxpayers in addition to Federal and personal taxes? What
do you envision in that?

Mr. RErYEs. Of course, the people who are deriving income from
Guam would be subject to local tax in much the same manner as
you have it in each State in the Union. As far as the Federal folks
are concerned, there we are hopeful that the current provisions of
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELOIS R. BAzA

Mr. Chairman and Members of this Committee, I am Eloise R. Baza, President

of the Guam Chamber of Commerce. I welcome this opportunity to present our

views on the issue of tax reform, in particular, President Reagan's proposal,

as it relates to Guam. Of foremost importance to us is that President Reagan's

proposal formally recognizes local problems associated with the current mirror

code system - a first in the history of the federal government. So that these

problems may be resolved in such a manner that will promote fiscal autonomy for

Guam and other U.S. possessions, the proposal offers us the opportunity to

delink from the Internal Revenue Code and develop a tax system conducive to our

economic characteristics and needs.

The Guam Chamber of Commerce has long favored a Guam income tax system

which specifically responds to our economic development goals and one which

attracts the business investments that will enable us to achieve such goals.
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Guam has the potential to be the staging point for American business in the

Asia/Pacific Region. The mirror image application of the Internal Revenue

Code, however, prevents us from even competing with the tax incentives offered

by neighboring Asian capitals such as HongKong and Singapore. The Henitage

Foundation notedin_ its April 1983 study, How Guam can become America's

Honglgcng," that iovestors on Guam arecurrently_subjecttoeveGy tax_E ruling

tssg _y rasC_ y gg!Ct ASagylt± Guam * s tax system is-keeping

investors at a distance. '

The Organic Act of 1950 mandated that Guam's tax system be identical to the

United States Internal Revenue Code (IRCM using basically the same rates,

exemptions, credits and deductions. The Government of Guam was given the

authority for the collection of taxes and the administration of tax codes in

the so-called mirror system. All IRC laws in effect at that time would apply

to individual and corporate taxpayers, as would all future tax regulations and

amendments without regard to their impact on Guam.

The mirror image system is consistently burdensome with respect to the

Government of Guam's revenue requirements and promotes revenue instability.

Amendments to the IRC affects Guam quite differently from the way the fifty

States are affected in that Guam has a larger proportion of low-income

taxpayers than in the mainland. Approximately 95X of Guam's taxpayers fall on

or below the $40,000 per annum income tax bracket. Per capita income is only

$4,800 per year, 52,500 below the natinnal average. Median household income is

$1,000 below the national average. 13% of Guam families live below the poverty

level. 4% more than the average nationwide.
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TERRITORY OF GUAM
OFFICE OF THE GovcERou

AGARA. GUAM 96910
U.S.A.

lratJ. Bout SEP 0 4 1985

The Honorable Steven D. Symms
United States Senate
Chairman
Subcommittee on Monetary and Fiscal Policy
Joint Economic Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Daniel E. Lungren
House of Representatives
Vice-Chairman
Subcommittee on Trade, Productivity,

and Economic Growth
Joint Economic Committee
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Symms and Representative Lungren:

With respect to the upcoming Joint Economic Committee hearing scheduled for September10, 1985 in Washington, I would like to take this opportunity to laud the efforts of the GuamChamber of Commerce in taking the initiative to provide the business community's perspectivesand concerns over various federal barriers which impede our islands economic growth. Iam confident that their input would prove invaluable in the final analysis of the problemsconfronting our small island. Their firm commitment to improve the quality of life on ourisland is indeed commendable.

As Governor of Guam, I find it heartwarming to see a delegation such as the Chamber's travelto Washington at their own expense to voice serious concerns affecting our island communityin general. Although it is my duty as an elected official to protect the best interests of myconstituents as a whole, the topics to be discussed are concerns which are shared by boththe public and private sectors, alike. In this spirit of cooperation, I implore you to take allviews into serious consideration in arriving at the most realistic solutions to our problems,of mutual benefit to all concerned parties.

On behalf of the people of Guam, I look forward to having a successful meeting with you.

Sinc yours,

RICARDO J
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OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER
EWhztesh Guam I.Aglsawrue
POSr OFFICE BOX CI-I
TERarIOLY OF GUAM

CARL T.C. GUlTERREZ September 3, 1985

The Honorable Steven D. Symms
United States Senate
Chairman
Subcomnmittee on Monetary and Fiscal Policy
Joint Economic Committee
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Daniel E. Lungren
House of Repesentatives
Vice-Chairman
Subcommittee on Trade, Productivi

and Economic Growth
Joint Economic Committee
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Symms and Representative Lungren:

As Speaker of the Eighteenth Guam Legislature, would like to express sincere
optimism on behalf of my colleagues in the outcome of the upcoming Joint Economic
Committee hearing scheduled for September 10, 1985 in Washington. The basis of my
sentiment lies in the fact that you will be hearing testimonies from both the business
community and government. I have strongly believed in balancing business and comriunity
responsibilities in the exercise of my duties. To this end, I am confident that your
Committee would take all perspectives into consideration in arriving at the most equitable
solutions to serious dilemmas facing our island today.

As you may be aware, my firm commitment for private sector expansion cannot
be overstated. My record In office will attest to this. I have worked closely with the
Guam Chamber of Commerce in removing local laws impeding our island's economic growth
and introducing legislation which would foster economic development. I would like to
extend kudos to the Guam Chamber of Commerce for their indefatigable efforts to prornote
a positive business climate for Guam. Their presence at the hearing would further
emphasize our shared commitment to create a better Guam for everyone.

Wishing you a successful hearing, I remain

Sincerely yours,

CAR'IXC. GUT;ERREA

CTCG/kp
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AKERICA's Bc5lIC cBALL
IN ASIA / GaQWs mS SAC BaIness XRc

before the
JO=T EC IUC C rIuM

The Ham Business Crmunity welcares the opportunity to present
testimony reflecting the private sector's views on various federal
policies and regulations affecting our island's econaoic development.

wmm is poised and ready to take full advantage of the 'golden stream'
that trade and investment occurring in the region is producing. East Asia
and the Western Pacific already have more trade with the United States
than do Latin America or Western Europe. That trade is forecasted to gros
over the next two decades as will American investment in the region.

Gmm could be the staging point for American business and economic
activities in the Asia / Pacific region. Its strategic location can serve
economic as well as strategic military interests. If the Federal lards,
regulations and policies that inhibit economic development can be lifted,
Gum will prosper and be a contributing member of the American cosnamity.

Gim's business cummdity does not believe that handouts are the way
to prosperity. we believe that free enterprise can provide for the
Territory's material and social well-being and supply the needed
employnent opportunities. Oum's business people believe that the
'helping hand- rather than the handout should be the Federal government's
approach to Gum.

Economic development and growth are products of a flourishing and
dynamic private sector. Recent cutbacks in Federal spending underscore
the need to shift reliance from government to the private sector.
Expanding Gam's econasic base entails a mutual cooperative effort between
Qa's policy makers and the Federal government. Recently enacted laws
aimed at fostering economic development attest to the local government's
commibuent to expand the private sector. Tme rest lies with the Federal
government.

The Gam business cosnunity is requesting your assistance in remving
ani/or amending certain restrictive Federal laws and regulations so that
Gmm can expand its economic base. The various concerns to be discussed
herein are as follows:

* ML PP : The mirror code system in its current form does not
adequately address Guam's needs with respect to economic
development. President Reagan's Tax Reform Proposal provides for
Oj- to develop its own inmome tax system, a measure supported by
Quna's business casounity.

* GMI Mf m kc By public referendum, a lajority of
loe's people elected to seek coramnwealth status within the
United States. A draft *Ummonwealth Act' has been prepared for
subsequent review.

- 2 -
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* PIMUN M MrRALL AM L ' E mm Ex= A11"T"21:
Although 5,180 acres have been ruled to be 'surplus' Federal land
by the United States Navy in 1977, only 1,439 acres have been
returned to the Government of Guam due to restrictive federal
land disposal requirements. Given Guam's limited land mass of
212 square miles, the return of the 'surplus- land at no cost to
the Government of GQa= is strongly recomaended. The prohibitive
restrictiaos accorded by the 'Broosa Amendment' further hinders
the development of 927 acres returned to the Government of GuaRm
at Cabras Island. Guam does not have the needed capital to
develop this land as prescribed in the 'Brooks Anendment.' H. R.
2884 authored by Guam's Washington Delegate, Congressman Ben Blaz
old remedy this restriction, provide for economic growth, and
give Giam the opportunity to become economically self-sufficient
threby reduci t depeency for assistaeri from the United

States Government.

* FIIS. &7s1AIF^5~ CF ¶? AMERICAN PACERF' POLITQ' Minor
agennts to Public Law 98-396 must be made to ensure that
American contractors are being given a fair shake over foreign
contractors in bidding for military construction projects.

* FOORRSL SASRIERS Tr_ P1~RFRIER A~D ~AflE DRIMO e The three
most serious ipediments to fisheries develcpnent are as follows:
(1) A provision of the Imdigration and Naturalization Act
prohibits alien crew -enbers aboard United States vessels from
disembarking for shore leave. However, this does not apply to
crew mebers on foreign fishing vessels who can disembark for
shore leave. A tesporary waiver to this provision will expire on
December 31, 1985. H. R. 2224 introduced by Ouam's Delegate,
Congressman Ben Bias would rectify this anomaly if enacted into
law; (2) The application of United States vessel documentation
laws mandate that certain vessels used for camnercial fishing
purposes rust be built within the United States. Given Guam's
great distance from the continental United States, this
application serves no bona fide national interest; (3) The
Jones Act prohibits tuna purse seiners in the Port of Guam to
offload their catch onto foreign fish carrier vessels for
transhipment to United States canneries in Puerto Rico and the
West Coast. Guam is the only American Territory in the Pacific
that is subject to the provisions of this law.

Headnote 3(a) of the United States Tariff Schedules is subject to
administrative change at the whim of any Federal branch or
agency, thus impeding further developient in the manufacturing
sector of our economy. The rationale behind Headnote 3(a) is to
encourage a viable manufacturing industry for Guam and other
United States Possession. Track records of firms doing business
in Gmam under this program sees to prove otherwise.

-3 -
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SaI14ARY
OF flTOW(ORY RFE S

by
IFT. JESS S. LN aEUm

PREIDENT AND MIMAI OF TEE "M
BAtW OF Gallo

The gist of Mr. GWerrero's remarks traces Giam's economic development
beginning in 1521, the year 0mm was discovered by Ferdinand Magellan and
thus care under Spanish rule. This barter system was the accepted method
for the distribution of goods. IWhen Gum was ceded to the United States
following the Spanish-American Wlar in 1898, the barter system prevailed,
although on a declining scale. Vestiges of this system remain today.

In 1915, the Bank of Ojam wholly owned by the united States Navy, was
established. The bank was created principally to provide the services
needed by the Territory and not for profit. The economic base consisted
mainly of agriculture, fishing and government employment.

World Wiar II brought economic development to a stand-still with the
Japanese occupation of Guam. The Japanese Goverment owned everything.
The people of Gae reverted to farming and fishing for subsistence.

Liberation of Guam by United States forces in 1944 by the United
States Anred Forces brought an infusion of United States dollars into the
economy. liar claims damages were paid in excess of $8 million and $6
million was appropriated by Congress for reconstruction of Giam's
villages. Money was readily available.

The enactment of the Organic Act in 1950 afforded United States
citizenship to all Gmam residents. Administration was transferred from
the United States Navy to the Department of Interior. A civilian governor
was appointed by the President and a Legislature was empowered to enact
laws. The ships from an agricultural to an employment economy was on the
increase with the military and local government - largest employers.
Thas, imports increased substantially and the island's dependence on
imports continues.

The lifting of the security clearance in 1962 opened Giam to
investment and tourism. The Gam conanoic Development Authority was
established in 1964 to spur economic development and has been largely
successful in attracting new businesses to Gam.

In 1970, Guam elected its own Governor. Since then, the econany has
grown in leaps and bounds notwithstanding the adverse effects of external
economic factors beyond our control (oil crunch and economic recessions).
Presently, the Territory is supported by a $1.8 billion economy. The
prognosis is good and continued growth is expected.

- 6 -
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III. Se1aM CF SYSTEw M ON TAX REFORM:

PRIVPTE SEUMM'S PESPECITE

BEFORm TE su~coaimm ON FNETAd AND FISCAL POLICY

- 7 -
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cuN4'; Ce~pVFALr¶ ACT

World Wlar II and subsequent international and regional events have
begun to influence the Territory of (ban. The political awakenings and
pursuits of their respective identities among the Micronesian Islanders
are bearing saom ispact on the people of Guam. The political relationship
established by the Organic Act of 1950 is being evaluated. The 1982
plebescite vote to pursue a Camrnealth status reflected the people's
wish for redefining the political relationship between (uam and the United
States. To most, the ple scite results showed that Gmam wants to retain
its strong political ties with the United States while recognizing the
need for greater self-government by the Territory.

The Commission on Self-Oetermination, established by Public Law 17-42
in 1984, is charged with the drafting of a federal-territorial relations
act. This drafting process is presently on-going. The hope is that this
process will eventually result in framing federal-territorial relations
which reaffirms Guan's aspirations for closer political ties with the
United States, while granting the Territory greater latitude in econmanic
areas.

While it would be premature to caoment on the specific merits of the
preliminary Commaiwealth Act draft provisions it is important to point out
that the biggest changes being sought involve the lifting of ecoarnic
development constraints. Sure of these issues will be more fully treated
in other papers being presented before this Subcanittee. These include
tax reform, visa waiver for visitors and ship crews, temporary alien
labor, the large federal landholdings and subsequent selected return to
the local government and partial exemptions fran the Jones Act. In each
instance, waivers or exeaptions fran existing national laws are sought,
because uam's unique geographic location has made the application of such
laws mimical to Oam's pursuit of economic development based on private
enterprises. Gjam's present ecany is too dependent on the public sector
and has been fueled in a large part by military activities and Federal
grants.

(an's attempts to address these development constraints in the past
have been on an ad hoc basis. The forthcoming discussions on the
Cahawealth Act draft between the federal and local governments will
provide a forum where these various issues can be discussed in a more
camprehensive fashion. while the final form of the federal-territorial
relations act will have to wait until discussions between our respective
negotiators are caipleted and the act itself receives ratification by the
people of (bam and the United States Congress, it is not too soon to
address ease of the specific constraints inhibiting Gam's pursuit of
greater ecunamic self-fulfillment. Today's discussion will hopefully
being us a few steps closer toward the realization of (an's econanic
development potential.

- 10 -
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T9F REM¶RN OF FPfMEBAL IRR II)

The Department of Defense is a major land user on uaim and holds about

one-third of Guan's lard - 44,500 acres. The United States Navy has

identified 5,180 acres of 'surplus' federal lard. Of such lard, only

1,439 acres has been returned to the Government of Gan.

Statgient of Problem:

The responsibilities of the Govern-ent of Gam to the residents of the

Territory have increased significantly since its creation in 1951. Island

growth has strengthened the need for further local economic expansion.

The return of land no longer needed oy the U. S. military is vital in

meeting the Goverymnmot of Guam's civic responsibility to provide

commercial, industrial and residential facilities necessary to sustain and

further induce this growth. Public education, health, transportation,

essential power, water and communication utilities are burdened by an

increased population. Infrastructural developnent is essential to sustain

Guam's booming visitor irdustry and growth prompted by the increased

homeporting of U. S. Naval ships on Gum. Wam is in need of the use of

federal 'surplus' land. Limited developrent funds, and statutory

restrictions impede Govuam's ability to purchase this land at fair market

value. As a result, this land will not be purchased and no econosic

activity will occur. No benefits to either the Federal government or the

Government of Guam will be achieved in terms of revenues.

Proposed Solution:

All federal land that has been identified as 'surplus' by the U. S.

military should be returned to Govaam at no cost. Federal disposal

requirements shaild be eliminated as regards such land. Upon conveyance,

the Government of Guam will dispose of such property fairly and equitably

to permit the use thereof for public purposes, economic development,

entrepreneurial and agricultural activities.

Economic Benefits from PrUoosed Solution:

* The return of federal msurplus' land that is urgently needed by

the Government of Guam at no cost for development of commercial,

industrial and residential facilities responsive to civilian

growth.

* The availability of scarce land to support economic developrent,

farming, and other public purposes such as housing, education,

transportation, health and essential services for island

residents, thereby providing Guam the opportunity to achieve

economic self-sufficiency and resolve its own affairs at the

local level.

* Increased tax revenues for GovGuam as a result of economic

development, reduced need for federal assistance thereby helping

to eliminate one of the biggest problems facing the U. S.

Government today: the Federal deficit.

- 11 -
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* Retention of jobs in Q= employed by local auto dealers.

* Enhance the attractiveness of the Orient as a desirable overseas
assignment for military persmrel.

* 9ustain revemoes generated for the Cvvernment 0 through
license fees ard others in ksed by the Goverment of Qua.

- 14 -
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Ft¶uI MntIMMlh OF Ws RTMTCAN DOZPPMTE POLICY

Congress enacted an -American Preference Policy' in Public Law 98-396

that would apply to the award of military construction contracts in Gam

and other United States-aministered areas of the Pacific. MIinor

agendmets are needed to the Policy to ensure that the will of Congress is

carried out.

Sttement of the Prrtbls

* Foreign contractors, using home-government subsidies and readily
available, easily-exploited alien workers, are able to under-bid
American contractors for federally-assisted construction
contracts - sawe of which are located on security-sensitive
defense installations on Guam.

* Insufficient enforcement of Federal laws that regulate employment
and attractive foreign currency exchange rates makes it
inpossible for American contractors to compete for govermrent
contracts. Many U. S. builders have withdrawn from Ouam in
recent years because of the unfair competition.

* Loral workers are discriminated against, allegedly because they

do not speak Japanese, Korean or Chinese; and because they know
their rights under wage-hour laws.

* Local businesses do not benefit from the presence of alien
workers because most of their earnings are sent harm, not spenf
in Guam.

* Most of the alien workers now in Gram are exempt from Social
Security f'ax, and local taxation officials report extreme
difficulty collecting the incore tax due from these foreign
workers.

Proposed Solution:

* Lowering the $5 million threshold at which the Preference Policy
takes effect will help that there are ample opportunities for U.
S. firms to sustain an 'American contractor presence' in the
Pacific.

* Elimination of the formula that allows a foreign firm to bid 20%
under U. S. firms to win a contract; and simply prohibit
'international' bidding unless all U. S. firms have exceeded the
government estimate for a project.

* Clearly define the term 'U. S. contractor' so contracting
officials will not interpret the Policy to suit their own
purposes.

- 15 -
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J3 9S A(C: PAW"IAL TRzTI1 FqR ¶tTh T HIasMrt

The Jones Act (46 U.S.C. 883 and 8871 forbids tuna purse seiners in
the Port of Goam to offload their catch onto foreign fish carrier vessels
for transshipment to U.S. canneries in Puerto Rico and the West Coast.
Accordingly to escape the Jones Act, the purse seiners are compelled to
travel some 100 miles north to our American sister territory, Tinian of
the torthern rMarianas. to offload their tuna to foreign fish carrier
vessels for shipment to the West Coast and Puerto Rico.

Statrant of the Problem:

* Development of a fishing industry on Qau is being directly
impeded by the Jones Act.

* Dichotary of the Jones Act applicability between Gam and its
American flag neighbors places Giem at an extreme and unfair cost
disadvantage.

* U.S. flag vessels do not serve ports like Puerto Rico to which
Guam needs to deliver fish.

Proposed Solution:

* Congressional amendments to the Merchant Marine Act of 1920,
better known as the Jones Act.

Eormgric Benefits of Prgwe] Solution:

* Qiam can truly expand its economic base through the development
of a commercial fisheries industry.

* Meaningful return on the Federal Government's investment at the
Port of Guam would be realized.

* Existing Port of QHam infrastructure can be more efficiently
utilized.

- 18 -
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RfFr VF=SF~L nr~r. D !ca~rot LT IS

The application of U.S. vessel documentation laws mandate that
certain vessels used for certain purposes (e.g., dredges, cranercial
fishing vessels, and possibly tugboats) must be built within the U.S.
Under current law, cargo ships carrying cargo to and from Guam from U.S.
ports, while must be on U.S. flag, need not be built in the U.S. (46
U.S.C. 65(h)1. Cur neighbor, the Northern Marianas, is exempt frao the
requirement that their coanercial fishing vessels be built in the U.S. by
virtue of a Presidential Proclamation. Also, foreign built dredges may be
utilized in the Northern marianas and indeed are so being utilized.

Staten of the prdle

* Given Hes's great distance fran the mainland United States, the
development of any locally-based fisheries industry is being
severely thwarted.

* Residents of Guam are unable to purchase new fishing vessels to
be used on Gam because of the prohibitive cost involved to
purchase fishing vessels in the United States.

* Dredging activities have been severely retarded.

Proposed Solution

* The introduction and enactment of legislation in the Congress
which would ascen vessel documentation laws to allow vessels
owned by residents of Gusm and used in this locale to be
documented as U.S. flag fishing vessels irrespective of where
such vessels are built.

* Extension of Congressional exemption to include vessels engaged
in towing, barges, dredges, vessels or boats leased, or rented or
chartered to another for any use, including, without limitation,
vessels used to take out chartered fishing and living parties or
sightseeing tours.

Emnioic Benefits of Proposed Solutionq

A ocally-based fishery activity would be possible and allow the
participation of local residents in Guam's fisheries development.

* Guam will be placed on an equal legal footing with its Arerican
flag neighbors, and thereby enable Warn to be cost competitive.

* Existing Port of Guam facilities wold be more efficiently
utilized.
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D 'S ALTFN F'F1R PRal

Congress should direct that the General Amounting Office conuct a
study to measure the impact that imported workers are having on the
island's social and economic structures.

Statement of the Problem

* The ready availability of alien workers tends to suppress
employment opportunities for local workers. Relatively little
money paid to alien workers stays in Guamhs economy.

* Guam CUmmnity College needs additional federal and local
resources to strengthen construction apprentice training program.

* Federal and local government agencies perform a great deal of
construction and maintenance work on an 'in-house' basis.
Maintaining separate workforces and limits the aoaunt of work
available to private contractors who must import construction
workers.

* There is no mechanism to require that local workers and
apprentices be employed to train to take jobs held by alien
workers.

* the importation and employment of alien workers entering Guam on
11-2 visas needs to be limited and controlled.

Proposed Solutions

* H-2 workers should only be permitted to enter Guam when
construction activity reaches specific levels.

* There should be strict limitations on the length of time an alien
worker may be employed in Guam.

* Alien workers should not be permitted to change their visa status
while in Guam.

* Congress should examine the practicality of enacting a limited
amnesty for out of status aliens stranded in Qiam by economic
dislocations that took place in the late 1970s.

* The U.S. Department of labor and the Immigration and
Naturalization Service should work with Guam's building industry
to set limits on the nrmber of H-2 workers allowed into Guam.

* A 'local employee- requirement should be met by those seeking to
import alien workers.

* Federal and local gcvernnent entities should be compelled to
'contract-out' more construction and maintenance work to ensure a
continuing availability of work for local employees with building
trades skills.

- 22 -
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Fmonric Benefits of Promsed Solutions

* Increased career opportunities for local residents.

* Greater contributions to the local tax base.

* Reduced outflow' of wages paid to alien workers.

* Stabilization of construction activity, ensuring steady

eeploymnt for local residents.

- 23 -
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~AW ~S A. P:

Gerald S. A. Perez is Vice-President of Retail Operations forDuty Free Shoppers, Limited on Gam, and President of the MicronesianReginal ITorism Council. His caomunity activities include serving asChairman of the Board for KCW4, Director for Santuary, Co-Chairman of theAndersen Air Force Base Cmmunity Council, Member of the Guam VisitorsBureau and the Pacific Area Travel Association. Mr. Perez has also servedas President for the Guam Chamber of Casmerce, and remains an activerarber. He has served in the Government of Giam as Director for theBureau of Budget and Management Research, and the Department of LandManagemnt. He was Acting Dean of the College of Life Science at theUtniversity of Guam and Deputy Director of the Department of Agriculture.

e. L. U'= WM :
Mr. Gibson is Executive Director of the Pacific [lanagementResource Group, a private, nonprofit organization that includes the GumEmployers Council, the Saipan Enployers Council and the Building IndustryAssociation. He has held this position since 1979. A resident of Guamsince 1958, Mr. Gibson is a former journalist and served in government asPress Secretary for the Governor of Gum. Gibson worked in Washington, D.C. for the Deeartment of Interior and the Department of Justice. He isChairman of the Casnittee for Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve. ANavy veteranhe is a maer of the American Legion and the Rotary Club ofGUm.

Mr. Robert Black is President and Chief Executive Officer of E.E. Bladc, Ltd., a major building contractor with offices in Hawaii, Guam,Saipan, the Philippines and Indonesia. The Black Construction Company hasbuilt much of Guam's com ercial, government and military infrastructure.Mr. Black is a graduate of the University of Cincinnati and was a fieldofficer in the U. S. Army Air Corp. Hr. Black serves on the Boards ofseveral public foundations and trusts, and private corporations. He is anactive nmsber of a number of civic organizations.

se R AaZ&
Eloise R. Baza has been the President of the Guam Chamber ofCommerce since 1984. Prior to joining the Chsamber, Ms. Baza was employedas an Economist for Guam's Department of Cosmerce where she acquired aworking knowledge of Gum's economic development concerns. Meshing thisbackground with the private sector's objectives has contributed to awell-rounded perspective of the islands econuic develcpent needs. Ms.Basza holds the distinction of being the first woman to attain the officeof the Ghamber's Presidency.
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Delegate BLAz [presiding]. Thank you very much, Ms. Baza.
I think what we will do here, since the chairman has left, is just

go ahead with the rest of the testimony, and then we will ask ques-
tions after you have completed the entire panel.

Who is going to proceed next?
Mr. SANCHEZ. Congressman, that's the basic presentation of the

chamber. Mr. Guerrero and I are simply here to assist.
Delegate BLAz. You don't have a statement of your own, then?
Mr. SANCHEZ. No, Congressman, no statement of my own. I just

found out last night that this morning I will be a tax expert, so I
do not have a prepared statement with me, but I would like to
bring up a couple of things, if I may.

Delegate BiLAz. if you would. Just bear in mind that the reporter
has to listen carefully, so please speak loudly, so he can hear you.

Mr. GUERRERO. Oh, I'm sorry. I would like to make a couple of
statements, if I may.

Delegate BLAz. Please.

TESTIMONY OF JESUS S. LEON GUERRERO, PRESIDENT AND
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, BANK OF GUAM

Mr. GUERRERO. One of them really is of personal interest, be-
cause it has something to do with the Bank of Guam, the bank that
I represent.

There is a provision in the Internal Revenue Code, section 82e,'
which provides that possession banks, meaning the bank owned by
the territory, chartered in the territory of Guam, are subject to
Federal taxes on interest earned from Government securities. That,
I think, is a very discriminatory section of the law, because the
Bank of Guam, for example, is the only corporation in Guam that's
paying taxes to the Federal Government.

I think the reason why that provision came into existence was
merely a mistake, an oversight on the part of Congress, when years
ago, they amended the IRS provision regarding 30 percent with-
holding taxes on corporations doing business in Guam, and some-
where, somehow, because there was no Bank of Guam back in
those days, they overlooked that, and those provisions were never
eliminated.

I am supporting the delinkage approach, because it will take care
of that particular provision. I'm not just supporting it for that
reason alone. I think it good that Guam should administer and op-
erate its own tax system.

The other point that I would like to raise is the need for using
our tax capability as an incentive to bring in more capital or to
induce investment in the territory of Guam.

Earlier, the question was raised concerning competition-capital
competition in the capital markets in Asia. There is a strong com-
petition for capital in that part of the world, and that is why the
linkage, having the flexibility of Guam enacting or amending the
Internal Revenue Code is appropriate; so that we will be able to
meet any competitive situation when it comes to taxation against
or with any country in Asia. I think that is important, because we
have to be competitive in the capital money market in Asia. I
would like to make sure that whatever the outcome of the delink-
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Mr. SANCHEZ. It is one of the core differences. Under the U.S.
Constitution, the only section having to do with territories, article
IV, you, the Congress, handle the territories. It was envisioned
back then that all territories would eventually become a State and
then they would become part of a State-Federal relationship. That
has never happened.

Therefore, Congress has been very inconsistent in the adminis-
tration of the laws, has been very inconsistent in territories that
have- not become States, such as ourselves and Puerto Rico and
Samoa.

Senator SYMMs. If in fact a Guam citizen moves, say, to Califor-
nia, they can then register to vote there after they have lived
there--

Mr. SANCHEZ. You would lose your voting rights on Guam.
Senator SYMMS. OK. Well, let me ask a couple of questions with

respect to-and thank you for that answer, just for my own educa-
tion.

Ms. Baza, could Guam's adoption of a tax code different from the
Internal Revenue Code prove to be a disincentive for companies
looking to invest in Guam who may be more familiar with the In-
ternal Revenue Code?

And if either one of the two gentlemen want to comment on it, I
would welcome their comments.

Ms. BAZA. If an investor feels very comfortable with the Internal
Revenue Code and chooses to live with that code, then my answer
to your question is "yes."

However, what we are looking for in the way of an appropriate
income tax code for Guam is one which would offer the types of tax
incentives which would make us a viable location for investment;
and remove the administrative burden and the unnecessary paper-
work, and all the administrative matters pertaining to the Internal
Revenue Code that may conceivably not be the case with respect to
an appropriate income tax system for Guam.

Senator SYMMs. Mr. Sanchez.
Mr. SANCHEZ. Mr. Chairman, the basic consensus now of the

chamber is that we want to freeze the code prior to Reagan II and
the work that you are doing right now in order to keep it revenue
neutral, No. 1.

No. 2, there is a vast body of legal and administrative precedents
based on the administration of the IRS in Guam, and we don't
want to throw that out the window. It would discourage investment
to U.S. companies that would have to then educate themselves on a
code that might be different than currently exists at the Federal
level.

But we also want to be a little more progressive and innovative
someday down the road-and we suggest there be a joint commis-
sion of the Federal and the local Government so that we together
start to think about how can we encourage American companies to
come to Guam and invest in trade with Asia while not discouraging
Asians or particular U.S. companies doing business in Asia that
now would like to come back to a U.S. base such as Guam. We
must recognize that Guam is much closer to Asia and must com-
pete to attract investment there at a far different level than main-
land States have to compete.
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So the idea is just to be a little more innovative in recognizing
Guam's unique position on that side of the planet, not to discour-
age U.S. companies to come to Guam because they have a code that
they are going to be unfamiliar with; have this joint commission to
educate both sides and design a tax code that keeps us part of the
American system but recognizes that this little paft of America is 3
hours away from Asia.

Senator SYMMS. Well, Mr. Guerrero, I just came back in the
room and you were making some comment about oversight in the
Tax Code with respect to interest on-was it Treasury bills? Maybe
I didn't understand.

Please edify me on that again.
Mr. GUERRERO. There is a section IRS, section 82(e), which pro-

vides that possession banks would have to pay a Federal tax--
Senator SYMMS. Possession banks?
Mr. GUERRERO. Yes; possession banks would have to pay Federal

taxes on interest from Federal securities-U.S. Government securi-
ties.

Senator SYMMS. So that puts you at a disadvantage competing
against a bank, say, in Los Angeles?

Mr. GUERRERO. Yes.
Senator SYMMS. Can they put a branch office out there and com-

pete against you?
Mr. GUERRERO. If I put a branch office out here, that branch

office will be paying Federal taxes and State taxes and everything
else because it is located in the United States.

Senator SYMMs. So you do have several banks in Guam now?
Mr. GUERRERO. Yes.
Senator SYMMs. Local?
Mr. GUERRERO. We have American banks. We are the only local

bank, so we are the only one that is affected by that.
Senator SYMMS. So you have one arm behind your back in your

competition there?
Mr. GUERRERO. That is correct.
Senator SYMMs. I see; well, that is a very interesting point. We

will have to obviously look at that carefully.
Ms. Baza, I take it from your testimony-from all three of you-

that you all three support, then, delinkage from the current mirror
tax system?

Ms. BAZA. That is correct.
Mr. GUERRERO. Correct.
Senator SYMMS. And you all agree with that. OK.
And the President's tax proposal also includes the elimination of

section 936 corporations.
Are there any business corporations taking advantage of 936 now

or businesses?
Ms. BAZA. Yes.
Senator SYMMs. I think somebody mentioned it would be very

harmful, or what would happen?
Ms. BAZA. There are two, or possibly three at the most, compa-

nies participating under section 936. Guam has not taken full ad-
vantage of the tax incentives being offered under 936. I believe at
present of the three, none of them are active with respect to this
particular position.
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Mr. SANCHEZ. Maybe this is a copout, but I wculdn't change thelaws. I would change the perceptions that currently exist here inWashington about their U.S. territories,, to recognize that theyshould be an asset to the country, that they are Americans outthere that are not full Americans and would dearly love to be insome form that is fair, and that it's time for Washington to start tolook at Guam in particular in a far different way than it has forthe last 30 years.
Delegate BuAz. That's one.
Mr. SANCHEZ. Change the perceptions and the laws will come.Delegate BLAz. Eloise.
Ms. BAZA. I think the single most important thing that Guam re-quires for economic growth is for Guam to be given the opportunityto identify and select what industries it wants located there, indus-tries which would provide the kinds of jobs for which the people ofGuam are looking for, and in order to attract those jobs to Guamwe must have an attractive income tax package.
Delegate BLAZ. How about you, Mr. Guerrero?
Mr. GUERRERO. I think I will say one is clearer and more defini-tive U.S. policy regarding Guam's economic development and therecognition of certain impediments, changing those impediments oreliminating them.
No. 2 is a closer and more permanent political relationship be-tween Guam and the United States.
Delegate BLAz. How close do you want to get?
Mr. GUERRERO. Closer than we are right now. We are too farapart now. I would like to make one more additional statement if Imay, if it's all right with you.
I have been thinking about our neighbors, the Commonwealth ofthe Northern Marianas, FSN, and the Marshall Islands. The com-pact of free association is before Congress. I think we have to bevery, very careful. when we talk about taxes vis-a-vis the kind oftaxing powers and taxing authority that they may have versuswhat we have in Guam, so that it would eliminate any undue com-petition in taxes in the islands located in that part of the world.As I understand, the compact provision includes a tax sectionthat states that any U.S. citizen who stays 183 days in those is-lands does not even have to file an income tax return to the UnitedStates.
Senator SYMMs. Aren't those other islands?
Mr. GUERRERO. Yes.
Senator SYMMs. But that's not true on Guam, so that puts you ata disadvantage on them also.
Mr. GUERRERO. Well, in Guam, at this point, any United Statescitizen staying in Guam doesn't pay any income tax in the UnitedStates, but pays income taxes in Guam. But we do have an incometax in Guam and, at this point, there are no income taxes in thoseother islands. What if they would enact their own income tax lateron, or something else?
Senator SYMMs. Just as a point of interest on my part, has thereever been an attempt made by Guam's citizens to become another,like another county in California, or Oregon, or Washington, to tiein, or Hawaii, let's say, instead of trying to go for statehood, just
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become another congressional district or something and try to get
the ability to vote and be part of the State's jurisdiction?

Delegate BLAz. You're getting warmer and warmer. Look at all
those--

Mr. GUERRERO. I remember a discussion years ago, but it didn't
even get to first base. People just abandoned it because of cultural
differences perhaps and the fact that we would like to run our af-
fairs in Guam as much as we could, too.

I think falling under Hawaii as a county would not give us the
identity.

Senator SYMMS. What is it? About 2,000 miles from Hawaii?
Mr. GUERRERO. 4,000 miles.
Senator SYMMS. How far from Tokyo?
Mr. GUERRERO. 1,500 miles.
Senator SYMMS. And how far from Manila?
Mr. GUERRERO. About 1,500.
Senator SYMMs. How far from Kwajalein?
Mr. GUERRERO. Kwajalein I think is about another 1,000 to 1,200.

About 1,200 miles.
Senator SYMMs. There's a lot of space out there, isn't there?
Mr. GUERRERO. It's a big area; from the Northern Marianas all

the way up to the Marshall Islands encompasses about 3 million
square miles of area, mostly water, of course.

Senator SYMMs. Well, one of my concerns is I talked to my broth-
er about this and I have a brother at home that majored in politi-
cal science and he runs our family orchard. I majored in horticul-
ture and I'm here. [Laughter.]

But he always maintains we have made a terrible mistake in the
Pacific, particularly with the Philippines, that we didn't get the

Philippines in some kind of a much closer arrangement after
having had two wars out there in this century, at the turn of the
century and then the other one in World War II, that now we still
have the problem and had we either made it a territorial statehood
or something that the security would certainly be stronger at this
point, and there wouldn't be any of these questions that are now
coming up.

So I think you have, I would say as one Member of the Congress,
that those of you from Guam do have a case and I think that Dele-
gate Blaz makes it very well that, from a security standpoint of
people living in the United States, we need that Pacific region to

be friendly to us and not to end up being another base for the
Soviet Navy in the Pacific.

I think there is a good reason why it would be in everybody's
best interests to develop a more private sector activity out there to
tie the United States and Guam closer together through commer-
cial ties and the cultural thing and the security thing would come
along with it.

Do you have any more questions of this panel before bringing the
next panel up?

Delegate BLAZ. I have one more question, please, and that is, al-

though this is not a political status hearing here and we certainly
don't want to turn it into that, we cannot ignore the fact that the
backdrop of all this discussion here is the fact that we are pursuing
a commonwealth status.



that we can become America's shining example of democracy andthe free market in action in the Western Pacific.Thank you for allowing me to appear before this distinguishedcommittee today, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you for a very excellent statement, Mr.Cruz.
Mr. Howard Ladd, the senior vice president, Triad America Serv-ices Corp.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD D. LADD, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,TRIAD AMERICA SERVICES CORP.
Mr. LADD. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I would like to expressmy appreciation to you and the Joint Economic Committee forholding these hearings on the strategic business role Guam canplay in America's economic challenge in Asia. I believe Guam canplay an important strategic role in improving America's trade pres-ence in Asia. My comments this morning will be directed towardhow I think this can be accomplished through the strengthening ofGuam's local private sector.

Representing Triad America Services Corp., we are one of aseries of companies owned by Triad America, who are presently inthe business of hospitality and resort development, oil refinery op-erations, real estate and infrastructure development, and the serv-ices activity which is primarily operations and maintenance.Our experience leads us to agree with President Reagan's state-ments that greater participation from the private sector and con-tracting generates numerous benefits.It would appear that the keynote to the President's privatesector initiative program is the formation of strong partnershipsbetween the private sector and the government with local initiativeas the key to success. The President has stated that the leadershipof local officials, the initiative of the men and women in the busi-ness community and most important, the unsurpassed talents ofthe American worker can produce the maximum benefit for everydollar we spend.
In no place is privatization more appropriate than in the U.S.-flag territories. Historically, the flag territories have relied uponlarge government infrastructure to meet the needs and require-ments of growing populations. The business communities havebeen, by and large, small and fragile, often lacking necessary work-ing capital, management skills, and technical expertise.Recently, this has been changing, and the flag territories busi-ness sectors have been gaining strength and momentum. Workingcapital has been developing and technical expertise is emerging.This marked improvement in capability has primarily been self-generated with only modest assistance provided by the TerritorialGovernments.

In mid-1984, the Department of Interior, under the leadership ofRichard Montoya, Assistant Secretary for Territorial and Interna-tional Affairs, launched an impressive effort toward territorial pri-vatization. The U.S.-flag territories in the Pacific, namely, Ameri-can Samoa, Guam, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mari-anas, received a visit from a large delegation of Government offi-
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cials and mainland businessmen. The delegation spent nearly 3

weeks in the three territories, delivering the privatization message,

conducting panel workshops, and meeting privately with local busi-

nessmen.
Inertia had been overcome. And Secretary Montoya got the ball

rolling and there were all the elements present that make for

progress. There was a lot of controversy, some enthusiasm, a lot of

motivation, and significant concern.
Where motivation is present and assistance is available, positive

actions can begin to occur. In American Somoa, the local govern-

ment embraced the merits of privatization. The Department of In-

terior pitched in with some guidance and assistance, while the Ter-

ritorial Government remained receptive and cooperative.
Results-two government functions were privatized; one large,

one small. The larger of the two projects-the marine railway-

was spun off to an off-island firm, new capital was applied, facility

improvements are being made, and operational capability is being

enhanced. The results are positive, as the tuna fishing fleet now

can receive or will soon receive maintenance support locally, as op-

posed to long voyages back to mainland maintenance centers. A

smaller project-a dairy operation-is now in the hands of a local

operator.
American Samoa is relatively small when compared with Guam.

Land mass, population size, services, complexity, the presence of

military installations, all combine to make Guam a more challeng-

ing opportunity for privatization. Privatization, however, should

occur for the right reasons, not merely for the sake of transferring

responsibilities from one sector to the other. The Government

should divest itself of only those functions that can be performed

by the private sector more efficiently and at a lower cost.

What are the logical candidates for privatization? Which func-

tions are not appropriate for Government and which can be best

handled by the private sector, and what is the private sector's ca-

pability? Are there private sector entities capable of assuming the

responsibility to deliver services currently being provided by the

Government? There is no easy yes or no answer to these questions.

The answers will emerge only after some very logical steps are

taken.
We subscribe to certain steps that must be taken if privatization

is to have a meaning and become a reality.
Step one; there must be organization. A brokerage device must

be created to bring the Government and the private sector together

to plan and effect a smooth transition from Government to the pri-

vate sector. An agenda for deprivatization must be developed. A

competitive process must be designed and applied to insure a fair

and equitable distribution of those functions the Government is to

divest itself of.
A partnership must be formed, the Government must want to

divest and the private sector must be worthy of the opportunity.

Privatization should primarily benefit local existing businesses.

Only in those cases where there is not existing capacity should out-

side businesses be brought in. Above all, dialog must center upon

job training and placement for those Government workers dis-
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HOWARD D. LADD

Good morning Mr. Chairman. My name is Howard Ladd. I would liketo express my appreciation to you and the Joint Economic Committee for holdingthese hearings on Guam's strategic business role in America's economic challengein Asia. I believe Guam can play an important strategic role in improvingAmerica's balance of trade in Asia. My comments this morning will be directedtowards how this can be accomplished through the strengthening of Guam'slocal private sector.

First, let me introduce myself and my company. I am Senior VicePresident of Triad America Services Corporation, or TASC. TASC is a multi-faceted services organization capable of providing logistic systems supportanywhere in the world. TASC provides such support services as facility manage-ment, operation and maintenance, telecommunications, industrial security,procurement and supply and management consulting. Collectively, TASC's seniormanagement have had over 50 years experience in Micronesia. A subtantialamount of this experience has been in partnership with governments for theprovision of goods and services through privatization.

Our experience leads us to agree with President Reagan's statementsthat greater participation from the private sector in government contractinggenerates numerous benefits. To mention but two, it:

* strengthens both traditional industries and those utilizingthe latest breakthroughs in high technology;

* creates new jobs which significantly expand the tax base offederal, state and local governments.

The key note to the President's Private Sector Initiative Programis the formation of strong partnerships between the private sector and thegovernment with local initiative as the key to success. The President hasstated, "the leadership of local officials, the initiative of the men andwomen in the business community, and, most important, the unsurpassed talentsof the American worker can produce the maximum benefit for every . . . dollarwe spend."

The concept embedded in the President's Private Sector InitiativeProgram should not be confined to the U.S. federal government. We believethis concept applies equally to state, county, municipal and, of course,territorial governments as well. In some quarters the initiative is calledprivatization, while in others contracting out is used to describe the concept.
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It is no longer a matter of if; it is more a question of at what

speed and pace will the private sector form sound working relationships in

partnership with government entities to begin performing work more suitable

to, and for, the private sector.

In no place is privatization more appropriate than in the U.S.

Flag Territories. Historically, the Flag Territories have relied upon large

government infrastructures to meet the needs and requirements of its growing

populations. The business communities have been small and fragile often

lacking in necessary working capital, management skills and technical expertise.

Recently, this has been changing and the Flag Territories' business sectors

have been gaining strength and momentum, working capital has been developing,

and technical expertise is emerging. This marked improvement in capability

has primarily been self-generated with only modest assistance provided by

the territorial governments.

In mid-1984, the Department of Interior under the leadership of

Richard Montoya, Assistant Secretary for Territorial and International Affairs,

launched an impressive effort towards territorial privatization. The U.S.

Flag Territories in the Pacific, namely American Samoa, Guam and the Commonwealth

of the Northern Marianas, received a visit from a large delegation of government

officials and mainland businessmen. The delegation spent nearly three weeks

in the three territories delivering the privatization message, conducting

panel workshops, and meeting privately with local businessmen. Inertia had

been overcome. Secretary Montoya got the ball rolling and there were all the

elements present that make for progress: controversy, enthusiasm, motivation

and concern.

Where motivation is present and assistance is available, positive

actions can begin to occur. In American Samoa, the local government embraced

the merits of privatization. The Department of Interior pitched in with some

guidance and assistance while the territorial government remained receptive

and cooperative. Results: two government functions were privatized; one

large, one small. The larger of the two projects -- the marine railway --

was spun off to an off-island firm, new capital was applied, facility improve-

ments were made and operational capability enhanced. The results are postive

as the tuna fishing fleet can now receive maintenance support locally as

opposed to long voyages back to mainland maintenance centers. The smaller

project -- a dairy operation -- is now in the hands of a local operator.

American Samoa is relatively small when compared with Guam. Land

mass, population size, services complexity, the presence of military installa-

tions all combine to make Guam a more challenging opportunity for privatization.

Privatization, however, should occur for the right reasons, not merely for

the sake of transferring responsibilities from one sector to the other. The

government should divest itself of only those functions that can be performed

by the private sector more efficiently and at a lower cost. What are the

logical candidates for privatization? Which functions are not appropriate

for government and which can best be handled by the private sector? What is
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Senator SYMMS. Thank's very much for an excellent statementand I am most interested in your remarks. I might just say wehave held about six hearings on this subcommittee on the subjectof privatization with respect to some of the findings of the GraceCommission, you know, approaching the entire question and focus-ing on some of those things which are done in a very expensivefashion, which might be done much more efficiently, more produc-tively and, in many cases, provide better services for the constitu-encies that those public entities provide, and I think this might bean opportunity for us not only to do good in Guam but also be anexample for what might be done elsewhere.
Mr. Jesus Leon Guerrero, Delegate Blaz tells me you are one ofthe most distinguished citizens in Guam, and I guess it must betrue because you're on the panel twice this morning, so we'll hearfrom you again and we welcome you here again.
Mr. GURRERO. I don't know if it's because of my distinguished po-sition that I happen to be on two panels or whether I'm a fill-in foranybody that's not here, you know, switching me around from onepanel to the other.
Senator SYMMS. Go right ahead, please.

STATEMENT OF JESUS S. LEON GUERRERO, PRESIDENT AND
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, BANK OF GUAM

Mr. GUERRERO. Mr. Chairman, Delegate Blaz, members of theJoint Economic Committee, it is certainly an honor to be able toaddress the members of this esteemed committee. During my pres-entation, I shall be generally covering the various topics of discus-sion prepared by the Guam Chamber of Commerce. However, theseparticular topics and issues will be more thoroughly covered by therest of the chamber delegation.
Therefore, I feel that the introductory portion of this presenta-tion must conceivably include a brief but thorough history of theeconomic development of Guam throughout the years culminatingin our present economic situation and political status. This will,consequently, enable the participants to completely understand thevarious periods of development and the actual purpose of this hear-ing.
The economy of Guam has undergone many changes since it wasdiscovered in 1521 and it became a territory of Spain. Our peoplein the early days were self-supporting. They had all the skills nec-essary to supply all our people with the basic necessities of life.Food, clothing, and shelter were produced from the land. Distribu-tion of goods was under a barter system. The population was ap-proximately 25,000 inhabitants, ceded to the United States in 1898under the treaty of Paris, which made us U.S. nationals.
The first banking system and the real circulation of money asthe medium of exchange was established in 1915 by a proclamationsigned by Governor Maxwell. The Bank of Guam, solely owned bythe naval government, came into existence with an initial capitalof $15,000. The economy remained basically agriculture, fishing,and government employment.
World War II brought Guam's development to a complete halt.The Bank of Guam was closed and yen was used as the medium of
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exchange. The people had very little use for money since farming
and fishing were our subsistence.

The end of World War II was the turning point in the develop-
ment of Guam. Millions of dollars were poured into the island for
reconstruction. The Bank of Guam was reestablished and subse-
quently sold to Bank of America in 1950. War claims were paid to
the people in excess of $8 million. The military spent millions of
dollars for defense and offensive military installations and Con-
gress appropriated $6 million for the reconstruction of Guam's vil-
lages.

Prewar taxes were put back into effect and prewar merchants
were put back in business through Government subsidies. Jobs
were plentiful and salaries were good. Other developments followed
until the enactment of the Guam Organic Act in 1950 which afford-
ed U.S. citizenship to all Guam inhabitants. Income tax, Govern-
ment expenditures and other forms of taxation became our major
financing.

Our economy shifted from an agriculture to a monetary econo-
my. The largest employers were the military and the Government
of Guam. Dependence on a government economy was not ideal, so
we began planning for an expansion to the private sector. We
wanted to be as self-sustaining as possible. There were, of course,
several inhibiting factors toward economic development during this
period, such as, the requirement of a military security clearance
before anyone could enter Guam, including U.S. citizens, inad-
equate infrastructure, lack of capital, lack of know-how, and the
lack of natural resources. In essence, Guam was completely un-
known in the world of commerce.

The economic base continued to be the military and the Federal
Government until the huge typhoon; namely, typhoon Karen, dev-
astated the island in 1962 and practically destroyed all World War
II buildings. The road toward a massive rebuilding then com-
menced. The Federal Government provided approximately $50 mil-
lion in loans and grants in the quest for the rebuilding and devel-
opment of Guam. Home construction financed by FHA and other
Federal programs became a big industry. Rebuilding centered on
permanent infrastructure and more lasting endeavors.

Another monumental decision toward the road to development
came in 1962 with the lifting of the Navy security clearance which
afforded Guam with free travel access. Enter tourism-this inevita-
bly led to the inaugural Pan American flight between Guam and
Japan thereby opening up the tourism industry. The Guam Tour-
ism Commission was established during this period which was the
predecessor to the Guam Visitors Bureau. Today, Guam brings in
approximately 350,000 tourists annually, representing an inflow of
funds to Guam in the neighborhood of $200 million.

The Guam Economic Development Authority came to being as
the catalyst for the economic development of Guam. This autono-
mous agency was empowered among other things, to borrow, to re-
ceive and develop Government land, to grant and/or guarantee
loans, and to grant tax incentives. Over a 5-year period, GEDA
brought in over $250,000,000 of capital to Guam.

Hotels began springing up which presently form what we have
come to know as "Hotel Row" in Tumon Bay. Airlines began look-
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Mr. GUERRERO. Most of the hotels at this time are owned by Jap-anese, but there are some American hotels, like the Hilton, PacificIsland Corp., but mostly Japanese.
Senator SYMMs. But they do contribute of course to the propertytax base.
Mr. GUERRERO. Yes. I think the figure I mentioned was forGuam's share we. bring in approximately $200 million a year.Senator SYMMs. Well, the Finance Committee is concerned, as Imentioned at the outset, about taxation in the Pacific region. Andthere are some features of the Tax Code in the Micronesian Com-pact that have been mentioned here at this table.You mentioned, I think at the last panel and others have. I thinksome of you might be pleased to know that Chairman Packwoodhas been very concerned about that and is very interested in thatand of course, as I mentioned at the outset, that's one of the rea-sons we are having this hearing, so this information can becomemore fully understood by more of us in the Congress.I do want to ask some questions of each of the witnesses and Iguess since I have Mr. Guerrero here, I'll just go ahead with you asformer chairman of the Bank of Guam-chairman of the board ofthe Guam Economic Development Authority, excuse me-do youthink Congress should allow or encourage further type similar in-vestment incentive programs for Guam?

Mr. GUERRERO. The Guam Economic Development Authority pro-grams?
Senator SYMMS. Yes. Do you think we should continue to pursuethat, or should we pursue a different avenue for investment?Mr. GUERRERO. I think we should continue to pursue it because ithas been successful in the past and I think it would continue tobring capital into the territory of Guam.
Senator SYMMS. Mr. Cruz or Mr. Ladd, do you have any com-ments on that?
Mr. LADD. I don't think I'm qualified.
Senator SYMMs. OK.
Mr. Guerrero, as a banker, you already mentioned there shouldbe some changes in Federal banking laws, so the local bank inGuam would be treated equally with the branch banks that comein.
But are there any other further changes which you would-arethere any banking laws that you would further encourage changesin to encourage private investments in Guam, if any?Mr. GUERRERO. I cannot think of anything at the moment. Guamreally is under the U.S. banking laws at this point. I mean, the Na-tional Bank Act is applicable to the territory of Guam and it hasworked very well, as far as the banking industry is concerned, andI know, at the time the Commonwealth was being drafted, thequestion came up and the banking community got together, and wedid not come up with any specific area at this point that wouldhave to be changed, as far as the tax is concerned, other than whatI had mentioned before.

Senator SYMMS. Mr. Guerrero, I know that you are the Presiden-tially appointed adviser to the Secretary of the Army, but whatimpact do you see of the U.S. military having on Guam's futureeconomic development?
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Mr. GUERRERO. I think the military will continue to have a posi-

tive impact in the future development of Guam. Guam and the

military have a very close relationship, as far as I can remember,
since the U.S. took over Guam from Spain back in 1898, and it has

been administered by the U.S. military since that time, and we

have a very close relationship with the military,' and I think that

relationship would continue, and I think that relationship should
be fostered.

One of the things that we have been very happy about is that

Guam is one area where the U.S. military presence has never been

questioned by the population. We have never demonstrated against
the U.S. military, because of the years of relationship and the im-

portance of the military to us in the territory of Guam.
Senator SYMMS. Were you there when the 3d Marine Division

and the 77th Infantry Division liberated Guam?
Mr. GUERRERO. Yes, I was there too. I was there with Ben Blaz,

but he was with another division. I was with another one. We

didn't cross paths, but we were both in Guam.
Senator SYMMS. That must have been a rather difficult time with

all that activity going on.
Mr. GUERRERO. It was a difficult time, but it had its happy mo-

ments at times.
Senator SYMMs. Mr. Ladd, you talk about privatization. What

should Congress do to make Guam a more attractive location for

companies that are pursuing privatization of traditional Govern-
ment services?

Mr. LADD. Well, I think Mr. Sanchez indicated some incentives

should be considered for those companies willing to come and bring

jobs, create jobs and establish residence and domicile themselves in

Guam. We have had a long, long partnership with Government. We

realize that it has to be a softened environment, you know, to pro-

vide incentives and to attract risk capital.
At this particular point, in many instances, Guam represents an

opportunity for aggressive capital to come to work, unless there's a

total atmosphere created that will allow more conservative ap-

proaches and more conservative companies to come in and make a

more consistent investment and residence. It is only 3 hours from

the markets. There are--
Senator SYMMS. How many hours?
Mr. LADD. I understand it is 3 hours to the bulk of the Asian

market. One might consider a reverse headnote 3a approach here

against some of those Japanese interests that are running hotels to

talk to their Government about some United States companies that

might be able to domicile themselves in Guam in exchange for get-

ting their product in by way of port release or tariffs.
Senator SYMMs. Now your business is in providing some of the

services that government might provide; is that correct?
Mr. LADD. Yes.
Senator Symms. Is there any problem there of-what kind of reg-

ulation is necessary, if any, to be sure that some operators
wouldn't, at some time, you know, that they meet a performance
cost, because it would be kind of a small monopoly in a way.

Is there any problem with that, that has come up?
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other island territories-American Samoa, Kwajalein, the VirginIslands-is there a definite disadvantage-we passed a CaribbeanBasin Initiative last year. Has that worked directly negativeagainst Guam?
Mr. GUERRERO. Not that I can see at this point, but I think weshould have the same type of initiative.
Senator SYMMs. That's what I'm getting at. Is the potential therefor a disadvantage that could work against your economic develop-ment in Guam? Have we done something here that needs to befixed and the Tax Code is what I'm saying? Mr. Cruz?Mr. CRUZ. Mr. Chairman, I believe the Caribbean Basin Initiativealso makes allowances for possessions such as Guam to take advan-tage of those concessions. It does include Guam as a qualifying lo-cation.

Senator SYMMS. Congressman Blaz.
Delegate BLAz. I just can't let that comment on the statehood goby without asking you a question, Mr. Guerrero. As you know, lastyear there was a referendum and the people of Guam by an over-whelming vote--
Mr. GUERRERO. 1982, Congressman Blaz.
Delegate BLAz [continuing]. Opted for a commonwealth and inthe meantime the Commission on Self-Determination has been veryactively drafting the document for such a political status with theUnited States.
Now here you come and you tell us all the good things aboutstatehood and obviously you feel very strongly about it. Are yousuggesting that we ought to regroup and go back or are you justmaking a comment for the record that you do not agree with whatthe majority of the people of Guam have opted for?Mr. GUERRERO. I understand it's a difficult situation because thepeople of Guam in 1982 have voted for commonwealth; If you re-member correctly, at that time, when we voted for commonwealth,statehood was also on the ballot and we had two plebiscites, if I re-member correctly, on the same issue. The first one was around1978 and I think statehood in 1978 got only about 5 percent.In 1982 it went 20-25 percent, so you can see an interest in thestatehood just during the 4-year period that took place back inthose days.

Now, as far as the law that was enacted by the Guam Legisla-ture, it mandates the Commission on Self-Determination to comeup with a draft for a commonwealth. But the way I am looking atit, I know that was the decision of the people and I know we're pur-suing that area. But that does not exclude any other possibilities.We feel it is better at this point to pursue something else that youcontinue on with commonwealth.
It's a difficult question. I don't know how you got around it. I'mjust merely expressing what I feel about it and I think that com-monwealth is not really what we need at this point. I think at thispoint what we have to do is to go after statehood. And I know it'snot easy. I know it's going to take time. People are going to ridiculeit; people are going to laugh at it. That was how Hawaii startedback in the early fifties.
Nobody ever thought that Hawaii would ever become a State,until, you know, one day in 1959, they got it. And there's no differ-
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ence, like I said, between Hawaii and Guam. There's no difference.
Distance is the only difference, and I think Guam is ready at this
point to start pursuing it, at least, you know. How you go around
the law I don't know, but if you go with a plebiscite today I will bet
you-and incidentally back in those days the people were being dis-
couraged not to vote for statehood because it's impossible, its an
impossibility, forget it, you know, it's too far away from us, we'll
never get there.

That's what was going around in the community. So vote for the
next thing that's possible-commonwealth. That's how the people
voted for commonwealth. But, if you go on a plebiscite today, I bet
you that commonwealth-I mean statehood would lead the number
of votes.

Delegate BLAz. I'm assuming, sir, that your views are the person-
al views of the chairman of the board and not the chamber of com-
merce?

Mr. GUERRERO. That is my personal view as I reemphasized that
a number of times when I was making my statement. But it's very,
very sincere feeling, a sincere expression on my part.

Senator SYMMS. Well, thank you very much, all of the witnesses
that came so far, and I know this afternoon this hearing is going to
continue on and we are holding these hearings as I said at the
outset, as a request from Delegate Blaz, who represents Guam so
ably here in Congress, and he brought to our attention-to my at-
tention particularly-some of these issues, and I think a lot of you
have answered a lot of questions that have developed I think for
our record. Some good thoughts.

I don't know whether we have all of the answers now, but I don't
think we have to have all of them. We have to see what the prob-
lem is and if we can understand the problem, then I think in some
of the territories, economic development in the territories, which is
a laudable goal for all of us, we can hopefully move forward and
who knows what the future holds? You may certainly end up being
correct. I don't know what the future holds or how Congress will
look upon that at a certain time in the future, but I do know that
it's in the best interest of all citizens of the United States, includ-
ing those on Guam, to have a very close tie and to have a very
strong and viable economy.

I think if there's a possibility there that you could make a contri-
bution on the trade balance by providing services to the Pacific
rim, to provide a tourist mecca or some other kinds of highly
trained and skilled people that can go do certain service jobs or
manufacture things, that that's in all our best interests. And so I
will see that this information is presented at the proper time to the
chairman of the Finance Committee, who has already been looking
at the entire Micronesian Compact and is in the process of trying
to make some corrections, so I welcome your input on that, too, at
any future date.

Congressman, if you have no further comments we will stand in
recess until 2 p.m., this afternoon, and then will meet in room
2203, Rayburn House Office Building. The Subcommittee on Trade,
Productivity, and Economic Growth will reconvene in room 2203,
Rayburn House Office Building.

And so do you have any closing comment?
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1984-1985 TEXTILE HIGHLIGHTS: GUAM

The following Is a listing of garment firns that have revIewed the possibility
of locating their textile manufacturing operations In Guam:

1. Inter Asia Garment Corporation, Philippines
2. CosTopolltan Enterprises, Hongkong
3. Dominic Corporation, Taiwan
4. Taiwan Eugene Merchandise International, Taiwan
5. Kansdar Fashions, Inc., Philippines
6. Tak Sing Alliance Limited, Hongkong
7. See Sun Trading, Ltd., New York
8. Bonanza Industries, Ltd., Hongkong

10. Wong's Handicraft Co., Hongkong
11. Gloria Weaving and Knitting Factory, Hongkong
12. Bagutta GarmenL Limited, Hongkong
13. United Management Corporation, Guam
14. Fascho, Marufacturer and Trading, Guam
15. Tweeds Gentlemen's Togs, U.S.
16. Aillied Stores International, Inc., U.S. _
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SL4fARY

A total of 16 gormrent firms have expressed strong interest In establishing a

garment plant on Guam during the period 1984-1985.

The Island's only textile firm Is a pioneering entity, currently empioying

250-275 garment workers, with plans to iCplieent substantial expansion projects:

the first phase wolid require an additional 75-100 garment workers; the second

phase Involves a -!lot progra desigr.cd to manufacture other 1 nes of apparel

item, requiring an additional 100 ganrent workers. in terms of e&pioyment

generation, a total of 500 garment workers would be required. Also, these

expansion phases will require that an additional 111,000 sq. ft. of factory

space be added to the current plant size of 40,000 sq. ft. ,urther, equipment

I vestment and plant fixtures will also be needed. Such investment

considerations afford the opportunity for Guan to develop and utilize local

resources to support an Industry that can properly and Independently operate of

Its own accord. This type of Industry would lend positive benefits to Guam's

fledgling econany.

There Is presently a, proposal for another garment manufacturer to set up

business In Guan, over' a five year period, that will result In sore 500 Jobs for

local people. The projection Is that the coapany will generate S220M by the end

of the fifth year with an annual payroll of S4.7M.
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While I was dictating this letter an idea came to my mind and that Isour thoughts have always been to manufacture products in Guam. buying rawmaterials from Asia exporting the finished products to the U.S. Perhaps areverse of the situation should be considered whereby U.S. companies wouldlocate in Guam using U.S. materials to manufacture the products in Guamexporting such products to the Asian countries. I am sure there areadvantages and disadvantages involved but it will be an interesting project.It should be explored. It would help us in the reduction of the imbalance oftrade as well as the reduction of the national deficit.

I hope that the' above information can be of some assistance to you.If you need further information, kindly let us know.

of the Board
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STATEMENT OF HoN. JOSEPH T. ADA, SENATOR, GUAM LEGISLATURE

TESTIMIONt BFOt JOINT COtUtIC COMMlTTEE

U.S. CONGRESS

It is indeed an honor and privilege to address the tiret-ever Joint

Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress that will be examining ways to spur

economic growth and prosperity for the U.S. Territory of Guam. It is encouraging

to know that federal policy-makers at its highest level are providing this forum

to the people of this American soil so that together we can begin to tackle

some of the constraints that have been hindering our island's overall develop-

ment. For only then can Guam reach her goal of economic self-sufficiancy and

realize her potential as America's hub of economic activity in the Western

Pacific region.

In order for real progress towards a viable economy to occur on Guam,

several things must happens the specific federal constraints which inhibit

our development must be eliminated, giving special consideration to the

altogether unique situation faced by a tiny island thousands of miles from the

U.S. mainland, and the current relationship between the federal and territorial

governments must be re-defined and specified so that a consistent procedure is

adopted in terms of legislation that affects Guam.

Extraordinary situations, such as the one that Guam now finds itself

in, at times require extraordinary Interpositions. This Joint Economic Cosaittee

Is such an extraordinary Interposition on behalf of the people of Guam.

Overcoming these economic development constraints. which originate

primarily due to federal legtslation or regulations or due to Guam's anomalous

political status, will go a long way in attaining Guas's journey to self-

reliance and her expansion of its economic base.

The most immediate of Guam's needs is the release of excess federal

land for economic development.

Between November 21-23, 1949, the Subcommittee on Public Lands of the

U.S. House of Representatives conducted public hearings on the Organic Act of Cum.
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economic plans that have been hampered by federal trade restrictions. Currently
Guam and other Insular possession, operating under leadoote 3(s) of the United
States Tariffs Schedule, can export thos products manufactured in Guam to the
U.S. and its Customs Territory. The problem *rises when quota restrictions

are Imposed either arbitrarily or easily be agencies of the federal government

on those manufactured goods. eadnote 3(a) has already caused the demise of

Guam's watch manufacturing Industry and It currently poses a threat to the

garment manufacturing business.

The economic benefits derived from amendments to leadnote 3(s) by U.S.

Congress are manifold: a prosperous manufacturing industry for Guam that has

the potential of being America's manufacturing center in the Western Pscific;

Increased employment for local workers currently faced with an 8.9S unemployment

rate; and Increased revenue base for our financially-strapped government.

I nentioned earlier that Guan's federal-territorial relationship is one

of the key factors in ensuring sound economic development for this remote

island. Guam's commission on Self-Determination currently Is drafting a

Coamsonweslth Act, in which major changes Involving the lifting of economic

contraints placed on Guam by the federal government is scheduled to be addressed.

Although it would be premature to expound on several of those major

issues to be contained in the Commonwealth Act, I wish to re-emphasize the

importance of re-defining Guam's relationship with the federal government In

order for any viable economic development to occur. Because of Cuam's anomalous

status, it has been treated In various pieces of federal legislation sometimes

ax a territory, sometimes as a state, sometimes as a foreign country and

sometimes in a totally unique manner. Through this Commonwealth Act. Guam is
not only aspiring for a more clearly-defined political tie with the United

States but equally as important, Guam Is seeking greater latitude in economic

areas that would enable her to become less dependent on federal hand-outs and

U.
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focus more on viable progrems for economic Seif-suffieiency.

This Joint Economic Comsittes con certainly pave the way for Cuss to

reach her economic goals. Thank you for your concern about the American

people of this territory and the economic future of our island.
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much, and I'd invite
Delegate Blaz to be up here on the panel for the afternoon.

Delegate BLAz. Thank you, sir.
Representative LUNGREN. Now I would like to invite Hon. Rich-

ard Montoya, Assistant Secretary for Territorial and International
Affairs of the Department of the Interior to come forward.

And we have a copy of your prepared statement, and you may
proceed as you wish. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD T. MONTOYA, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY, TERRITORIAL AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, DEPART-
MENT OF THE INTERIOR
Mr. MONTOYA. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman. I'm very pleased

to be before your subcommittee today, and I couldn't get started in
my comments if I didn't commend the fine Delegate from the terri-
tory of Guam, someone that I consider a close personal friend as
well as a true working partner in looking after the interests of
Guam. I think it's indeed commendable for someone that has just
joined the Congress and just been certified this year as an official
member of this august body, to have accomplished so much and to
know his way around Washington and within the administration
as well as General Blaz does.

It's indeed a pleasure to work with him on getting things done
for the territory and our mutual constituents. I consider the people
of Guam my constituents, just like he does.

There have been a lot of attempts made to have me say where I
stand on the issue of Commonwealth, Mr. Vice Chairman, and I
have steadfastly held that until we have a consensus document
that truly reflects the feelings of the people of Guam, I will with-
hold my comments. And there's a very good reason for that.

As I learned in civics a few years back, status is determined by
the Congress, not the executive branch. And I know that Delegate
Blaz has been tirelessly working with the Commonwealth Commis-
sion on trying to give them the type of guidance that would be
helpful in putting forward a commonwealth document that might
be acceptable to Congress. There are desires and there are needs,
and sometimes the desires are things that are strongly desired but
they don't reflect the true needs. And maybe, on the whole, they
can't be provided as one gigantic piece of legislation that will
answer all the ills of the territory of Guam, but rather those that
have universal application, where the case can truly be made that
a certain Federal action is acting as a hindrance to growth to
Guam.

I think those are the things that we're most interested in ad-
dressing. And, of course, this administration, as you well know, is
committed to regulatory reform. There's much that can be said
about how regulations have hindered the proper fast growth of
Guam. And those are wrong and they should be corrected.

The Congressman has mentioned many of these. Earlier testimo-
ny, I think discussed some of these, if not earlier this morning.
This afternoon, I notice that Jesus Guerrero had talked about
headnote 3A and the problems that we've had in headnote 3A.
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My concern, as is Delegate Blaz' concern is that, in this feeding
frenzy that there seems to be in Congress right now to act as pro-
tectionists of U.S. industry, for some reason, our most important
strategic insular possessions have been lumped in with foreign
countries, and have been treated as stepchildren. These are wrong;
these are U.S. citizens that are being discriminated against because
they are insular and they aren't part of American mainland.

And, again, I think this is something that needs to be corrected
before it gets out of hand and it completely strangles economic
growth in Guam, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa and, soon,
our new territory, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Is-
lands.

This is a very serious threat to what the administration has been
trying to do and to what Delegate Blaz has been trying to do, and
that's create an economic climate that is conducive to growth and
creating jobs for the people of Guam.

I can t be more serious about my concern that this protectionist
mood is going to thwart our efforts to make these self-sufficient is-
lands.

It's not healthy for our national security and it's something that,
hopefully, the Members of Congress will be mindful of as they start
looking at possible protectionist measures, that we don't shoot our-
selves in the foot, and those feet being our outlying islands that are
so critical to our very being.

In today's present day economy, in Guam, we have three major
components-the military, the territorial government, and tourism,
Mr. Vice Chairman. The problem we have in this island, as well as
other territories, is we're weighted too heavily on Government.

For example, Government-owned utilities and hospital employees
amount to 9.5 percent of all Government employees. This is some-
thing that could be changed through privatization. I was interested
to note that this was mentioned this morning.

Despite some present day shortcomings, I feel that the future in
Guam is bright. We have good leadership in Guam. We have good
appreciation of the possibilities that exist if Guam can be given the
right tools to grow and prosper.

Fulfillment of Guam's economic promise depends on the viability
of what I like to call a three-legged stool. Each leg is important to
supporting the overall weight of the seat of that stool.

The first is proximity to international financial markets, and
trading markets. Heritage Foundation, one of the most respected
think tanks in this country, has put forward a concept of making
Guam a United States-Hong Kong. I think this is something that's
worthy of note. I think it's something that could be achieved if the
innovative thinkers get together and start approaching this in a
systematic way that can provide the type of innovations that can
make this happen.

The second leg of this three-legged stool is access to capital. In
the past, we've seen-I've been told by the people in Guam, the
leadership in Guam-that we've seen some phenomenal success
with industrial revenue bonding.

This has been something that has been provided that has
worked, that has provided the necessary capital to enhance eco-
nomic growth in Guam.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD T. MONTOYA

Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to appear before this distinguished

committee to discuss Guam's business role in Asia.

COMMONWEALTH

In your letter of invitation, I was requested to address

the current and prospective economic situation on Guam with

special regard for Guam's proposal for commonwealth status.

I have carefully avoided discussing Guam's commonwealth

proposal in its many and varied forms until a consensus is

reached on Guam. I believe that the proof of consensus is not

the issuance of a document by an appointed committee, but

rather the approval of a proposal in plebiscite and its

transmission to the Federal government.

The reason I prefer withholding my opinion on tne

commonwealth issue until after the plebiscite is, I believe,

important -- to guard against Federal interference in the

internal political processes of Guam. That is not to say,

however, that there is not considerable room for discussion

of the larger subject of Guam's economy and its prospects

for the future. I would like to turn to these economic

issues at this time.
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THE PRESENT

Three component parts drive Guam's economy today.

They are (1) the military, (2) the territorial government,

and (3) tourism. These components provide the economy with

some diversity, which is healthy.

The governmental component, however, is too heavily

weighted. The local government conducts a number of activities

that elsewhere may be found in the private sector. The govern-

ment, therefore, is a large employer. Contributing to high

government employment figures are Guam's ownership of utility

and hospital facilities, which accout for 9.5 percent of the

governmental work force. It must also be noted that the

government pays high wages. All of this contributes to a

stifling of private sector development.

|! THE FUTURE

Despite some present-day shortcomings, the future is bright

for Guam's economy. Fulfillment of this bright economic promise,

however, depends on factors that can be likened to the proverbial

three-legged stool. Each leg helps support the entire structure,

and each leg is an integral part of that structure. The three

factors on which Guam economic promise depends are -- (1) proximity

to the international financial and trading markets, (2) access to

capital, and (3) regulatory reform. To ensure realization of
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its economic needs. Let me add that these are special changes

and exemptions for Guam over and above the multitude of other

deregulation initiatives and reforms approved by the President

and Congress for all Americans during the last four years.

There is also ample room at the local level to establish

a healthier business and trade climate. Guam needs 'freedom

from' its costly and overly large local government. Such govern-

ment dominance in an economy is unhealthy, and given federal

budgetary constraints, untenable. High and artitically maintain-

ed government wages destroy local incentive to work in the

private sector. As a result, alien labor is then required for

many jobs which, unless tightly controlled, results in trade

abuses and the use of Federal funds and programs which are

primarily meant to serve United States citizens. The influx of

alien laborers today may cause local political and social

realignments tomorrow.

Freedom To

Allow me to talk now about the second aspect of freedom

with specific respect to Guam. Guam needs additional 'freedoms

to' in order to enhance its prospects for growth. Foreign

sales corporations and privatization are two areas of oppor-

tunity for expanding this freedom.

I believe that an excellent and successful model was

developed last year with the enactment of the foreign sales

corporation (FSC) law. While, as expected, the United States
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Virgin Islands placed the majority of the newly formed FSCs,

Guam was successful in influencing many large FSCs to locate

in the Pacific. Having participated in many of the foreign

sales corporation seminars, I can personally attest to the

competitive spirit displayed by the Guam delegation that

resulted in the successful placement of over 200 FSCs on

Guam. It was gratifying to see firsthand that the newly

granted freedom to locate foreign sales corporations was

well appreciated by the territories, and how the territories,

as a preferenced location, were supported by the Departments

of Commerce and Interior.

In the trade area the United States needs to do a better

job of defining a policy that capitalizes on Guam's proximity

to the Asian markets. Through devices such as the foreign

sales corporation, we can increase Guam's status in inter-

national trade consistent with free trade policies.

As the dollar drops on foreign exchange markets, the real

FSC story will be written with an Interior-backed tollow-up

campaign to attract the FSC's parent companies to the islands

for additional business purposes.

Privatization can give Guam's business community the

opportunity that thousands of businesses enjoy on the mainland.

This is the 'freedom to' compete for contracts for providing public

services. I am pleased to inform the committee that Governor
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We have two others who were to speak on the question ofGuam's proposed commonwealth status, its effect on Guam's eco-nomic growth, but I have had a request for Mr. Wayne Arny, whois the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy, to be ableto appear at this time, because of a pressing engagement he has offthe Hill. So we will come back to this question after we first hearfrom Mr. Wayne Arny, who will be the first person to discuss thequestion of the impact of Federal land and contracting policy onGuam's economic development.
If you would please introduce the two gentlemen with you, andthen I do believe I have copy of your prepared statement, and thatwill be considered part of the record, and you can proceed as youwish.

STATEMENT OF L. WAYNE ARNY 111, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSIST-ANT SECRETARY, SHIPBUILDING AND LOGISTICS, DEPART-MENT OF THE NAVY, ACCOMPANIED BY VICE ADMIRALHUGHES, DEPUTY CHIEF, NAVAL OPERATIONS, LOGISTICS;AND COMMODORE HAGEN, FORMER COMMANDER, NAVALFORCES, MARIANAS
Mr. ARNY. OK. Thank you, Congressman.
I'd introduce, on my right, Vice Admiral Hughes, who is theDeputy Chief of Naval Operations, Logistics, and on my left, Com-modore Hagen, who was recently relieved as Commander of NavalForces, Marianas.
I was taught when I worked over in the Senate, never travel any-where without a lawyer. Well, when discussing Guam issues, I liketo have somebody with me who has been there and more versed inthe issues than I.
One takes less flak that way.
Mr. Vice Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am thePrincipal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Shipbuildingand Logistics. The title is a little misleading, for as part of it, I amalso responsible to the Secretary for all military construction andreal estate issues.
I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the Navy's land use re-quirements on Guam with you. In the face of a growing Sovietthreat, strong United States Navy presence in the Western Pacifichas never been more important, and the strategic role of Guamand the naval activities on Guam have never been more vital.The Navy's need for land on Guam is dynamic and its driven notonly by basic operational mission requirements but also strategicconsiderations. With our goal of a 600-ship Navy approaching reali-ty, fleet support activities such as Guam are expanding worldwide.With Guam's strategic location and close territorial ties, it, bynecessity, figures predominantly in naval planning for contingen-cies based on political and military developments in the region.Should the United States lose one or more of its current footholdsin the Pacific, there would be a far greater need for Guam to fillthat gap. But I emphasize that increased land use on Guam forcontingency planning, expanding operational requirements is, and
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will be, viewed in combination with other strategic locations in the
Western Pacific.

The result may well be one of increased dependence by the Navy
on Guam, not merely duplication of functions performed elsewhere.

The Navy's presence today in Guam includes numerous major
commands, a large military and military-related population and
significant land holdings. These land holdings have been the focus
of much discussion in recent months. In a 1977 land-use plan, the
Department of Defense identified numerous parcels of Navy and
Air Force land for disposal. GSA has, in fact, taken steps to carry
out that disposal, at least phase 1 of that disposal.

Unfortunately, the 1977 study did not address contingency plan-
ning criteria which could lead to larger land requirements, such as
the loss of a foothold in the Western Pacific, nor did it address ex-
panding fleet support requirements related to the 600-ship Navy.
To protect our national interest in the Pacific, we must now insure
that our security is not threatened by the precipitous disposal of
these lands.

On the other hand, I believe that we can work with all parties to
preserve our options for an enhanced naval presence and to meet
the land development needs of the citizens of Guam.

Although military requirements may not dictate permanent re-
tention of some of the 1977 parcels, other land parcels could be de-
veloped by the government of Guam to be compatible or comple-
mentary to defense requirements and available to reverting to the
military should the need arise. Additional agreements could well
include contingency recapture deed provisions that would facilitate
appropriate use by the government of Guam.

In short, and in summary, there is no reason why we cannot
strike a balance between national security and the local needs of
Guam.

The legislation which permitted the government of Guam to de-
velop an "Apra Harbor Complex" is an example of how such coop-
eration has worked in the past. This legislation allowed 927 acres
of Navy harbor land to be conveyed to Guam for development of a
commerical port. We look forward to working with the Congress
and with Delegate Blaz and the citizens of Guam on that behalf.

Again, I thank you for the opportunity to testify, and we would
be pleased to take any questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Arny follows:]
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Arny. Iguess I understand pretty well these days the concern with whichthe Defense Department views giving up land. In my own area, theDefense Department gave up some land to the city of Los Angeles.The city of Los Angeles didn't use it for 7 or 8 years, and now wehave a need for some housing for Air Force and Navy in my area.We've got about a 1,200- to 2,000-family waiting list because of theships in Long Beach, and now we find the city of Los Angeles refus-ing, for reasons they consider to be appropriate, to give that landback to the Defense Department for us and suggesting that the De-partment go buy land somewhere else. And I know, having broughtthat to the attention of the Defense Department, they are even alittle more worried nowadays about giving it up.
But having said that, let s just talk a little bit about the impactof the Navy on Guam and what we are talking about in terms ofthe dimension. How many ships are homeported in Guam?Mr. ARNY. Right now we have four ships homeported there, per-

manently-three combat store ships and a submarine tender.That's just the Navy. There are also two Coast Guard vessels. Wealso announced just the other week that we're going to homeportmore maritime pre-positioning ships there as part of the overallworldwide maritime pre-positioning operation.
Representative LUNGREN. What kind of size crews do they have?Mr. ARNY. That's 60 total crews, which will be contracted out,but we're looking at over the next-beyond the 1987 budget. ofU some military construction, in terms of repair facilities, because

the equipment on these ships, the marine equipment that we carry,;j we can't just put it on a ship and leave it there until the ship re-tires; cycle it through periodically to maintain the trucks and
tanks, and what have you. And we are going to do all of that onGuam.

Representative LUNGREN. What type of shore facilities do wehave now supporting?
Mr. ARNY. Let me give you some specifics on that.
Vice Admiral HUGHES. Basically, these-Congressman, theseships will be anchored out, and they will be in a pre-position statusavailable, in case it continues up somewhere. The ammo wall thatis presently built there will help service them. We, on a 6-month

basis, rotational, go in and check'from a quality-control standpoint,whether the munitions are standing up properly and the samething for the automative equipment, and do some maintenance onthem.
So it is a very cyclical arrangement that we have, and it willhave an impact on stevedore work force and things like that. So-there is some positive economic advantage to ships being-
Mr. ARNY. We look to, on just the maritime pre-positioning ships,a military construction effort of probably over $30 million, just toget it all approved. And that it is in a couple of years timeframe

beyond 1987. And about 250 military to 100 civilians annual pay-roll of approximately, the best we can figure it, about $8 million.
For shore facilities for the fleet. Now while we have four ships

homeported there, and we actually are going to homeport fivethere, an ammunitions ship in the next year or so, the shore facili-
ties support more than just those five ships, because the fleet
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another, and we have to maintain a good neighbor relationship,and it requires give and take on both sides. And I want to makesure that we do our part in that partnership.
Delegate BLAz. That applies to Long Beach as well?
Mr. ARNY. Oh, yes, sir, definitely. [Laughter.]
Representative LUNGREN. I just want to say, Delegate Blaz, Ithink you can take Mr. Arny at his word. I think he will work atit. He can't guarantee the result, in the give and take, sometimes Ithink Long Beach has given more than it has taken, and we havedifferences of agreement on that, but he's always sat down to tellme about it. I've found him to be very honest and forthright intrying to work out balances as far as area is concerned. So I ampleased to see the attitude expressed with respect to Guam itself.Thank you very much for appearing, all three of you. I hope youmake your next appointment. Thank you for testifying today.Mr. ARNY. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.

Vice Admiral HUGHES. Thank you.
Representative LUNGREN. Now I would ask to proceed to thetable the Honorable Edward Reyes, Lieutenant Governor of Guamand Ms. Eloise Baza, president of the Guam Chamber of Commerce,to continue our discussion on the subject entitled "Guam's Pro-posed Commonwealth Act-Its Effect on Guam's EconomicGrowth."
If someone would please close that door, I would appreciate it.Half the Navy contingent on Guam just left us. I can see the eco-nomic impact it has on the territory. [Laughter.]
Mr. Lieutenant Governor, we welcome you to the proceedings,and Ms. Baza, we welcome you as well. And Mr. Lieutenant Gover-nor, we'd be happy to have you testify. I have a copy of your pre-pared statement, so you may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD D. REYES, LIEUTENANT GOVER-NOR, TERRITORY OF GUAM, ON BEHALF OF HON. RICARDO J.BORDALLO, GOVERNOR
Mr. REYES. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman, again I want to saythat I am very pleased to be here this afternoon to present ourviews concerning certain aspects of our economic endeavors onGuam, more particularly, the Commonwealth Act. And on behalf ofthe Governor and our people back home, I want to thank you, andalso Congressman-General Blaz for this opportunity, you know,allowing us to come before you.
Before I start, let me say at the outset, that the constitution ofGuam, which is what we call the Organic Act, of course, was writ-ten off island back here in Washington and implemented in Guamin 1950. And of course, the Organic Act has done very well for thepeople of the territory, but we believe that it is time for a change,more specifically, to allow the people of Guam to write its own con-stitution.
So with that preamble, I will focus primarily on the economic as-pects of the Draft Commonwealth Act. But I wish to note that thedraft is especially being revised by the Guam Common Commissionon Self-Determination. So the final act which we expect to have
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within a few months, hopefully, not too much longer than that,
may vary from the present version.

Guam has been a strategic American military installation since
the end of World War II. Throughout the century and particularly
since the Second World War, military requirements have dominat-
ed the island's development. The Federal Government now owns
one-third of the territory's 215 square miles, as alluded to by the
Navy folks earlier.

While 20 percent of Guam's 110.000 residents are United States
military personnel or their dependents or Federal civil service, in
addition, 20 percent of the civilian labor force in Guam are Federal
civil employees. Until 1963, the island was closed to the outside
world under the auspices of a military security measure which pre-
vented the free transport of goods and services to and from the
island.

In 1982, with a total of gross receipts from the island of slightly
greater than $1 billion for Guam's entire economy, approximately
50 percent of the reported goods gross receipts came directly from
the United States military through its budget expenditures on
Guam.

Since 1963, in an effort to increase the standard of living and en-
hance the development of the island, the Federal Government has
provided Guam with development support. Through grants and
loans the United States has built housing infrastructure and un-
derwritten the establishment of the more sophisticated and elabo-
rate local government in western Pacific. More than 50 percent of
all workers are not employed by the Federal territorial government
compared with about 15 percent right here in the U.S. mainland.

In addition, a high proportion of those employed in the private
sector are employed in providing goods and services for the island'smilitary bases or the local government. Only 3 percent of the work
force are employed in manufacturing. Not surprisingly, the public
sector has tended to be viewed by the Guamanian government and
population as the principal hope for economic development and the
avenue for opportunity for the educated. This is not to say that
Guamanians would not participate in the private sector, if the re-
wards were attainable.

The majority of the businesses on Guam are locally owned. Gua-
manians and not foreign investors have been the force behind the
island's fledgling private economy.

A continued dependency upon public sector income portends an
uncertain future for the island's economy. The United States is no
longer willing to subsidize the local economy, as it has in the past.
Guam's population has simply grown too large for the United
States to afford the level of per capita expenditures it has previous-
ly been willing to undertake and underwrite. Already, the per
capita Federal benefits provided by the United States on Guam are
far larger than what is available to citizens on the mainland.

Both the Federal and local government wish to reduce the role of
the public sector in supporting Guam's economy. Unfortunately,
growth within the local government has far exceeded the ability of
the local economy to support it. The Federal Government, current-
ly the primary source of capital for fueling economic expansion on
the Island, is demanding greatly responsibility for the collection of
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eral changes in statute that are considered harmful locally. An ex-
ample might be the federally determined prevailing wage rates forthe local construction industry.

What is seen to evolve from this type of approach is a set oflabor laws that reflect Guam's unique position in the Pacific Basin,
while maintaining United States norms. Neither the right to collec-
tive bargaining nor Federal safety standards are diluted. This theninsures labor's participation in the creation of commonwealth labor
laws and implies that they should apply equally to all residents.

Other proposals in the Commonwealth Act would give local au-thorities control over entry of aliens. This would permit local au-
thorities to grant Guam-only visas, one example. Presumably tour-
ists, particularly Japanese, will find Guam-only visas much easier
to obtain than the United States vases, thus encouraging travel to
Guam.

Guamanian authority over immigration is also, indeed, intended,
rather, to control population growth. The Commonwealth proposal
seeks coordination with the military and the U.S. foreign policy toprevent pressing the local infrastructure beyond reasonable limits.

The key to the development of Guam's economy is air transporta-
tion. some level of service to Guam is currently assured through
regulation by the Department of Transportation and Federal Avia-
tion Administration. While this insures continued United States-
Guam service, foreign carriers operate under restriction that oftenpreclude their service to Guam, particularly as an intermediate
stopping point on flights to the United States.

The Draft Commonwealth Act continues the Federal require-
ment that minimum air service, essential air service be provided to
Guam. In addition, however, local authorities will be permitted tonegotiate landing rights with other foreign carriers who may want
to use the Commonwealth as a transshipment point on flights to
and from the United States, bringing obvious benefits in the form
of additional passenger and freight capacity without harm to the
United States international or domestic carriers.

Overall, the proposals in the Draft Commonwealth Act for Guam
are bold and innovative, in comparison with traditional United
States Federal policies toward territory. We clearly need such inno-
vations, if we, on Guam, are to continue serving the United States
national interest in the rapidly developing crucible of Asia and the
Pacific. Only by moving from governmental dependency to a self-
determined and eventually self-sustaining Commonwealth, can ourisland fulfill its potential as part of the American nation.

Again, Mr. Vice Chairman, Delegate Blaz, I thank you for the op-
portunity to appear before you. That concludes my statement, and
I will be happy to respond to questions you may have, if I can.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Lieutenant
Governor. I would like to have Ms. Eloise Baza make her statement
first, since we are on the same subject, then address questions to
both of you.

Ms. Baza.
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STATEMENT OF ELOISE R. BAZA, PRESIDENT, GUAM CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE

Ms. BAZA. Mr. Vice Chairman, Delegate Blaz, on behalf of the
Guam Chamber of Commerce, I would like to comment very briefly
on Guam's Commonwealth Act.

Guam's 1982 plebiscite vote to pursue Commonwealth status
with the United States reflected the people of Guam's desire to
retain our strong political ties with the United States, while recog-
nizing the need for greater self-government by the territory, there-
by granting Guam greater latitude in economic areas.

Since the drafting process for the Commonwealth Act is present-
ly ongoing, it would be premature to discuss the merits of its provi-
sions. It is, however, important to point out that the major changes
being sought involve the lifting of barriers to Guam's economic
progress. Some of these concerns are going to be, have been or will
be fully treated before this subcommittee today:

Tax reform, which was addressed this morning, visa waiver for
visitors, temporary alien labor, the large Federal land holdings and
subsequently selected return to the local government and partial
exemptions from the Merchant Marine Act of 1920, better known
as the Jones Act.

In each instance, waivers or exemptions from existing national
laws are sought, because Guam's unique geographical location has
made the application of such laws inimical to Guam's pursuit of
economic development, based on private enterprise. Guam's
present economy is too dependent on the public sector.

Guam's attempts to address these development constraints in the
past have been on an ad hoc basis. The forthcoming discussions
from the Commonwealth Act draft between the Federal and local
governments will provide a forum where these various issues can
be discussed in a more comprehensive fashion.

While the final form of the Federal Territorial Relations Act will
have to wait until discussions between our respective negotiators
are completed, and the Act itself receives ratification by the people
of Guam and the U.S. Congress, it is not too soon to address some
of the specific constraints inhibiting Guam's pursuit of greater eco-
nomic self-fulfillment. Today's discussion will hopefully bring us a
few steps closer toward the realization of Guam's economic develop-
ment potential.

Thank you, Congressman. I would be happy to answer any ques-
tions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Baza follows:]
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much.
One of the things that becomes clear from the testimony is that

you feel that certain national standards that have been established,
pursuant to Federal legislation don't take into consideration the
unique aspects of Guam. As a Californian, I can tell you that we
often feel that we are left out in Washington, and they seem to
think that we are some strange people out.there on the Pacific
Ocean. So I am very sympathetic to what you are talking about.

I must confess, as a member of Congress, I don't have that much
knowledge nor do most Members of Congress have that much real
detailed knowledge about the Territory of Guam. And so this testi-
mony is particularly helpful for me.

Mr. Lieutenant Governor, you mentioned the Headnote 3A pro-
gram. How precisely would the Commonwealth Act now under con-
sideration-I realize it could be revised by the time the statements
we make today are printed up in the record, but as presently con-
stituted, how would the Commonwealth Act propose that the ad-
ministration of the headnote 3A program be different from its cur-
rent enforcement, and is it that important to Guam?

Mr. REYES. It is very important, because the Headnote 3A, of
course, by now is-especially language in the statute-has been
helping Guam. This is a program where we can bring in raw mate-
rials from foreign countries and put it together in Guam, add value
to it, some 51 percent, and ship it to the United States without re-
striction.

We are hoping that with the Commonwealth Act when it goes
through that-and approved by the Congress-that restrictions will
be lifted overall and would be considered domestic market, in
terms of exporting goods to the U.S. mainland.

It is very crucial to the island's economy. Right now we have
only one manufacturing entity in Guam. It is sweaters. And we're
hopeful that with the Commonwealth Act that we can get away
from a lot of the things that are being contemplated now. I under-
stand there is a bill before the Senate to, you know, treat Guam
rather differently and restrict exportation of goods to the United
States in the textile area. I believe that is due Thursday-I am due
to testify before that subcommittee of the Senate.

So this is an area that we're really very concerned about that it
go through as allowing Guam to participate in the U.S. market.

Representative LUNGREN. I guess one of the reasons you continue
to be concerned about headnote 3A is because oftentimes when
"protectionist" legislation rears its head in Congress some refer to
headnote 3A as one of the loopholes that we have to close.

Mr. REYES. Yes.
Representative LUNGREN. I guess you would also like if you had

commonwealth status and ability to make sure that if changes
were made, it would be change with the full cooperation and con-
sultation of the people of Guam, as opposed to Congress without
precisely understanding the differences that exist on Guam, closing
it because of its perceived difficulty with domestic industries.

See, it kind of-I guess it doesn't surprise me, but I was struck
by the fact that when Delegate Blaz had an amendment on the
floor not too long ago, where he was trying to get, I guess I'd call it
equal treatment of U.S. servicemen who served on Guam, equal
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the views of the leadership with respect to the enormous difficulty
faced by Guam on the territories, when it is trying to do-ironical-
ly, when it is trying to be self-sufficient.

One would think that there would be a program that would say,
"Hey, listen, guys, in order to lessen your dependence on the moth-
erland, here are some of the things we just found and discovered
that these are the things we can help you. For instance, instead of
four daily flights to Guam, we are going to make it seven daily
flights to Guam." I mean, there is great potential for assistance to
the territories. One would think that he'd make a living just doing
that.

Representative LUNGREN. They do that in the Marine Corps. I
am not sure we do it here. [Laughter.]

Delegate BLAZ. But let me ask one question, please. It is my fa-
vorite question. Governor Reyes, if you had the ability to make one
change right now, that-this afternoon, you sign a piece of paper-
"I hereby decree that the following will happen with respect to the
territory of Guam," what would that be?

Mr. REYES. More specifically, I'd say-I alluded to earlier, this
Commonwealth initiative is so very critical, even to Mr. Mon-
toya's-Secretary Montoya's three-legged stool on economic devel-
opment-I think it is absolutely imperative that the Common-
wealth go through. I think Guam is going to continue to just crawl
in future years. I just don't see how Guam could fully develop itself
without local autonomy, making determination for economic devel-
opment.

I think it is absolutely imperative that we go through with it in
some form, local flexibility, some kind of a local autonomy within
the contraints, of course, of the interest groups within the United
States, keeping in mind all of those interest groups, and within the
constraints of national security, I think that we could do something
like that.

It would be so mutually beneficial to both entities, the people of
this country and the people of Guam, because Guam, of course, as I
indicated earlier would desire a closer relationship with the United
States. We are part of it, and we want to come closer, and I think
therein lies that that catalyst to do that, is to allow Guam to pro-
ceed, move on, and I think we can do that with the Common-
wealth.

Delegate BLAz. Thank you, sir. That's a great answer.
How about you, Ms. Baza?
Ms. BAZA. I gave you my answer this morning, Congressman.
Delegate BLAz. I want you to give it to me this afternoon.

[Laughter.]
Ms. BAZA. Tax reform. [Laughter.]
Delegate BLAz. OK. Thank you.
Representative LUNGREN. Hey, I think you wrote the President's

speech. [Laughter.] He could use you.
Well, thank you very much. I appreciate your testimony.
Ms. BAZA. Thank you, gentlemen.
Representative LUNGREN. It's been very helpful to me, as a

Member of Congress who is trying to learn more about Guam and
its economic problems, and as they relate to particular political
and governmental changes. Thank you.
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Mr. RPYEs. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman, Delegate Blaz.
Representative LUNGREN. Now to return to the question of the

impact of Federal land and contracting policy on Guam's economic
development, I would ask Mr. Philip J. Flores, president of the
Guam Savings & Loan, who was recently elected, I guess, very re-
cently elected, chairman of the board of Guam's Chamber of Com-
merce. I can even throw in a partisan remark here, Guam's Repub-
lican National Committeeman.

Maybe that's why everybody's leaving.
And the other half of the Navy personnel Civil Service just left, I

think. No.
Mr. Flores, I have a copy of your prepared statement, and it will

be made a part of the record, and I invite you to proceed as you
wish.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP J. FLORES, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
GUAM CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. FLORES. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman, Delegate Blaz.
Thank you for giving us this opportunity to present our views con-
cerning the return of surplus Federal land to the Government of
Guam and repeal of the Brooks amendment.

As we just heard from Assistant Secretary Arny, the return of
Federal land on Guam has been a longstanding and sensitive issue
to the United States Government and the Government of Guam.

The experience of World War II and now the more recent events
concerning the security of America in Asia and the western Pacific
has allowed the Federal Government to recognize Guam's strategic
importance to continued security of all of America, and since the
lifting of military security clearance for Guam in 1962, the civilian
government on Guam, itself in existence since only 1951, has faced
particular growth problems associated with any newly emerging
political entity which strengthens the need for our further local
economic expansion. Fundamental to the furthering of the interest
of both of our governments is the optimum utilization of Guam's
land, which measures only 212 miles in total square miles.

It is this issue I would like to address first, Mr. Vice Chairman.
In the last 10 years, communication has been established to dis-

cuss the return of surplus Federal land. Though differences have
existed, these issues seem close to being resolved. We believe the
final resolution lies in the passage of H.R. 2884, authorized by our
Washington Delegate, Congressman Blaz.

We on Guam are highly sensitive to the national security consid-
erations which impact upon the disposal of Federal land. We agree
that no land should be returned for which a continued need exists
to support U.S. military presence in the western Pacific. We seek
only the return of land which has been identified and determined
by the U.S. Navy as surplus Federal landholdings on Guam.

Earlier the Assistant Secretary referred to a 1977 Guam Land
Use Plan that was authored by the U.S. Navy to ensure the opti-
mal utilization of Federal land on Guam, which comprises approxi-
mately one-third of our total area. Of this land, 5,180 acres was
identified in 1977 as surplus land. Since the completion of the Navy
Land Use Plan, 1,439 acres have been turned over, including 927
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manner that is consistent with standard port facility managementpolicies.
Third, the government of Guam, through the board of directorsof the port authority, would be authorize to use such land for thepurpose of obtaining the financial resources necessary for area eco-nomic development as described in the foregoing section. Expendi-tures under this fund would be subject to the federal oversight andperiodic audit requirements as the U.S. Congress deems fit.In closing, Mr. Vice Chairman, we are asking for the opportunityto be more economically self-supporting on Guam by requesting theFederal Government to return to the government of Guam thatland that they have deemed to be surplus; that is, land not neededby the Federal Government yet needed quite urgently by Guam.We also ask for the repeal of a law which makes investment in eco-nomic activity on this otherwise fallow land impossible.With the above, we the people of Guam, who have shown our-selves time and time again to be among the Nation's most patriot-ic, can show once more a true spirit of Americana by expandingour own local tax base, reducing our need for continuing Federalhandouts, thereby, together with the Federal Government, helpingto eliminate one of the biggest problems facing the Federal Govern-ment today, the Federal deficit.

Thank you for your time, Mr. Vice Chairman. I am available forquestions. We urge your quick and favorable consideration of H.R.2884.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Flores follows:J
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PHILIP J. FLORES

hr. Chairman and Members of this Committee. I am Philip J. Flores.

Chairman of the board of the Guam Chamber of Commerce and President and

Chairman of the board of Guam Savings and Loan Association. On behalf of the

Chamber's membership, I welcome this opportunity to present our views

concerning the return of federal land to the Government of Guam and the reveal

of the "brooks Amendment. '

The return of federal land on Guam has been a longstanding and

sensitive issue to the U. S. Government and the Government of Guam. The

experience of World War 11 allowed the Federal government to recognize Guam's

strategic importance to the continued security of the Western Pacific. And

since the lifting of military security clearance for Guam in 1962. the civilian

government on buam, only in existence since i1fI, has faced particular growth

problems associated with any newly emerging political entity which strengthen

the need for further local economic expansion. Fundamental to furthering the

interests of both governments is the optimum utilization of Guam's land which

measures 212 spuare miles in total.

It is this issue I wish to address first.
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TM Weelks Pedu tit plaue Pidiluttw Iunteictifiu mn the develoment of

thu 927 acre. returned to thue lovernnt of su In Ar HM br. mr enly eSPrt.

by requiring that *t least 701 of a11 land revenupe received by the Sovernoit of

Guam from the development of the lnid be paid back to the U. S. TrIrsey. Thu

aamndment made the proepect for locally-initiated duvelopment of this land

unattractive and unrealistic. As a result there has been nie econoic activity an any

of the V27 acres already tran erred to the Giavrneent of Gums economic activity.

Congreseen. which could otherlese provide investment. jobs and an expanded tax

base.

Congressmen Slaze Bill, H. R. 2U4, adreses both the return of *urplus' Ind

to the Government of uas and the removal of thu restrictions nd liedients to

duvelopsent ieposed by the Breooks Ammndmnt.'

Th- repeal of the *Brooks Amndment' has been given the support of the federal

government agency east directly affected by its repeal. the United Stat-e Navy. The

United States Navy. as mandated by Public Lan 99-454, performed a study for the

purpose of establishing a 1f1xed standard percentage of metary consideration that

would be received by the Government of Guas' in preparing *surplus' federal land for

disposal. The study noted that only *inimal development could be accomplished by

the Government of 6uam with the 30K limitations of the 'Brooks endamnt. In

sumarizing, the Chief Appraiser considered the repeal of the 'Brooks huendeent' a

reasonable nd proper alternative for the return of this land at no cost to the

6overnment of Guaa on the basis of the followings

a Apra Harbor, as Wuass only seaport, Is essential to the Territory's

economic development.

• It has been the standard practice to return Apra Harbor land to the

Government of Guam at no cost. 'Had there bumn a non-eilitary comeercial

port on ederal lend at the tine of the (Organic Act, It would have been

transferred to the Government of 6uao at no cast.'
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* 1se repl wld eliminate ederal Interferwic' in the businesi decision,

of __e Ieswainst Of SUM.

* _apit respusaibility of the Iral government under the Brookt

_euMent- would be too costly in the long run.

* Itw 301 limitation would provide only minimal developelnt.

* The *omis reel _ nt- frther coeplicate other 6eniral Services

mainltratiU5n lnd trusfera with the Govsrnmint of Suaa.

N _ ewstand that with the repeal of this amendment, there ay be soe concern

on the prt of the United States Sovsrnesnt regarding the prudent use of these funds

that emeld othsrwnse be paid to the UInitad States Treasury. Should these concerns

tat uy fore of amndment to M. P. 28. s uggest the followings

* The cration of a Cobras Islnd Development Fund that would be financed by

all ravemas received by the Govsrnesnt of Sues from the disposal of

returned federal 1und at Cobras Island. Expenditures under the Fund should

be limited to economic development of the rea Iwuch as Infrastructre.

coPltal isprovesent. maintenance and upkeep of plant and capital

structures) as delineated In the Commerci al Part of Guam Hasterpl an, as

RwvisdeI

* MIl Cabras .lusnd l1nd returned to, and revenues received therefrom by the

Foverisent df uam would be managed and expanded by the Board of Directors

of the Part Guthority of Guam. in such manner that is consistent with

stundud port * cility *anagenent practical

* The Government of ua, through the Doard of Directors of the Port

Authority, would be authorized to use such land for the purpose of
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We are based-we are trying-it was also said that other shipsare coming in, and whatever. The island appreciates and asks formore and more military-to limit more and more military activityon Guam because it does help our economy.
But it was stated earlier by the Assistant Secretary that changesare very cyclical as far as the military's economic participation onthe island. We want a more diversified economy so that we canhandle ourselves during that low part of the cycle, and the returnof the land and the removal of the Brooks amendment will help usout also.
Representative LUNGREN. Concerning the return of certain land,are you aware of investors who have expressed an interest in de-veloping any of the land currently held as excess property by theFederal Government?
Mr. FLORES. One of the first that comes to mind, of course, is onwhat we call Harmon Cliff Line, with perhaps one of the mostbeautiful views on the island. It is flat property. It is developableproperty. It has water and power to it already, and it was aban-doned by the U.S. Navy, its use of it, oh, decades ago.And from what I understand, there are people who would like tocome in and build hotels there. Also, people have been-right nowthe tourist industry on Guam has almost flattened out, the numberof visitors coming in. And it is not because Guam has become anundesirable place or less desirable place to visit. It is because wehave no more hotel rooms. Our hotels are basically packed all thetime.

As a result, there are two new hotels being built right now, andthere is a desire to build more on the island because it is an indus-try that is growing throughout the Pacific. It is an industry that isgrowing particularly on Guam, and with some of this beautifulland returned back to the local government it then can be used forprivate enterprise.
Representative LUNGREN. You referred a couple of times, ormore than a couple of times, to the Brooks amendment referring to9 00-plus acres in a particular location and indicated that the re-quirement continued therein of a 70-percent return to the FederalGovernment makes it incapable of being developed thus far.Is there a point at which a split between the Federal Govern-ment and the government of Guam would make it economicallyfeasible short of having no return to the Federal Government?
Mr. FLORES. Frankly, I don't know. It the Federal Governmentinsists on taking some of the funds back, then the Federal Govern-ment does. But that would have to be determined by an investor.I do know that in the study done by the U.S. Navy it said thatsome of this land might take as much as 80 percent of revenuescollected just to recover the development cost.
I understand that some of these lands are actually underwater,and it is going to take a tremendous amount of reclamation orlandfill to make this land usable. We are not talking--
Representative LUNGREN. So the Federal Government gave youland that is underwater. I thought only certain people did that inthe Midwest, selling land down in Florida. [Laughter.]
Mr. FLORES. Yes, they did. But it is virtually impossible-youknow, if I give you a piece of property and tell you, you go ahead
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and do anything you want with it but all the money you make or
70 percent of the money you make I get, that is just not fair.

And that is 70 percent of the gross money you make, not 70 per-
cent of your profits.

Representative LUNGREN. We need a Kemp-Roth bill for that.
The high rate used to be 70 percent for individual income.

Delegate Blaz.
Delegate BLAz. No; I don't have any questions for Mr. Flores. I

thought he did a fairly good job there, in English as well.
Mr. FLORES. Yes; I did that in English. [Laughter.]
I tried to stop stuttering, too.
Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much for your testi-

mony.
Mr. FLORES. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
Representative LUNGREN. We very much appreciate it.
Next, to discuss the same issue, the impact of Federal land and

contracting policy on Guam's economic development, I would ask
Mr. Bill Gibson, the executive director of Pacific Management Re-
source Group, and Mr. Robert Black, president of Black Construc-
tion Co., to come forward.

STATEMENT OF E.L. GIBSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PACIFIC
MANAGEMENT RESOURCE GROUP, AND THE BUILDING INDUS-
TRY ASSOCIATION
Mr. GIBSON. Good afternoon, Mr. Vice Chairman, Delegate Blaz,

we are very grateful for the opportunity to be here with you today.
I would like to speak from the point of view of the building in-

dustry in Guam and let you know that our island is in the middle
of an important building boom, but local workers, the local govern-
ment, and local merchants are not realizing many of the benefits
normally associated with a strong surge in construction activity.

And I have come to endorse the request-and to ask you, Mr.
Vice Chairman, to support it-the request of our Congressman to
have the General Accounting Office conduct a study of the impact
that imported construction workers have on Guam's economy.

Guam builders, as you many know, have historically employed
alien workers to do construction work because of a chronic short-
age of skilled tradesmen. There is a widespread belief that local
people don't like to work in construction trades, but employment
figures contradict that very quickly.

Guam currently has four separate work forces-the commercial
work force, the government work force-and you have heard gov-
ernment statistics here this afternoon-the H-2 alien worker, the
H-2 being a visa classification, and the illegal aliens.

About 1,500 to 2,000 Guam citizens and permanent residents are
employed in commercial construction and building maintenance
jobs in Guam. The Federal Government employs nearly 1,000 civil-
ians in blue collar trades. About 500 other local residents are em-
ployed by the local government in jobs that require construction.
skills. These government jobs generally offer better pay, better em-
ployment benefits, and better job security than similar jobs in the
private sector.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF E.L. GIBsoN

GBM'S ALXBSR

Congress Should direct that the General Accountjng Office conduct a
atudy to measure the impact that lzported workers are having an the
island's social and ecmeic structures.

Stateavit of the Proele

The ready availability of alien workers tends to supress employment
oortunities for local workers. ielatively little mey paid to alien
workers stays in Guam's ecsnay.

Qano Comunity College needs additiunal federal amn local resources to
strengthen construction apprentice training program.

Federal anm local government agencies perform a great deal of
cwstruction and mnintenane work an an in-house' basis. Maintaining
separate workforces and limits the aamunt of work available to private
centractors who 1ust import iocstruction workers.

There is no mechadis to require that local workers and apprentices be

employed to train to take jobs held by alien workers.

The importation and employment of alien workers entering Was en 9-2
visas needs to be limited and controlled.

promsea Solutions

B-2 workers should anly be permitted to enter Was wen constructian
activity reaches specific levels.

There should be strict limitatiens en the length of time an alien
worker may be employed in QA.

Alien workers should not be permitted to change their visa status
while in GAm.
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Congress should examine the practicality of enacting a limited amesty

for out of status aliens stranded in Giim by echonic dislocations that

took place in the late 1970s.

The U. S. Department of Labor and the tmigration ard Naturalization

Service should work with QGm's building inustry to set limits on the

number of B-2 workers allowed into Q-m.

A 'local employee' requireent should be set by those seeking to

iSport alien workers.

Pederal arnd local government entities shol be carpelled to

*cctract-out more construction and maintenance work to ensure a

ccntixring availability of work for local employees with building trades

skills.

Econic Benefits of Praossed Solutions

Increased career opportunities for local residents.

Greater contributions to the local tax base.

Seduced 'outflow of wages paid to alien workers.

Stabilization of construction activity, ensuring steady employment for

local residents.
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azthorized by Congress for thouads of illegals in the Virgin Islands.

That Act placed new restrictions on further importation of aliens into

our sister Territory - and gave us soe s.

If federal and local govent agencies were required to

contract-out the construction and maintenance work now being doe 'in

heae by gover t employees, the private workforce would become large

enough to perform virtually all goverueant and cmarcial construction and

maintenance work in Q<m. Fewer alien workers would have to be imported

and that would result in fewer construction dollars being exported from

Qum's struggling economy.

The Gam Cmamunity College needs additional federal ard local

resiurces - help from the Bureau of AWrenticeship and Training created

by the National Apprenticeship Act of 1937 - to enlarge its construction

apprentice training program.

Legislation or administrative regulations are needed to coipel these

who, for whatever reasons, employ alien workers to instead employ the

apprentices enrolled in construction training at the Guam Community

College.

Federal rules now require that apprentices be paid eighty-percent 80%

of the alien worker wage - a minimzm of $6.28 an hour. This steep

price-tag on the services of trainees is the chief cbstruction to full

employment of apprentices, but it is only oe reason so few have been

hired aid trained.

If the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training (USDOL) would permit initial

employment of apprentices enrolled in the Qiam Cmmunity College program

at sixty-five percent (65%) of the B-2 rate (about $5.20 per hour), we

could begin a phase-down in the nmber of 5-2 construction workers
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entering 0mm without seriously disrupting the current building boonm.

This phase-down period - 36 to 48 months - could be one of intense

or-the-job training for apprentices and other local workers.

During the phase-down period, Gum could place new emphasis on

apprentice training so the Gmam Commnity College could graduate

journeymen who would eventually eliminate the need to import all but the

rarest of skills.

working with aembers of the building industry, the Imnigration and

Naturalization Service and the U. S. Department of labor could devise a

formula basd on the level of construction activity taking place at a

given time, to strictly limit the number of 9-2 workers that would be

allowed to enter anm.

Once limitations on B-2 importation are set, those limits should only

be waived when 0gmm would qualify for federal disaster assistance - upon

a Presidential declaration. In those circumstances, 9-2 workers would

have to be repatriated within a year of the disaster.

while working in GIm, 9-2 workers should not be allowed to change or

adjust their status. This may be an issue that should be dealt with in

pending bills that will reform our nation's immigration laws. we endorse

those efforts and look forward to early enactennt of meaningful reform

legislation.

We believe these actions will strengthen Gbam's economy and lessen

reliance on federal assistance.

The Immigration and Naturalization Service reports that that they

expect to process petitions for as many as 2,000 to 2,500 alien workers to

acaamodate the recent increase in construction activity in Guam. However,

those alien workers will spend precious few of the dollars they earn On
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American contractors and American workers will be given a fair
and equal opportunity to perform work that is paid for by the
American taxpayer, and the proceeds of federally assisted construc-
tion will remain in Guam's economy.

U.S. strategic interests in the region will be maintained by pre-
serving a nucleus of American contractors and workers who have
historically stood ready to serve American defense interests.

Improved training and employment of local residents will natu-
rally follow.

Significant contribution to the island's overall economic health
and strengthening of the local tax base will also evolve.

A congressional policy, enacted in Public Law 98-396 provide-
this relates to the American Preference Policy-to provide a prefer-
ence for U.S.-owned contractors in the award of military construc-
tion projects is not currently working as Congress intended; howev-
er, with minor modifications, it could work to the benefit of Ameri-
can business and workers without pushing costs up significantly.

Right now, American contractors are being driven out of the Pa-
cific by unfair competition from foreign-owned firms. When Con-
gress enacted the American Preference Policy, we were confident it
would work to protect the interests of American construction work-
ers, U.S. contracting companies, and the strategic interests of the
United States. However, foreign contractors have found some loop-
holes in the policy and are making the most of these loopholes.

The number of military construction contracts awarded to for-
eign contractors has been increasing sharply over the last few
years. In 1981, about 21 percent of the military construction con-
tracts were awarded to foreign firms. In 1982, the percentage rose
to 47 percent. In 1983, it was 77 percent. In 1984, when the prefer-
ence policy was put into effect, the figure was still about 67 per-
cent. The 1984 figure would have been higher, but Congress or-
dered that some projects planned for award in 1984 be put on hold,
so the contracts could be bid under the new preference policy.

However, even with the new preference policy in effect, in the
first 100 days of calendar 1985, more than $59 million in federally
assisted contracts, mostly for military construction, were awarded
to foreign contractors. Military security and intelligence agencies
have expressed concern that detailed plans, drawings, blueprints,
and specifications of vital military installations are handed out to
anyone who asks for them to prepare construction bids.

There are several contractors operating in Guam today that are
extensions of the government in Peking. One of them was awarded
a construction project on Guam's main naval station last May. Two
contractors from the People's Republic of China have bid on a $3
million light simulator facility at Anderson Air Force Base just last
month. The low bidder was a South Korean contractor, whose
other military construction contract is reportedly behind schedule.
Sources in the contracting office say the contractor and the Navy
are in a letter-writing battle over work that was supposed to start
months ago. That pertains to the first contract awarded to that
contractor.

Meanwhile contracting officers have distributed plans for: a mis-
sile maintenance facility on the only SAC base in the Pacific; an
ammunition-handling facility, where the Navy will load, unload,
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and store conventional and, presumably nuclear weapons; and

third, other military facilities that are vitally important to the de-

fense of the free world. Can a price be put on the diminished secu-

rity of these new defense facilities?
Security issues are only part of the problem. Economic consider-

ations also figure in strongly in the need to revise the policy. The

preference policy is included in military construction appropria-

tions bills that will take effect in fiscal year 1985. Representatives

of American contractors have worked with House and Senate staff

for the last 5 months to attempt to amend the policy, beginning

with the elimination of the $5 million threshold at which it begins

to apply.
A further amendment would eliminate the existing provision

that requires only that U.S. firms be awarded military construction

contracts if their bids are within 20 percent of the low bid of a for-

eign contractor. International bidding should be allowed only when

U.S. contractors have all exceeded the Government estimate for

the project.
A similar policy governing military construction in the Persian

Gulf-Indian Ocean area has not adversely affected construction

costs there. In fact, U.S. contractors have been performing under

an executive order by the Secretary of Defense at about 80 percent

of Government estimates at Diego Garcia.
We also ask that Congress define the term "U.S. contractor"

more narrowly to stop its liberal interpretation by and for the con-

venience of the contracting agency. The language we have suggest-

ed for the preference policy is similar to the definition found in

AID regulations governing contracting.
There is evidence to suggest that rules on subcontracting are not

being adequately enforced, and foreign firms may be entering joint

venture agreements of questionable legality.
Federal contracting rules require that a prime contractor per-

form at least 20 percent of the work on their contract; that they

may not subcontract more than 80 percent of the job. However, the

subcontracting rules have been overlooked by contracting officers

who oppose the preference policy.
At a time when public attention is being focused on the procure-

ment and contracting practices of the Defense Department, it

would seem useful for Congress to direct the Government to devel-

op systems for prequalifying contractors, so that low bidders are

prevented from deliberately buying contracts and making up their

losses with change orders.
There is also an urgent need to strengthen systems to audit con-

tract claims and change orders to determine if these low bids

really, at final analysis, are low.
Even without change orders, foreign firms can often underbid by

employing a number of questionable techniques. Those include the

employment of large numbers of easily exploited alien workers,

and use of questionable payroll plans and home-government subsi-

dies.
Another way foreign contractors manage to underbid U.S. firms

is through currency rates. The yen, for instance, is seriously under-

valued in relation to the U.S. dollar and can be traded on very at-

tractive terms when millions of U.S. dollars are involved. .
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for safekeeping. And the company went out of business-he says, I
can't leave.

Or, if he turns himself in, he's subjecting himself to all kinds of
investigations and deportation hearings and maybe get his name
put on the INS listings. It's really unfortunate.

Representative LUNGREN. Well, then back on the question of the
H-2 workers, would you suggest that the program that should exist
in the future should be one in which the decisions are made here
at the Federal level as to certain criteria to be utilized for qualifi-
cation?

Or, that further parts of the administration of the program in-
cluding the criteria to be established for allowing H-2 workers into
Guam be done at the local level?

Mr. GIBSON. I would still like to see a great deal of local level
activity, involvement in that activity. I think it would really be
useful if the United States or Labor, the Justice, the INS people,
our local government folks and the private sector, the people who
have the jobs, our vocational educational institutions, we could all
sit down and agree on some rules.

For instance, perhaps a 1-to-10 ratio, for every 10 or fewer H-2
workers you propose to bring into the island. Let us see where you
have an apprentice on your payroll and some sort of long-term
commitment to continue to employ that person.

Representative LUNGREN. Although you suggested to me the re-
quirement for pay to apprentices at the present time tends to lose
its attractiveness to an employer.

Mr. GIBSON. Yes, sir; and the rate keeps-the rate of dollars
keeps going up. The regulations, and I believe those are BAT regu-
lations, require that the apprentice be paid 85 percent of the H-2
worker wage rate.

That's considerably higher than what the apprentice rate is in
the United States. If we could somehow get it down a little bit
lower and tell young people, for instance, coming out of our high
schools and thinking about going into the community college train-
ing program, we'll start vou at $13,500 a year plus benefits. When
you get finished in 3 or 4 years, you will have a skill that will sup-
port you and your family the rest of your life at rates then begin-
ning as $20,000 a year.

Representative LUNGREN. Mr. Black, can you give us any esti-
mate in terms of jobs and dollars American businesses in Guam
may be losing annually to foreign companies under the current
preference policy?

Mr. BLACK. Well, I think one of the figures I gave was something
over-in the area of $60 million this year, which has already been
awarded to foreign firms. This is on Federal contracts.

Representative LUNGREN. And do you see that to be-well, do
you see any, other than being here and hoping that there might be
some change on the Federal level in terms of statutory change, do
you see any hope for a different application of the American pref-
erence policy?

You indicated that there are some people you find contracting of-
ficers who-I don't know hou you put it, but you indicated they are
predisposed against the American preference policy.
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Mr. BLACK. Well, yes. I'd have to say that there are contracting
officers who are simply indifferent to it. There is a great deal of
discretion in the execution of the American preference policy as it
now is established. And as a matter of practice, I'd say the officials
involved simply accept any position that any principal represents;
there's no investigation of what his particular status is.

Representative LUNGREN. Delegate Blaz.
Delegate BLAZ. I'd like to draw your attention to the presence of

workers from Communist China, which you alluded to earlier.
Approximately how many workers do you suppose are in Guam

from Communist China?
Mr. BLACK. I'm not positive, Congressman. I think, about 200 on

Guam. Yes?
Mr. GIBSON. It's getting there. It's a hard number to keep track

of because while it's in the petition process, INS won't give that
number to me on the telephone. And I can understand why. I know
of 40 working for one South Korean contractor, who, in turn, uses
those employees because he's a subcontractor to another, a Japa-
nese, prime contractor on the fuel facility at the SAC base at An-
derson.

And I'm given to understand from the Immigration folks back in
Guam that they are looking-they were originally expecting to
process 1,500 to 2,000. Now they're saying 1,500 to 2,000. And they
say the overwhelming number of those petitions have names on
them that are Chinese.

Representative LUNGREN. Could you yield?
Are you saying that those Republic Chinese Nationals are work-

ing for a South Korean contractor who is a subcontractor to a Jap-
anese contractor?

Mr. GIBSON. Yes, sir, precisely.
Representative LUNGREN. I just wanted to get that straight.

[Laughter.]
Delegate BLAZ. Well, I'm glad you did. [Laughter.]
Let me go back to this. You're saying to me that we have Chi-

nese-let's assume they're Communists for the purposes of the ar-
gument-being paid by U.S. defense installations, such as the
naval station and at Anderson Air Force Base, working in possibly
secure areas in Guam?

Mr. GIBSON. Yes, Congressman Blaz. In fact, by way of telling
you about a very recent bid, the religious education facility at NA-
CAMPS, which, as you do, may be the single most important piece
of communications territory in the Pacific.

That job was barely won by an American contractor, who just
happened to round his numbers down instead of up and beat an
outfit called China State Civil Engineering by a thousand dollars.
And I would have been very curious to have a religious education
facility on a supersecret communications base being built by a com-
pany with ties to the government in Peking.

It's just really incongruous.
Representative LUNGREN. Maybe they've got religion. [Laughter.]
Mr. GIBSON. I'm afraid not our kind.
Delegate BLAZ. Are you aware of any other community in America

that has the same problem?
Mr. BLACK. Saipan. They have Chinese Communists working.
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Derez With some refinements in procedure and some clarification, and
clarification with respect to financial responsibilities, we hope that
this program can begin as early as perhaps next spring.

'REE In closing, we in Guam's business community would like toOM- thank Congress for its support and responsiveness to this long-
standing issue, and also like to acknowledge the initiative and as-

the sistance provided by all affected Federal agencies, as we begin toresi- finalize implementation details. Thank you.
I'm [The prepared statement of Mr. Perez, together with attach-

erce ments, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GERALD PEREZ

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Guam's economic growth over the years has been curtailed
by federal lava and administrative regulation. Visa

requirements for Asian travelers wishing to enter Guam are a
major constraining force.

The future development of the island's economy is
dependent upon the proper climate for growth, and air service
is the keystone. Expansion of Guam's tourist industry is the
lynchpin to building air service and with it the climate for
growth and self-suffiency. A visa waiver program and a Guam
Only Entry Permit, similar to that used in Puerto Rico, will
facilitate the expansion of tourism and the long term growth
of Guam's private sector.

Recognizing Guam's unique needs, the United States

Congress in the fall of 1984, passed Public Law 98-454
(Omnibus Bill, Provision 602) which provides for a visa
*waiver of non-immigrant visas for Guam. This law amended
Section 212 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1182).

In August 1985, the Interior Department sponsored a
conference on Guam to discuss the potential of tourism in the
Pacific Basin. Following that meeting, an ad hoc bipartisan
task force was formed to examine what could lie done under the
law and within administrative regulation to improve Guam's
tourism potential. The task force has now forwarded its
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VISA WAIVER

I. BACKGROUND

The United States Territory of Guam is administered

under and regulated by laws intended to govern the mainland

United States and its population in excess of 220,000,000.

Guam with its population of 110,000 is physically located in

Asia some ten thousand miles from Washington D.C. or more

than three times the distance from New York to San Francisco.

Guam's economic development has been curtailed and

constrained by federal laws that in many instances were not

designed for an insular island positioned geographically

closer to Manila, Hong Kong, Taipei, Tokyo and Seoul than it

is to Honolulu, and the North American continent. The laws

that protect the auto mechanic in Caldwell. Idaho, the

waitress in Long Beach, California and the fisherman in Bar

Harbor, Maine do not always apply as well to the life guard

at Tumon Bay in Guam.

Due to its isolated location in the Pacific, Guam's

growth and development is literally at the mercy of the air

service industry. Although this industry is interested in

expansion and the territory desires to build its current

strongest industry, tourism, federal laws and administrative

regulations limit travel to Guam by foreign nationals.
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Recognizing this problem, in the fall of 1984, Congress

passed Public La. 98-454 (Omnibus Bill, Provision 602) which

provided for the waiver of non-immigrant visas for Guam.

This law amended Section 212 of the Immigration and

Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 118). The la. provides that: "a

non-immigrant visa may be waived by the Attorney General, the

Secretary of State, and the Secretary of the Interior, acting

jointly, in the case of an alien applying for admission as a

non-immigrant visitor for business or pleasure and solely for

entry into and stay on Guam for a period not to exceed

fifteen (15) days, if the Attorney General, the Secretary of

State, and the Secretary of the Interior jointly determine

that:

a. Guam has developed an adequate arrival and

departure system; and

b. Such a waiver does not represent a threat to the

welfare, safety, or security of the United States".

The Guam Visa Waiver has become law. The law states

that the Guam Visa Waiver "shall apply to any eligible person

coming to Guam from a foreign country for the purpose of

busines or pleasure for a period not to exceed fifteen (15)

days." The law remains to be implemented.

In early August 1985, the Interior Department sponsored

a conference on Guam to discuss Pacific Basin tourism

potential. The conference was chaired by Ms. Kitty Baier,

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Interior for Territorial and
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links to eastern Asia to attract foreign and U.S. capital, as

well as those businesses seeking to service the Asian region.

Expanding the tourist market in eastern Asia will create

these air linkages, but this market expansion depends on the

elimination of tourist visa requirements.

4. The visa requirement prevents foreign investors in

Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Korea, the Philippines, and

elsewhere from quickly accessing Guam to deal with business

emergencies.

5. The U.S. Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas, as

close as 30 miles north of Guam, has complete control over

its temporary immigration/visa requirements. This places

them in a distinct competitive advantage over Guam for

tourism and business investment.

B. Options to Current Visa Policy

The foregoing problems can be eliminated and a number of

options are available for consideration. They include:

1. Guam should have complete control over the issuance

of temporary visas.

2. A visa free entry to Guam should be established for

all who would normally receive a B-2 visa (required of

visitors for pleasure) from Japan.

- 3. Visa free entry to Guam for all tourists from the

surrounding Asian countries or other tourist markets should

be established as appropriate.

4. The B-I visa (required of visitors for business) for
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Guam should be eliminated for foreign investors meeting

specified requirements.

In all of the above solutions, the ideal situation

is to allow Guam to administer the program with the oversight

from the INS. The alternative is for INS to implement these

Guam-only visa policies.

III. EXPECTATIONS WITH VISA WAIVER

A. Advantages to the Territory of Guam

1) Tourist Industry

Guam can be the proverbial "island in the sun" vacation

spot to nearby Asian urbanites. Bermuda and the Carribean

are favorite vacation spots for east coast U.S. mainlanders:

Majorca and the Greek isles are convenient getaways for

Europeans on holiday. Hawaii annually draws hundreds of

thousands of tourists from the American mid-west and Pacific

seaboard states. Guam has the potential to become an island

ideaway for vacationing Asians, as well as expatriate

Europeans living and working in the metropolitan areas of the

Orient.

Tourism is currently the island's largest private

sector industry. Statistics developed by the Guam Department

of Commerce (DOC) show that in 1983. a total of 350,540

visitors entered the island's ports. Approximately 7,000

people are presently employed in the local tourism industry

to service these visitors. This equates to an employment
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recession, experienced a vigorous up swing in 1983. Its

Gross National Product (GNP) grew by 9.6% (inflation

adjusted) in the first half when compared with the previous

year.

Portions of the Japanese economy actually became

stronger during the recent worldwide recession. According to

the Yesrbook, after registering a negative growth in GNP of

2.7% in the final quarter of 1982, the country showed a 4%

growth factor in the first quarter of 1983 and 5.1% growth in

the April-June quarter. The Yearbook also states that

Japanese banks and brokerage houses continue their

penetration of foreign markets, and will continue to

accelerate their entry (domestically and internationally),

into the areas of leasing, consumer credit and venture

capital. Although 1983 saw a stagnation of capital

investment for Japan, greater amounts of capital investment

for the coming years is expected. This should help sustain

recovery and keep economic growthat a 3 to 4 percent level.

In November 1979, Taiwan lifted the restrictions that

formerly prevented Taiwanese from traveling as tourists

overseas. In 1981, nearly 320,000 tourists traveled abroad

together with another 256,000 traveling on business or other

matters. Taiwan is an increasingly affluent country with an

expanding middle class. Eliminating visa requirements for

Taiwanese tourists will help Guam to capture a portion of

this market.
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During the past two years, new policy changes have

increasingly liberalized Korea's economic marketplace. In

1982. according to the Adminstrative Secretary of Guam's

Korean Consulate, a new policy for Korean citizens was

enacted. It allowed for non-restrictive travel for those

citizens fifty years of age and above. The Korean government

anticipates making additional 
changes to their travel

policies for other age groups within the next five years.

There exists a number of other potential tourist

markets for Guam in Asia. Singapore is nearly as

industrialized as Hong Kong. Malaysia and the Philippines

are developing rapidly with Thailand and Indonesia not far

behind. East Asian nations and city states are viewed as

having the fastest growing economies 
of the 1980's. Given

minimal travel restrictions, 
it is possible that these

countries will represent potential tourist markets for Guam

before the decade is over.

As these other Asian tourist markets 
become viable, Guam

must be able to facilitate the development of tourism. The

visa waiver is the vehicle by which this goal can be reached.

From Guam's perspective there 
is nothing for the federal

government to lose by allowing visa free entry into Guam, and

a great deal for it to gain. The economic benefits accruing

to Guam through a larger tourism industry and the business

expansions that would follow, could quickly result in Guam

weaning itself from the federal dollar. Reversing the ever
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(Republics of Belau and the Marshalls and the Federated

States Micronesia) makes it the logical focal point for

regional flights into the outlying areas of Micronesia and

points beyond.

There has been a renewed interest in Micronesia

because of the areas close ties with Japan prior to World War

II and the military battles during the war. With Guam as a

transportation nexus, tourists will find it easier to access

these more than 2,000 islands.

5) Guam as a Business and Financial Center

Guam has most of the assets (well-developed

infrastructure, communication links, international banks,

etc.) needed to become a major U.S. business center in Asia.

The primary remaining weakness is the limited number of

flights to other business centers and markets in the region.

The elimination of travel restrictions such as the

current visa requirements will, with an aggressive

promotional effort by Guam, increase the demand for more

air service to the island. As airline service from multiple

locations in Asia increases, the potential to develop Guam as

a business and financial center in the region is greatly

increased. Guam's development into a business center for

U.S. corporate regional offices servicing their Asian

interests will represent major cost savings for the

companies, and the foreign exchange implications for the

United States would be substantial. It will also diversify
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Guam's private sector beyond its predominant reliance on

tourism and accelerate the movement toward economic self-

reliance.

B. Advantages to the United States

1) Reduced Federal Funding

In 1984, approximately 30 million dollars in tax

revenues were generated by Guam's tourism industry. This

figure represents 17 percent of the local government's

revenues for that year. In efforts to lessen its dependency

on the U.S. Federal Government, Guam is working to create a

stronger private sector labor force. The visitor industry,

for example, now provides 20 percent of all private sector

jobs.

Extremely conservative growth estimates (based only on

known plans) indicate that 500 hotel rooms will be added in

the next five years, and that the number of visitor arrivals

will increase by 562 to at least 500,000. Based on 1982

dollars, these tourist will spend over $355.5 million

annually, or a projected $475 million to be spent in 1986.

By 1987, Guam could be bringing half a billion dollars

back into the U.S. economy. This estimate, based on the

present tourist industry does not even attempt to project the

significant positive impact of the elimination of tourist

visas for selected countries. The additional foreign

currency that Guam could draw annually into the U.S. economy

through investment and tourism in the coming decade might



BACKGROUND STATEMENT

Guam's economic development over the years has been tied

primai tcono the Department of Defense and its activities on

the island in the and Asian region. F~ollowing the withdrawal

of U.S. forces from Vietnam 
Guam suffered a five million

dollar capital circulation 
loss. At this point, it b~m

obvious that it was essential 
that Guam diversify 

its

economic base if it were ever to become self sufficient.

Initial efforts for economic development 
concentrated in

tourism and 
private sector growth. The visitor 

industry

emphasized the Japanese mar ket and private sector expansion

concentrated on developing Guam as a business platform for

U.S. corporations wishing to do business in Asia. In both

areas, restr ictions weregencountered 
due to the difficulty in

obtainling appropriate visas from U.S. emb ass ies and 
the

limited number 
of flights to Guam from As9ian countries.

Guam obtained 
legal authority for the easing of visa

restrictions 
through the Omnibus 

Terr itory act 
of 1984

(public law 98-454). 
The law provides that: G"a no-

immgrat vsa aybe waived by the Attorney General, thle

Secretary of State, and the Secretary 
of the intr,rtoll act Ial

jointly, in thle case 0 f an 
alien applying for ndmi' Io'~

non-immigrant visitor for business or pleasure nod soley fo"

entry into and stay on Guam for a period not to exceed

fiften 15)days. 
if the Attorney 

General. the Secretary 
of

State, and the Secretary 
of Interior jointaly eemn ht

1) Gua m has developed 
an adequate arriva 

and departure

system; and 
ersn hett h

2) Such a wa iver 
does not repeen 

threaUnte Stoathes

welfare, safety, or security ofteUie0tts

Following the Interior Department's 
pacifc Basin Tourism

Conferene by Ms.Kitty Baier, 
an ad hoc bipartisan

Conereceheaded b e aino r ila

task force was formed at the recommendationo 
Mr. Craigla

Craig. Regional 
INS Director 

from Ilawi. 
Mr Cag

recomened hatsuch a task force be made up of bot h

private Sector rersnatiesan 
localji gvrlaocn,

and that this group work collectively withensi'e h'Iro' qIN

Officer in Charge'to compile one,copensv 
proposal.
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contr.1 -Y:.mcx o

add resses 5 uiycncerns 
to all. as wel a,'R the

sec uritiyl o COur ~ grth f o a p v a te sec t~ '

local gvne-tview



OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS OPTIONS

The task force has examined four options for operational
systems that will control visitor arrivals and departures.
Two of these options were discarded and are briefly described
as follows:

1) If Guam were to handle all clearances into the
island. Congress would be required to consider legislation to
grant the authority to Guam. Such authority has no such
precedence. In addition to finding it very difficult to
obtain~the required authority, the cost of installing such a
program was found to be excessive.

2) If the current system were to be continued without
major additions to the staffing, the time to process visitors
would be so great that any positive public relations would be
totally lost.

The viable options developed by the task force are:
1) USINS Control Option - All alien arrivals regardless of

status are inspected by INS Officers. The only exception to
this is that a by-pass will be provided for the U.S. and CNHI
citizens. Structural and or equipment changes will be
necessary and will include the relocation of twelve
inspection booths, with an additon of four more at a later
time. The addition of a desk in the concourse for the by-
pass procedure and the removal of the railing between the
present crew and the U.S. citizen lines.

Departure control will be handled by as many as four INS
personnel through a program of pre-inspection of those
leaving on all departing aircraft. Additional equipment will
be required including two more inspection booths and four
sets of bin racks for collection of I-94 arrival/departure
forms.

Enforcement procedures will be handled as they are presently,
using normal procedures and regulations. The only exception
will be that assistance may be requested from the Guam Police
Department.

An information system that will provide timely data to the
NIIS system could be installed by the Government of Guam.
Arrival and departure of I-94's will be collected daily and
will be turned over to the Guam Department of Commerce for
data entry. Duplicate information tapes could be forwarded
to the NIIS system headquarters in Kentucky within three
working days. Daily hard copy listings of number of
arrivals, number of departures, and identification by name,
nationality, and address of overstays will be provided to
INS.

Personnel increases will be required for INS to perform the

V



Computer sYstem *

Programming *

Training of Guam officersIn INS procedures

Training of INS officers inGuam customs procedures

Uniforms and badges for 22 GuamCustoms Officers

Departurea
Computer system *

Programming *

Enforcement
Enforcement -equipped auto x 4
Total Start-Up Cost

ONGOING COSTS.

Arrivals.
Addition INS inspectors (10) $
Additional INS clerk

Additional Guam Customs OfficeraOfficer IX 16 @ $ 18.000Officer II x 3 e $ 20.000Officer ill x 3 ~ $ 21.000
Programming Consultant

Keypunch operator

Miscellaneous

Depreciation

Legal counsel for exclusionproceedings

Departurce
Keypunch operator 

'

$ 30,000

10,000

-0-

-0-

-0-

30.000

10,000

$ 117,000
. ^. ^. . .

$ 30, 000

10, 000

40,000

5,000

5,000

30,000

10,000

60.000

$ 238,0oo

SHAREDINS ONLY RESPONSIBILITY

500,000 $ 500,000

20.000 
20,000

-0-
-0-
-0-

5,000

2,000

8,000

11.000

-0-

-0-
12.000

288,000
60,000
63,000

5,000

12,000

8,000

14, 200

35,000

12,000

I



Miscellaneous supplies

Depreciation 6,000 6.000

Programming consultant 5,000 5;000

Enforcement
INS enforcement officer x 2 12,000 12,000

Customs enforcement officer x 4 -0- 100.000

Miscellaneous supplies 10.000 10.000

Depreciation -0- 12,000

Chase and removal costs
$ 250 per alien x 100 aliens
per month for 12 months 300,000 300.000

Legal counsel for deportation
proceedings x 2 -0- 70.000

Total Ongoing Coats $994,000 $1,525,000
... .. . ... .. .

* The initial start-up costs for the computer and for the
programming are equally distributed between arrival and
departure cost.

DATA PROCESSING/INFORMATION CONTROL

In order to provide for an adquate arrival and departure
control system, allowance must be made for detection of
visitors who over-stay the authorized 15 day limit. This
would be accomplished by installing a mini-computer with
adequate memory and memory backup, and hiring two keypunch
operators to enter and verify the appropriate information
from the I-94 arrival and departure forms. Those individuals
who are identified as having over-stayed their authority will
have their names and other available information turned over
to enforcement officicals for their disposition.

At the end of each shift, the I-94 arrival forms will be
gathered from the inspection officers to be processed by one
keypunch operator on the day shift. A file entry will
consist of the Admission Number and items numbered I through
7 from the arrival form; there will be one file created for
each arriving passenger. All arrival files for any given day
will constitute an arrival record for that day.

$ 8.000 $ 8.000
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PREPARED STATEME1NT OF STEVEN F. SEGAL

Mr. Lungren and members of the Committee, I am pleased totestify before you in regard to impediments and inducements tobusiness development on Guam. My name is Steven F. Segal and Iam Chairman of Sigallo-Pac Ltd. of Guam and President of itsUnited States parent, Sigallo Ltd. of New York City.Sigallo-Pac is a manufacturer of men's knit wool sweaters. Weare the sole garment manufacturer in Guam and the largestsingle employer on the island.

The company was formed in Suam in 1931. Establishing itas a going con:ern was considerably more difficult and costlythan anyone could have anticipated. Prior to this, it was ofcritical importance to obtain, in advance, rulings from theUnited States Customs Service that the sweaters which weplanned to manufacture from foreign components, qualified as aproduct of Guam and were entitled to duty-free treatment underGeneral Headnote 3 (a), Tariff Schedules of the United States(TSUS), covering products of insular possessions. The plant



was established in reliance upon the rulings we obtained. In

all, we secured three rulings, holding in each case that the

work done by us was a substantial manufacturing process and

hence, our finished sweaters were a product of Guam, U.S.A. anI

could be imported duty-free.

When our operation started, there was not a single trained

sewing machine operator in Guam. Such training was both

difficult and costly. It was necessary to bring in suoervisorv

anI training people from the U.S. mainland - at substantial

salary incentives to relocate - to engage in all aspects of

worker training. Thus, every present employee represents an

extremely large outlay for training: each of them requiring

from 6-16 weeks at pay scales substantially above U.S. minimum

wages. Today, we have 300 workers and an investment of

approximately $1,500,000 in start-up costs. This figure

continues to mount because of a high labor turnover.

Creation of our physical plant presented some special and,

once again, costly challenges because of Guam's location. In

this remote Possession, 7 air hours from Hawaii, we acquired a

bare, unused warehouse and converted it into a modern factory.

This entailed (besides the gutting and rebuilding of the

interior) the installation of textile machinery, boilers,

electrical lines, washing and pressing equipment, etc. Our
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textile exporters and the United Statesdosestic producers. We are a "hy5rid' operation if you will:we use imported components in Guam, but the labor which makesthe garmet
5 on the island is American and paid at or abovethat Of workers in the States. In addition S

emuoieess in, ~ e York servicing this and Other aspect s Of ourbusinesst represent an annual payroll of approximately$1,500,0)0. We are also a major customer of hn*C- and the public warehouses we use.

GUAM'S C URRENT OA SI TUATION

On ',ay 9, 1984, President Reaga., issued an Executive Orderintended to toughen administration 
of the United States textile

import Drogram Subsequently 
nrspnetoti 
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the ~ ~ ~ ~ uety in responsetthe Customs Service issued interim lcOuntry.of-origin,
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and which

d t igallop shipments created the legal fiction



that when our completed sweaters are imported into the Jnitei

States, they should be treated "as if" they were shipped here

directly from the country of production of the components. The

new regulations produced the astonishing result that in the

sight of Customs, Sigallo-Pac and Guam simply ceased to exist.

As a result of negotiations between the government of Guam

and the Administration and based upon our past shipping

history, the Committee for the Implementation of Textile

Agreements (CITA) announced on March 4, 1985 that a quota of

160,000 dozen cotton, wool, or man-made fiber sweaters

assembled in Guam would be permitted entry into the United

States for the year ending October 31, 1985. The legal

authority for this action was 7 U.S.C. 1854, a statute which

authorizes the President to negotiate textile and textile

product quotas "with representatives of foreign governments".

So, under another startling legal fiction, Guam, an insular

possession of the United States, became a "foreign

government". Nonetheless, without this quota and the

cooperation of the Commerce Department and other agencies

concerned, we would have been out of business today.

Not long after the current quotas were announced, the

Customs Service published its final textile-product rules of

origin which, over many objections, including those of Federal CCu
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(c) Because remedial legislation is under considerationby the Congress, delay application 
of the newrules-of-origin 

for duty and marking purposes to theinsular possessions pending passage-of the bill.
REMEDIAL LEGISLATION 

IN TH 
OUDBE PR~~ NCE Y TH C NGRESS

To prevent the demise of the textile industry on Guam,Congressmen Blaz and Frenzel have co-sponsored 
H.R. 2225,presently pending before the Subcommittee on Trade of the HouseCommittee on Wavs and Means. This bill would revive theobligations which the United States has historically exercisedtowards its Flag Possessions, 

specifically 
in regard to thespecial tariff status afforded their products (a policy datingback to 1902); it would preserve the present duty-free statusfor such products, but would leave in place those import quotarestraints imposed by the Administration. 
As we testifiedbefore the Subcommittee on Trade, only H.R. 2225 will keep usin business. The urgent need for this remedial legislation is

underscored by the damage already done by Customs' threats tomake our products fully dutiable. I refer to the cloud uponour plans to sell and ship goods; to the noticeable loss ofconfidence in us by our customers, banks and other financialinstitutions; 
and to the decrease in employee morale both hereand in Guam.

I
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We maie a business decision to build a company in Guam.

We complied with every law and met every challenge. Although

each facet of building the factory was more costly and

time-consuming than anyone could have possibly predicted, we

still felt our decision was correct and believed we had the

full support of the United States Government. Should the

Congress fail to pass this remedial legislation, I have no hope

for our business, or for the eventual economic independence of

Guam. If Sigallo-Pac ceases operations, the social and

economic consequences would be devastating. lur annual payroll

in Guam, in excess of $1,800,000, would be lost to the island's

economy. Those workers thrown into idleness would be

hard-pressed to find other jobs and contribute to an increase

in Guam's present high unemployment rate; it would also

increase Guam's public assistance outlays, largely 'J.S. -

subsidized. Worker dependency would increase; worker

contribution would lessen. Service industries would also be

hard-hit -- Sigallo-Pac is the second-largest shipper on the

island, and generates approximately $700,000 in annual income

to U.S.-flag lines. Other sectors, such as the local power

company and the Port Authority of Guam (including stevedores

and longshoremen), would also be hurt by the loss of

substantial revenue. The chances of Guam ever again attracting

* #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

N



Reprejsentative LTJi.GREN. Thank you vey m c , M . S g . MrSTATEMENT OF SIMON A. SANCHEZ II, DIRECTOR, GUAMCHAMBER OF COMMERCEMr. SANCHEZ Congressma aetodfeettpabout. One is the chamberman P'ito ha ie two difrn oics to talk
and then a rssepsitiodoneM. Segal's exact problem

a n d th e a eco d le m e n t w o u ld b e w e w ill tu r n fro m te il s o
tuna, if you will permit me.txie

Let me talk first about textiles.Under the headnote 3A program of the U.S. Tariff Code, manu-facure gods romGuam are allowed to enter into theCuts
Territory of the United States free of duty with the proviCsintomsat least 30 percent of the Producer's value has -been added inThe original intent of this program was to create jobs for Amen.-

cans on Guam by attracting investments in manufacturing andexport-.creating industries.- Unfortunately, the oa'l of thisFeratrade porm or the goals, have not been me eIntheal190s under headnote 3A, Guam became a very
active manufacturer of watches, wit vr100a 

ei
detseployed by 10 different watch companies. However, the

Federal ~Governmnent soon imposed quotas on the export productsmade by Americans on Guam. Consequently, the number of compa-.nies finally dwindled down to one, and the last company was final-
ly run out of business by a new Treasury regulation. A once flour-
ishing industry ceased to exist due to inconsistent Federal actions.Once again, the effectiveness of the headnote 3A program is
being challenged. A U.S. sweater manufacturer rcnl e
business in Guamn-and we are speaking about the same one, Sip-
gallo-so that they could make sweaters for U.S. trade assembledfrom parts imported from Asian countries under headnote 3A. The
manufacturer's efforts were quite successful in that the plant' wa's
soon employing almost 300 people, all of whom were citizens or per-manent residents of the United States who earnedinexssothU.S. minimum wage, averaging $5 per hour.Undoubtedly, the sceso this firm could lure other garmentnaranufacturers' PariuaryUS. manufacturers currently Operat..ng in Asia. Unfortntlwile U.S. Customs had ruled that theirocess of assembligsetr in Guam did in fact constiuemnf a c u ri g w th s u b ta n ial tr n sfo rm a tio n , o u r g o o d frie n d s o f th e
reasury issued intrirtxtles 

earding country of origin,
hich poietawhnnarticle 

of apparel is assembled in
ua r om prsta co ef m c untries with textile quotas, e

'esusatatrnfrainoGuamn, the completed articl is
rnte. ti o ig fo h o nr furnishing the orgn lerawWel hsregulation would close down Guam's nascent textile in-strY. However, the U.S. Trade Representative and the Tradelicy Committee recently'agreed on a limited exemption to the,'ulation. The U.S. Territory of Guam was placed by its ownIntry underaqoao1600dze*iod. r ut f1000dzn sweaters 'for a 12-nmonth
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Well, this action saved the one company already in operation, al-
though the quota is less than the current capacity and is much less
than the level of planned production. The new rule, however, left
no room for any other textile manufacturers to invest in Guam and
froze employment at the current levels. Once again, the production
by Americans on Guam for sale to other Americans was subject to
quote limitations.

As with Guam's short-lived watch industry, it appears that any
time a Guam manufacturing operation becomes successful under
headnote 3A the Federal Government takes action to limit or pre-
vent the continued success and growth of the operation.

Subsequently, Guam's ability to attract jobs from Asians to
Americans is greatly diminished in the eyes of potential investors.
At a time when the United States is trying to bring jobs back to
our country, Americans on Guam are slapped with quotas. Why?
We ask. When certain industries left the Eastern Seaboard for the
Western Sun Belt, or for Long Beach for that matter, Americans
on the West Coast were not subjected to quotas. We now encourage
Toyotas and Datsuns to be assembled by Americans in America.

Are we going to count their productivity against Japan or
Japan's actual imports? But this is going to happen to Americans
on Guam.

With over 25,000 Guamanian Americans dependent on some sort
of Federal transfer payment and with an unemployment rate of 12
percent, jobs are of critical importance, and these, by the way, are
American jobs. Let Guamanian Americans earn a living from pro-
ductivity, not from Federal handouts. Save the subsidies for the
Treasury or spend that same money on economically depressed in-
dustrial areas that need the money for retooling or reinvestment.

The particular solution to the problem of the textile industry in 4
Guam would be the enactment of Delegate Blaz' bill, H.R. 2225, as
it is being currently amended, which has been introduced. This 5
would amend general headnote 3A by adding a new section provid-
ing that any article of wearing apparel, if assembled in an insular
possession of the United States by joining together otherwise com- a
pleted knitted-to-shape component parts of foreign origin, shall be .
treated as if such article is a product of such insular possession.

This would protect textile manufacturing in Guam under head- ir
note 3A. Not only could the firm now operating go ahead with 0
plans to increase production and hire more employees, but other
manufacturers could also go into business with reasonable assur- ;p
ance that they would not face arbitrary closure under a new Feder- :m
al change of heart. Guam's fragile economy would benefit greatly nc
from such Federal action, thus alleviating the territory's depend-
ence on Federal aid. tic

Of course, the larger solution would be to enact legislation which Di,
would exempt firms operating in Guam under headnote 3A from ' su(
future quota restrictions on any product. Currently, Delegate Blaz' i poi
bill is restricted to textiles, but we would like to prevent any rein- swi
terpretation of the law which would shut down or badly hamstring .1'
any new Guam industry lawfully set up under headnote 3A. ho%

It is highly conceivable that if the necessary amendments to int3
headnote 3A are made, Guam could become a manufacturing eml
center in the western Pacific, the underlying rationale behind crei
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And, finally, this short problem: The application of the vesseldocumentation laws mandates that vessels over 5 net tons must bebuilt in the United States in order to be documented as a U.S.-flagvessel entitled to engage in the American coastal fisheries withinthe 2 00-mile limit.
Given Guam's great distance from' the mainland United Statesand other factors, it is very expensive to purchase fishing vesselsmade in the United States to be used in Guam's 2 00-mile area. Thenet effect is that residents of Guam don't purchase new fishing ves-sels to be used in Guam.

Fisheries development involving local American residents inlocal waters is correspondingly thwarted. The vessel documentationlaws should be amended to allow vessels owned by bona fide resi-dents or corporate residents of Guam and used within the 20 0-milelimit surrouunding Guam to be documented as U.S.-flag fishingvessels regardless of where such vessels are built. It should benoted that once again our good neighbors to the north, the North-ern Marianas, are exempt from this requirement by virtue of aPresidential proclamation.
In closing, the above three mentioned Federal constraints consti-tutes the most severe and immediate impediments to the develop-ment of tuna and local fisheries on Guam.There are a number of other recommendations that have beenmade as a result of studies by various Federal agencies that wouldresult in a prosperous development of Guam's fishing potential.Guam s ocean is the most obvious natural resource to focus Federaldevelopment effort.

The problem has not been a lack of studies or investigations, butrather a lack of action in the face of a clear and pressing need tochange fisheries-related laws.[The prepared statement of Mr. Sanchez follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SIMON A. SANCHEZ II

Mr. Chairman and Members of this Camittee, I am Simon A. Sanchez, II,

an elected Director of the Guam C amber of Commerce. On behalf of the

Chanber's membership, I welcome this opportunity to express our views

concerning various Federal barriers which impede fisheries and trade

development on Guam.

REPEAL OF FEDERAL BARRIERS TO EXPANDED FISHERIES DEVE[LCPE9r

Given (bam's location in the Pacific, its limited land mass area and

lack of lard resources, it is only logical that we reach out and tap the

bountiful natural resources available in the ocean surrounding our

island. In the mid 70's, the migration of tuna to our part of the

Pacific opened up a potentially vast fishing industry for Guam. The

annual tuna harvest from the Western Pacific is approximately 500,000 tons

which yields an annual value of $500 million a year. For Guan alone, it

is estimated that the tuna industry brought over $50 million into the

eccnomy in 1984, resulting in over 400 jobs and tax receipts to the

Government of
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reccrmendations that have been made as a result of studies by various

federal agencies that would result in a prosperous development of Qam's

fishing potential. Giam's ocean is the most obvious natural resource to

focus Federal development efforts. (See, for examples, Department of

Interior Study on Shipping Laws and Fishing Laws applicable to the United

States. Recently, the Department of Commerce finished a similar study and

recommendations relating to federal laws and fisheries development on

Guam. It is our understanding that the Department of Ccomerce has

endorsed similar changes in Federal law. Ttus, we direct the attention of

the GRO investigative team to the Department of Ctnmerce study in

particular).

Tihe problem has not been a lack of studies or investigations but

rather a lack of action in the face of a clear and pressing need to chanme

fisheries-related laws,

AMENDMNTS TO READNTYe 3(a)

Under Beadnote 3(a) of the U.S. Tariff Code, manufactured goods from

Qiam (which is outside U.S. Customs jurisdiction) are allowed to enter

into the Custons Territory of the United States free of duty with the

provision that at least 30 percent of the producer's value has been added

in Guam. This program benefits the local manufacturers in two ways: (1)

that of being permitted to import raw materials for manufacturing

tariff-free, and (2) providing access to our country's markets free of

import tariffs and quotas.

The original intent of this program was to create jobs for Americans

on Giam by attracting investments in manufacturing and export creating

industries. Unfortunately, the goals of this federal trade program have

not been met. In the early 70's, under Beadnote 3(a), Guam became a very
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much. Mr. Jones.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. JONES, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
JONES & GUERRERO CO., ON BEHALF OF THE GUAM AUTOMO-
BILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION AND THE GUAM CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

Mr. JONES. Thank you very much, Mr. Vice Chairman. My name
is Robert H. Jones. I am executive vice president of Jones & Guer-
rero Co., president of Triple J Enterprises, and today I am here
representing the Guam Automobile Dealers Association and the
chamber of commerce.

I would like to thank you and Delegate Blaz for this opportunity
to be heard before this subcommittee.

Two years ago I was here for the chamber of commerce, and we
were talking about abuses in the commissaries and exchanges. We
were talking about excessive free freight to Guam, and it is strange
that I am here today talking about the same kinds of problems but
where we were trying to take it away before we have found out you
couldn't do that, and I am here trying to give it back today, and I
hope we are more successful this time than we were last time.

But anyway, I have a prepared statement which you have copies
of, and I will try to summarize in the interest of time some of the
important parts of the testimony.

President Reagan has termed this the era of the Pacific, and
since 1978 the bulk of U.S. trade has shifted from the Atlantic to
the Pacific. Japan and the United States account for 25 percent of
the entire world trade now. Japan is our most significant Pacific
trading partner.

Approximately 50,000 United States servicemen are stationed in
Japan and Okinawa. Thousands more are assigned to Korea,
Taiwan, and the Philippines. This is to preserve peace and the
U.S.-Pacific trades.

Last year, General Motors recognized $422 million in net income
from export tax subsidies. This year, Americans can be expected to
buy 2,300,000 Japanese made vehicles. This is a big trade item.

A serviceman stationed in Europe can purchase a U.S. specifica-
tions vehicle, drive it for a year, and the military pays to ship it to
the States on change of duty station. This is a service entitlement.

A serviceman stationed in Japan, including Okinawa, cannot
drive a United States spec vehicle on the public roads there. Serv-
icemen, about 1,200 annually, have been purchasing United States
spec vehicles in the United States; namely, Guam, upon their state-
side reassignment from Japan and Okinawa for shipment at mili-
tary expense to reduce personal losses. This is not a big trade item, j
1,200 automobiles per year. I

Effective September 30, 1985, the Government will not pay the
cost of transporting these Guam purchased vehicles for servicemen t
despite the request of the Department of Defense. This is a pity. I n
have a report here from the Department of Defense recommending a
that that be reinstated. e]

According to the Department of Defense, due to the unique "com- ti
bined" effects of the United States and Japanese regulations and
laws affecting their personal vehicles, U.S. servicemen can reason- st
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Many military personnel stationed in the Far East have discovered

that they can cut their losses by buying a U.S. spec car on Guam when

rotating back to the States. Guam is the only place west of Hawaii
taereto.. This ter.ate are s ir berlef is o rly available 5f t-e

ser a ays an -- a d : epe ovea r the ::d esgnted r shpping

r~~~~~~s~f lz a L- a - - -i- :fuze nafe

expense. In Europe, where cars are easily driven and/or ferried to the

designated port, alternate port shipping is nov as necessary as in the
Far East.

Due to the mock xenophobic rage and political clout of the

Stateside auto makers, Congress has eliminated Guam as a source of auto
purchases for GIs in Japan and Okinawa. The DOD has also bent under the

pressure. They have closed off Guam as an alternative port.

The result is that servicemen and women in Japan and Okinawa can no

longer expect the government to pack then up and move them home. They

have to pay the entire cost of shipping a Guam purchased vehicle from

their own pocket.

Congress ordered the Department of Defense to study this

situation. In its analysis and report, the Department of Defense

concluded "our people are caught in the middle and end up experiencing
significant financial and personal sacrifices to buy and own a car - a

privilege which their civilian peers in (the Continental United States)

regard as a right... In essence, these people can reasonably believe

they are being penalized for serving their country in Japan."

How important is the Transportation Benef it

Very important. The DOD, in its report to Congress, noted that

servicemen assigned to Japan, Okinawa and Singapore face "unique

hardships' relative to automobile ownership. The report mentions that

the servicemen who sell a car prior to moving to Japan usually lose "a

minimum of $1000 to i2000 in the process." This is not as bad, though.

as the loss faced upon rotating back to the States. "The most

devastating expense for our Service members, however, occurs upon their

permanent change of station from Japan."

The Japanese car market in Guam is attractive to Far East based

military personnel because the market is close and outside quota systems
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President Reagan has heralded this time as the Era of the Pacific.
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This proposal gives the military the greatest choices of
opportunity and savings with maximum neutrality as regards any
preference of place of manufacture. Moreover, the Chamber feels that
this alternative addresses the (unfounded) allegations of the Michigan
delegation: that the JTRs encourage the sale of foreign made vehicles.
(Actually, U.S. made cars can be purchased in Guam also, and often are
purchased there by service personnel.) This alternative provides a
service member the same freedom of choice (i.e., whether to buy a U.S.
or foreign vehicle) available to his or her civilian counterpart. And,
importantly, it does so in a context of parity with those service
members stationed in Europe who are able to own and ship foreign made
vehicles.

The Chamber fails to understand the DOD conclusion that a one-time
in lieu allowance, restricted as indicated above, might somehow be
deemed to be inequitable. DOD evidently felt the payment had to be made
to everyone regardless whether a replacement vehicle was purchased.
There was no indication of any inequity when the service failed to give
compensating allowances to those not utilizing the shipping privilege
available to them. By the same token, the in lieu allowance need only
be made available to those members evidencing a need for it by
purchasing a new vehicle concommitently with a change in duty station.

Since the curtailment of the prior benefit was only aimed at and
affected members stationed in the Far East, implementation of a policy
to restore the benefit need only be aimed at them. This hardly seems
unfair or inequitable. On the contrary, it hardly seems fair or
equitable to continue to deprive Guam of its natural market and to
continue the discriminatory and harsh oppression of our service
personnel assigned to the Far East.

l
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And I don't have all the credibility in the world with some of my
colleagues from Michigan since Toyota Motor Co., United States
has its corporate headquarters in my district, and the Port of Los
Angeles and Long Beach, both of which are in my district, probably
take in more Japanese automobiles than any port in the United
States.

But, I mean, what I'm saying is you can talk about the argument
of people. People. People being American citizens. I think that's a
very important argument, but you've got a protectionist mood run-
ning through this Congress right now.

And so I think, in addition to that, you've got to make some
other arguments, which are:

You want to say a threat to the textile industry, Guam is not
where you've got to worry about it. At least, it seems to me, as
much as that may pain you to make that argument, because the
other one is more heartfelt, that you might be required to make it
as well.

Mr. SANCHEZ. Well, the nice thing is that I work for the govern-
ment economic authority that worked with Mr. Segal 4 years ago,
and here was an American businessman leaving Asia to come to an
American territory to create jobs-exactly what we're trying to en-
courage.

Representative LUNGREN. Yeah, but we'll teach you. [Laughter.]
Mr. SEGAL. I think that's really the main point. I can't see how

anybody would make an investment, watch industry started, it's
gone. We'll be gone. How can anybody make an investment in
Guam based on the history, which means foreign employment,
lower morale. And no one cares. Why should they? There s nothing
there.

And it's not just textiles. I mean, we're scrambling just to protect
one. We are the success story. After a cost of $2 million, we were
the success story that's there. And no one cares.

Sure, it's like the story they tell over-as long as they shoot
them in the pants, as long as they don't hit my coat. It's a perfect
example. [Laughter.]

And as we said, we're insignificant compared to the total coun-
try. Our product is even made here, because we're talking about
full-fashioned sweaters. We're all Americans and everything else is
right.

And we were told to do this. We used American law, had no 3A,
U.S. Customs. There isn't one thing that we did improperly. We
dotted every "i" and crossed every "t" and made our investment.

If it's only in the interest of American fair play, this shouldn't
happen, the kind of problem.

Representative LUNGREN. Aren't you also telling me in your tes-
timony that it is suggested that you be treated differently than the
way we're going to treat the Caribbean Basin?

Mr. SEGAL. Oh, sure. In the textile law, they're exempting the
Caribbean Basin. They're exempting Canada. They're exempting
all of Europe. They're exempted. They're not in this.

Guam. China. Taiwan. Korea. Indonesia. And a big country of
Guam. They're in it. The others are not.

Delegate BLAz. I testified at that particular hearing. Mr. Vice
Chairman, and the reason given why they're exempting Canada
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and EEC countries was that they were close friends of the United

States. [Laughter.] 4Teesaanwrtth.Dclewr

Representative LUNGREN. Thr' nase o ht elr a

on the Unite~d States. Lose. And we'l~l build you up. [Laughter.]

Delegate BI.AZ. So I said' that if Canada and EEC couint~ries were

clos frend oftheUnied States and that was the basis, then I

would like to know what the relationship would befoGumtth

motherland, which is the United States.

And I thought I made: apoint, quite frankly. The chairman him-

self looked at me and said, "I can't believe they'retainyo

And then he referred to that bill on the floor" that k was treted

and he look.ed at me and, using his words,hesi,"tinyogt

screwed on the floor on this issue," meaning that I should have

Son there are. a ubro ebrs of Congress who apparently

have a feeling that Guam is beingbetrayed on this. And, yet, we

can't seem to get the right numbers, or either we can't seem to

change the perception. 
yutlabtGamyou're

ch~~hge t th~~at when you ta~luk about Guawng he

There's a perception ththoiatng wh en

almost talking about Taiwan, the same, you know,thonghe

And in the case of the Northern Marianas, when you put the two

communities and you compare the bren t h' oen

citizens of the United States right now, and we ar citiens

Representative LuNGREN. It doesn't sound like we're encouragn

them to become I'izen s

hel o egate BLAZ Ys, it just kind of makes you want to throw

Delegate BLAz. Yes.

back you free trade decree and say, let's start all over again.

Anyway, I mean- 
rdi' ares tsrgt ym

Mr. SEGAL. It's not even free t 'fs 
t. Byh

own dscusing ree rade, we are reduced by our Govern

U.S. Government. I'm not talking t wl.ho

York, to do these things. And somebody just hne h ue

afeltegfactBz. I the bill as .currently written is not modified,

say, the bill that I submitted is not changi whtwudbh

prospect of survival for your companye W on l Gua gowm? cul

Mr. SEGAL. That we could survie e col nhoty grow. Wet could

not add one additional worker. In fact, inthoyaswgeef-

cien, mreffiiet, we'll even reduce somewhatawokfre

Somewhat. But, we could stay in bsns.W ol o opt

with FHong Kong, Tax-an, and Norea destood the question or I

Delegate BLAz. Did I eithtrhou misu

misundersto~od the answer. If the bill as currently writtenta s

the Jenkins bill-
Mr. SEGAL. I'M Sorry. The Jenkins bill?

Delegate BLAZ. Yes.

Mr. SEGAL. The Jenkins bill.

Delegate BLAZ. Were to be---
Mr. EGAL TheJenkns bllvill-, at the best, reduce our business

25 .to 30 Terent Butkiwe don't have a problem with the Jenkins bill

because if the bill that you've intrdcdi o asd ewntb

around for the Jenkins bill.




